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Electricity market has been transitioning from a conventional and deterministic operation
to a stochastic operation under the increasing penetration of renewable energy. Industrylevel solutions toward the future electricity market operation ask for both accuracy and
efficiency while maintaining model interpretability. Hence, reliable stochastic optimization
techniques come to the first place for such a complex and dynamic problem.
This work starts at proposing a solution strategy for the uncertainty-based power system
planning problem, which acts as a preliminary and instructs the electricity market operation.
Formulated as a multi-year system planning problem from an independent system operator’s
perspective, it minimizes both expansion and operational costs under binary and continuous
uncertainties, i.e., system component contingency and load/generation variation. The original hybrid model is highly intractable, but we devise a combined decomposition strategy to
relieve the computational burden. Considering 100% renewable penetration in the future, it
analyzes the cost-effectiveness of renewable energy from a long-term point of view.
After the uncertainty-based system planning problem is well tackled, we turn our direction to the hierarchical market operation considering the transmission and distribution
coordination. As distributed generators are increasingly penetrating the distribution networks, the central operator should be aware of their uncertainties. We develop a three-stage
unit commitment model for the market operation of transmission and distribution coordination under the uncertainties of renewable generation and demand variations. As a multi-stage
iv

stochastic programming problem, the proposed model is mixed-integer nonlinear, and we devise a generalized nested L-shaped algorithm to divide and conquer this problem efficiently.
With the study of new electricity market operations, current market protocols should
be updated according to the growing variable resources in the power system, especially the
ancillary service participation. To better let industry and research communities leverage our
works, we develop an flexible software platform for the full-stack electricity market operations including both the day-ahead and real-time operations. In this platform, users could
conveniently switch from conventional market models to the novel market framework that
we designed. Various operation novelties, such as ancillary service provision from variable
resources, multi-level energy storage participation, and model updates on the conventional
non-spinning reserve, are integrated in the new model, considering the profitability of the
variable renewable energy.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivations and Preliminaries
The electricity market serves as a system that enables electric power trading by long-term
planning and short-term scheduling through bids to buy and offers to sell. The conventional
deregulated electricity market has been well developed upon multi-timescale co-optimizations
of energy and reserves to achieve the goal mentioned above. In general, a typical electricity
market operation first solves a deterministic ex-ante market optimization that collects the
bids and offers submitted by different stakeholders and clears the market with zonal or
nodal pricing. Then, ex-post dispatch and settlement procedure in real-time are conducted
to realize the cleared power schedules and finalize the payments/charges. This operation
paradigm has been adopted or referred to by many electricity markets around the world,
including the United States [1] and Europe [2].
However, this market framework is now challenged when renewable energy surges in
the power system. Due to the increasing concern of environmental issues, renewable energy
proliferates with generous governmental incentives and community supports. With the global
installations of wind and solar energy depicted in Figure 1.1 (Data source: [3]), the overall
penetration of renewables worldwide has reached 9% in early 2020 [4] and keeps accelerating
phenomenally. From the electricity market’s perspective, however, renewable energy not only
imposes a nature of high capital cost and low operation cost, but also brings uncertainties
that threaten the system reliability. Despite the governmental incentives such as feed-intariffs, renewable energy has been widely questioned for its capital payback and unreliable
power supply [5].
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Figure 1.1. Global wind and solar installation.

On the one hand, from a long-term perspective, before stepping into the daily electricity
market operation, the coordinated system planning should be investigated accounting for the
massive renewable penetration. To what extent that renewable energy should be invested
in the long-term power system planning becomes critical when determining the optimal investment portfolio of future electricity share. However, the uncertainty of renewable energy
poses a difficult hurdle to the planner since the invested generators might have uncontrollable
variable production. Studying the uncertainty-based system planning in a long-term horizon
contributes to a more reliable and confident short-term or mid-term market operation [6].
On the other hand, the short-term market operation should also be treated very carefully since typical renewable energy such as wind and solar possesses short-term variability.

2

One of the most critical concerns is that the downstream markets, i.e., the distribution-level
markets, become increasingly active with the growing penetration of renewable distributed
energy resources (DERs). The uncertainties brought by the DER introduce many unique
challenges, such as the reverse power flow and local net load fluctuation. Hence, an enhanced
market framework that considers the coordination between the transmission and distribution
networks becomes an urgent task [7].
An envisioned overall market hierarchy, as shown in Figure 1.2, provides a road-map
including the key components that should be coordinated in the future market operation.
From the perspective of the central system operator, how to tackle the increasing renewable
uncertainties in both the transmission and distribution networks in the manner of system
operation calls for solutions. Towards the need for a better market operation design, this
dissertation discusses potential solution strategies towards these future challenges while qualitatively and quantitatively analyzing the economic values.
1.2. Research Objectives and Achievements
As the proliferating renewable energy introduces more uncertainties to the power system, uncertainty-based market operations become a significant research milestone, to which
this dissertation is devoting. As a holistic market operation study, both the long-term and
short-term operation schemes are extensively investigated. From the long-term perspective,
the coordinated system planning problem optimizes the multi-year investment portfolio of
generation mix, including a massive portion of renewable generation, considering practical system contingencies and uncertainties. From the short-term perspective, transmission
and distribution-coordinated day-ahead market operation considers uncertainties from both
the upstream and downstream markets at different levels, and a new coordinated market
paradigm paves the way for the distribution-aware system operation. We also develop a
general simulation tool considering the renewable impacts in the future electricity market,
which could help both the industry and research communities conduct more comprehensive
studies on future market framework designs.
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Figure 1.2. Future coordinated market hierarchy.
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More specifically, we outline the detailed contributions and achievements of this work as
below.
• Long-term Operation: Coordinated System Planning: We propose a novel
modeling framework and decomposition-based solution strategy combining stochastic
programming (SP) and robust optimization (RO) to deal with multiplex uncertainties in coordinated long-term power system planning. The problem is formulated as
a multi-year generation and transmission planning problem from a system operator’s
perspective to minimize both expansion and operational costs under binary and continuous uncertainties, i.e., system component contingency, and load/generation variation.
N-k contingencies are captured in RO using the reformulated contingency criteria, while
the load/generation uncertainty is considered in SP embedded with RO using operating scenarios generated from the historical data with spatiotemporal correlations. The
original hybrid model is highly intractable, but the intractability can be relieved by the
proposed decomposition strategy based on the column-and-constraint generation and
L-shaped algorithms. We apply our model to perform long-term system planning under extremely high renewable penetration and investigate the case of 100% renewables
in long-term planning.
• Short-term Operation: Transmission and Distribution Coordinated Market: We propose a three-stage unit commitment model for the market operation of
transmission and distribution coordination under the uncertainties of renewable generation and demand variations. The first stage is for the independent system operator
that determines the commitment decisions of the transmission-level generators and
the distribution-level system reconfiguration; the second stage optimizes the transmission economic dispatch; then distribution system operators in the third stage perform
their economic dispatch and exchange information with the transmission operator at
the boundary nodes. Between the transmission and distribution networks, not only
conventional thermal generators but renewables and variable demands are considered,
which are tackled via a multi-stage stochastic programming approach. The model
adopts a convexified alternating-current branch flow formulation in the distribution
5

system. We devise a generalized nested L-shaped algorithm to solve the proposed
framework in an efficient manner.
• Electricity Market Co-simulation: General Simulation Tool for User-friendly
Flexibility: With the growing penetration of renewable resources, market operators
call for an evolving market framework with refined operational models considering
the unique contributions from renewable resources and energy storage systems. In
the same vein, real-time system-wide simulations also need to intercommunicate with
power system dynamics. To meet the demand of a general testing environment for
new market mechanisms and requirements, we develop a novel electricity market operation paradigm released as MIDAS-S, a flexible Python-based simulation platform. In
this framework, MIDAS-S can efficiently build and solve multi-timescale market optimization models considering novel operation constraints while interfacing with system
dynamic simulations performed in commercial software, e.g., PSS®E. Numerical experiments corroborate the proposed platform’s effectiveness by conducting economic
assessments on real-sized systems with real-time dynamics.
We organize the remainder of this dissertation as follows.
Chapter 2 develops a long-term power system planning problem considering the unit
contingencies and the renewable/load uncertainties. The hybrid stochastic and robust planning problem is solved by a combined algorithm of column-and-constraint generation and
L-shaped method. Chapter 3 quantitatively analyzes the T-D coordinated market framework that takes the local DERs into account with utility-level renewable energy. We devise
a generalized decomposition technique to facilitate the solution of such a complex problem.
Chapter 4 first gives a comprehensive overview for state-of-the-art electricity market operations in the current industry practice and academia, then presents a general simulation
platform devised for flexible market environment parameterization and use case designs.
Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation with several remarks.
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Chapter 2
GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION EXPANSION PLANNING
TOWARDS A 100% RENEWABLE FUTURE

2.1. Nomenclature
We provide a detailed notation list for this chapter.
1) Sets:
G/R/L

Conventional generator / renewable generator / transmission line

S /V

Sending/receiving bus of transmission lines

C

Bus mapping of conventional generators, renewable generators, and demand

XG / XR

Candidate conventional / renewable generator

XL

Candidate transmission line

T

Planning horizon (years)

H

Operation horizon (hours)

M

Planning / operation time index mapping

N

Control mapping between units and investable years
2) Indices:

g/r/`

Conventional generator / renewable generator / transmission line

d

Demand

n

Bus

ω

Scenario
7

k

Iteration counter for C&CG algorithm

o

Iteration counter for L-shaped algorithm

t/h

Planning / operating time index. (t, h) ∈ M

3) Parameters:
G
R
ICg,t
/ICr,t

Investment cost for gth conventional / rth renewable generator in tth year [$]

L
IC`,t

Investment cost for `th transmission line in tth year [$]

OCg,h

Operating cost for gth generator in hth hour [$/MWh]

P Cd,h

Load-shedding cost for unserved load in dth demand in hth hour [$/MWh]

BG / BL

Investment budget for generators / transmission lines [$]

Kt ]

Contingency criterion for system units in tth year

A`

Line reactance of `th transmission line under base MVA [p.u.]

F L`

Flow capacity of `th transmission line [MW]

G

P Lg

Capacity limit of gth conventional generator [MW]

∆n / ∆n

Angle limit of phase angle at nth bus [rad]

4) Uncertain Parameters:
R

P Lr,h (ω)

Available active power of rth renewable generator in hth hour [MW].

Pd,h (ω)

Active demand of dth load in hth hour [MW].

5) Variables:
R
xG
g,t /xr,t

xL`,t

Binary expansion decision for gth conventional / rth renewable generator in tth year.
x = 1 means built; x = 0 otherwise.
Binary expansion decision for `th transmission line. x = 1 means built; x = 0
otherwise.
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G
R
yg,t
/yr,t

L
y`,t

R
aG
g,t / ar,t

aL`,t

pG
g,h (ω)

pR
r,h (ω)
rd,h (ω)
f`,h (ω)

Binary availability indicator for gth conventional / rth renewable generator
in tth year. y = 1 means available; y = 0 otherwise.
Binary availability indicator for `th transmission line. y = 1 means available;
y = 0 otherwise.
Binary outage indicator for gth / rth generator. a = 1 means outage; a = 0
otherwise.
Binary outage indicator for `th transmission line. a = 1 means outage; a = 0
otherwise.
Scheduled active power of gth conventional generator in hth hour under
scenario ω [MW].
Scheduled active power of rth renewable generator in hth hour under
scenario ω [MW].
Scheduled load shedding in dth demand in hth hour under scenario ω [MW].
Active power flow through `th transmission line in hth hour under scenario ω
unit: [MW].

δn,h (ω)

Phase angle at nth bus in hth hour under scenario ω [rad].

2.2. Overview
The investigation on the operational patterns and economics of a power system with
high renewable penetration attracts tremendous attention from both academia and industry. Despite the clean energy and zero operational cost that renewables have, the stochastic
generation pattern of renewables challenges the reliability of power systems, especially when
the grid requires a high level of reserves for contingencies. Thus, albeit the investment of
renewables is greatly encouraged by the U.S. government and broader community [8], the
system planning under high-level penetration of renewables needs to be further investigated.
Heretofore, researchers have done extensive work on the uncertainty-based system planning [6,9–11]. On the one hand, generators and lines are the biggest reliability concern from
9

an ISO’s perspective, which has been omnipresent in many operation problems, e.g., unit
commitment problem [12] and transmission planning problem [9]. This type of uncertainty
can be effectively tackled by robust optimization (RO), as described in [9] and [13]. The
basic idea of RO is to find the worst-case scenario and then make preventative decisions,
which in turn also makes the solution highly conservative. On the other hand, the uncertain
nature of renewable energy and elastic demand is another challenge for the system planner. A significant amount of literature (e.g., [14] and [15]) also adopts RO to deal with this
type of uncertainty by setting conservative boundaries. However, comparatively, stochastic programming (SP) yields less conservative solutions than RO, and we can leverage the
historical data to generate scenarios. Particularly, for a large system with high renewable
penetration, the spatiotemporal correlations of renewables and demand can be accurately
captured by scenario generation, e.g., Monte-Carlo simulation together with a multi-stage
scenario tree [16].
Since the uncertainties are multiplex in today’s transmission networks, e.g., the binary
status of generator/line and continuous generation/load volatility, the combination of SP and
RO is a promising formulation with higher reliability. Recently, many works (e.g., [10, 11]
and [17]) also consider the hybrid SP and RO formulation with only the continuous formulation, which provides a limited evaluation on uncertainties. There are few works considering
the contingencies of power system components and stochastic generation together in a generation and transmission expansion problem (G&TEP), especially under high renewable
penetration levels.
The co-optimization of G&TEP under multiplex uncertainties is a nontrivial problem
due to its non-convexity and uncertainties involved. A. Moreira et al. [6] integrated binary
contingencies with continuous uncertainties but did not explore the improvement of algorithms to facilitate the solution. L. Gallego et al. [18] used heuristic algorithms to avoid
solving an intricate model but obtained local optima. It is not trivial, however, to evaluate how far this obtained optimum is away from the global optimum. We argue that for a
large-scale economic assessment like the power system planning, which may involve multiple
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planning years and hence does not need to be solved in real time, it would be better if we
can have a guaranteed global optimum. This can be viewed as an advantage of our proposed
method compared with those intelligent methods. Besides, most of the existing studies solve
single-year planning problems [17,19,20], which do not capture certain aspects of power system planning such as the timing of the commissioning or retirement of a generator. In our
study, however, the objective is to investigate whether an ultra-high renewable installation
in the system is beneficial or not. Since the renewable units are widely considered as units
without variable operation costs [21], the economic payback of renewable investment may
outperform the conventional units over the long term. Hence, to ensure a fair comparison
between different generation technologies, we also take the annuitized investment cost into
the consideration and intend to uncover the cost-effectiveness of renewable investment, especially under an ultra-high renewable penetration case.
In order to investigate a 100% renewable system, the correlations between renewables,
such as wind power in different regions, wind and solar, wind and demand, etc., are also
critical in system operation and planning. At any instant, the system should have enough
generation from renewables to cover the demand. However, the system planner has to take
a system-wide approach considering mutual support between regions and avoid generation
shortage at a particular location. Besides, adequate transmission capacity, even in a degraded
N-k line outage scenario, is paramount for inter-regional energy exchange to maintain the
system energy balance. The final optimal G&TEP investment ought to consider an optimal
generation mix and long-term renewable generation futures. Some researchers (e.g., [20])
argue that 100% is less profitable than a generation mix with conventional units, but this is
actually sensitive to the system settings.
In this work, we propose an effective modeling and solution approach for G&TEP towards 100% penetration of renewables. The column-and-constraint generation (C&CG)
method developed by [22] can decompose our problem to a master problem and a subproblem. This method has been adopted in numerous studies like [10, 12, 17], and become a
mainstream solution methodology for multi-stage RO problems. Besides, as reported in [17]
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and [6], solving subproblems consumes the majority of the computational time. We propose
to apply the L-shaped method [23] to further facilitate the solution of subproblems, which
also enables parallel computing. In the meantime, we specifically consider the short-term
and long-term spatiotemporal correlations between renewables and load by leveraging the
Monte-Carlo sampling on regional renewables. Figure 2.1 provides a general framework of
our proposed methodology.
Compared with the state-of-the-art research, The main contributions of this work are
three-fold.
1. We analyze the coordinated system planning under an ultra-high level of renewable
penetration and investigate the potential issues of a 100% renewable penetration on
an IEEE test system and the WECC system with specific parameter settings.
2. To tackle multiplex uncertainties in the G&TEP, we propose a three-stage multi-year
robust co-optimization model with a stochastic recourse. The robust counterpart captures the N-k contingency, whereas sampling-based scenarios considering spatiotemporal correlations between renewables and load realize the demand/renewable uncertainty.
3. The C&CG algorithm is leveraged to decompose the overall problem into a master-slave
structure, and the stochastic subproblem is further reformulated based on the duality theory and decomposed by the L-shaped method. The computational efficiency is
greatly improved, and multi-scale test cases verify the efficacy of the proposed methodology.
The rest of the work is organized as follows: Section 2.3 describes the mathematical
formulation of the G&TEP model; Section 2.4 presents the proposed solution strategy and
the detailed flowchart; case studies and a scalability test are analyzed in Section 2.5 and
Section 2.6, respectively; Section 2.7 summarizes this work with several remarks.
2.3. Mathematical Formulation of the Generation and Transmission Planning
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Figure 2.1. Framework of the proposed methodology.

We provide the detailed mathematical formulation of the multiplex uncertainty-based
G&TEP in this section. First, we show the deterministic equivalent form (DEF) of the
three-stage formulation of the hybrid SP and RO model in (2-1). The term “stage” we used
here refers to the mathematical structure of the proposed optimization framework.
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The objective function (2-1) formulates the investment cost of the proposed generator
and transmission line expansions, plus the operating cost of scheduled conventional genera14

tors and possible load shedding.
Constraints (2-1a)-(2-1b) model the investment budget of both generators and transmission lines, which construct the first-stage feasible region. Constraints (2-1c)-(2-1e) represent
that once an investment is made in year t, the component will be available for the rest of the
planning horizon. Control sets N (∗, t) represent the mapping between the candidate units
and planning time, in which we categorize the candidate units based on the investable years.
These constraints formulate the constraint space for the first stage. Constraint (2-1f) shows
the N-k criteria for both generators and transmission lines, where Kt can be adjusted to perform different contingency analyses. This constraint is in the second-stage (the second-stage
objective function can be regarded as {0⊺ a}, in which a is the vector of the outage indicators) formulating the uncertainty set [24]. This uncertainty set is discretely polyhedral.
For the third-stage, we first explain the relationship between t and h. Since we consider a long-term planning problem, traversing 8760 hours for a whole year renders heavy
intractability in this model. Hence, we consider a 24-hour operation for the third stage as an
analysis of hourly dispatch in one typical day. This operation is also adopted in [20]. Then
the time index mapping set M can be described as

M = {(t1 , h1 ), ..., (t1 , h24 ), (t2 , h25 ), ...(t2 , h48 ), ...}.

We also note that this design further generalizes the application of selecting representative
hours/days. When a system planner intends to select more representative hours to perform
the G&TEP study, it is trivial to adjust the set M by increasing the number of hours. This
also shows that our proposed framework is highly flexible and general to be expanded to the
extent the system planner would like to use in G&TEP problems.
Notably, the outage indicator in our formulation is a day-based variable. As we indicated,
the third-stage problem can be regarded as a 24-hour economic dispatch problem. For such
operation problems, the contingency is often considered throughout the operation horizon,
i.e., 24 hours [25]. Practically, 94% of the planned and operational outage have a duration
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of over 2 hours and 34.6% of them are over 48 hours [26]. In some works of system planning,
the horizon-long contingency is also adopted [11]. For the sake of simplicity, since we choose
one representative day for one year with multiple uncertain scenarios, we slightly abuse our
notation and use a year-based index to represent a day-based variable, e.g., aG
g,t . Besides,
for the third-stage operation problem, we choose using one representative day with multiple
scenarios to investigate the short-term correlation between regional renewables and load,
which can be better captured by hourly operations, as also adopted in [20].
Particularly, constraint (2-1g) is the nodal balance constraint, and constraint (2-1h)
defines the DC line flow equations. Note that here, we slightly abuse the notation that the per
unit reactance A` should be normalized under the system base MVA. Constraints (2-1i)-(2-1l)
are line flow limitation constraints for both candidate and existing lines. Constraints (2-1m)(2-1p) are the generation capacity constraints for both candidate and existing conventional
and renewable generators. Note that the renewable generators can be dispatched, and thus
we permit the renewable curtailment. Constraint (2-1q) shows the phase angle limitation.
We can find that all of the third-stage variables are associated with the scenario index ω for
different realizations of renewable generation and load. Note that the binary variables and
the variable multiplications such as in (2-1h), (2-1i), (2-1j), (2-1m) and (2-1o) render this
model mixed-integer nonlinear.
The proposed model (2-1) is a very general framework for the hybrid stochastic and
robust optimization-based system planning and can be easily adjusted or expanded to include
more constraints regarding various research directions or industrial applications. In our case
studies, for example, we do not have any existing generator and we can hence disregard
constraints (2-1n) and (2-1p) in the formulation. We also modify (2-1) to incorporate unique
case settings such as the regional N-1 contingency and multiple investments in one candidate
bus, which can be achieved by replacing constraint (2-1f) with (1-1r) and adding constraint
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(1-1s) respectively as shown below.
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`
R

xG
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xR
r,t ≤ 2,

∑
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where z denotes the region indicator, Z is the total region set, ncg denotes the candidate bus
for thermal generators, and ncr denotes the candidate bus for renewable generators.
2.4. Problem Decomposition and Solution Strategy
The model described in Section 2.3 presents an intractable three-stage mixed-integer nonlinear problem with stochastic recourse. However, we can decompose the original problem
into a structure of mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) master problem and mixedinteger bilinear subproblem, which can be solved iteratively based on the theory of the C&CG
algorithm [22]. Linear relaxation techniques can tackle the nonlinearity of the subproblem.
Besides, the subproblem can be further decomposed by the L-shaped method [23].
Figure 2.2 depicts the overall solution workflow. Generally, we adopt the C&CG algorithm to decompose the problem into a master-slave structure, and the L-shaped algorithm
then further decomposes the subproblem by different scenarios. We will explain the procedure and notations of Figure 2.2 in the problem formulation. To be more concise, we use
compact form below.
2.4.1. Master Problem
We formulate the master problem in the C&CG procedure as in (2-2). x denotes the
first-stage variables, z denotes the third-stage variables with iteration index k ′ , which encloses all the past iterations before the current iteration k. IC and P C represent the
vectors of investment costs and penalty costs, whereas pG and r denote the vectors of generator dispatch and load shedding. φ is an auxiliary variable that formulates a relaxed lower
bound of the second-stage problem. The constraints for third-stage variables are (2-2d).
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Figure 2.2. Workflow of the proposed algorithm.
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Note that the second-stage variables a are fixed here, which are delivered from the subproblem. Hence, the master problem now becomes a deterministic MILP problem that can be
efficiently tackled via off-the-shelf solvers. Here, x includes the first-stage variables, i.e.,
R
G
G
R
L
R
L
xG
g,t , xr,t , x`,t , yg,t , yr,t , y`,t and z includes the third-stage variables, i.e., pg,h , pr,h , rd,h , f`,h , δn,h .

M P = min f (x) + φ
x,z

(2-2)

subject to

Constraints (2-1a)-(2-1e)

(2-2a)

f (x) = IC ⊺ x,

(2-2b)

φ ≥ Eω {OC ⊺ pG + P C ⊺ r}, ∀k ′ ≤ k,

(2-2c)

Constraints (2-1g)-(2-1q), ∀k ′ ≤ k

(2-2d)

2.4.2. Subproblem
The subproblem of the C&CG procedure is constructed from the second- and third-stage
problems, i.e., the problem determining the worst-case scenario of contingency. Here, a
R
L
includes the second-stage variables, i.e., aG
g,t , ar,t , a`,t .

max Eω { min OC ⊺ pG + P C ⊺ r}

(2-3)

Constraints (2-1f)-(2-1q).

(3a)

a

p,r

subject to

Note that the first-stage variables in the constraints become fixed parameters obtained
from the master problem in the previous iteration. Since the inner minimization problem
of (2-3) has linear programming characteristics, according to the strong duality theory, it
19

is equivalent to rewrite (2-3) to its dual form (2-4), after giving an objective handle for the
second-stage.

Sub = max 0⊺ a + Eω { max Q(a, π) }

(2-4)

Q(a, π) ∈ Γa,π ,

(2-4a)

a

π

subject to

where Q(a, π) represents the dualized objective function, π is the vector of all dual variables
in (2-3) and Γa,π consists of the constraint space. For better demonstration, problem (2-4) is
further altered to a minimization problem (2-5) where we rewrite Γa,π in the form of (2-5a)(2-5c). Specifically, (2-5a) constructs the uncertainty set, (2-5b) formulates the operational
constraints, and (2-5c) ensures the dual feasibility of the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker condition.

Sub = min −0⊺ a + Eω { min −Q(a, π) }
a

π

(2-5)

subject to

Constraint (1f),

(2-5a)

D(ω)π ≤ r(ω) − C(ω)a,

(2-5b)

π ≥ 0.

(2-5c)

Note that in the objective function, Q(a, π) includes the first-stage decisions x∗ determined from the master problem. This subproblem shows a typical two-stage stochastic
mixed-integer bilinear minimization structure. Furthermore, linear relaxation techniques,
e.g., the Big M method (see Appendix A), can effectively relax the bilinear parts without
sacrificing accuracy. As the binary nature of the integer variables tightens the convex relaxation, we can ensure the accuracy of the obtained solution. According to the stochastic
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L-shaped method [23], the two-stage mixed-integer stochastic program with linear recourse
and finite support is also decomposable, as shown in the following.
2.4.2.1. L-shaped Master Problem

Sub − M = min −0⊺ a + η
a

(2-6)

subject to

Constraint (1f),
αo′ + βo⊺′ a ≤ η,

(2-6a)
(2-6b)

∀o′ ≤ o

In the L-shaped master problem, η is an auxiliary variable, αo′ and βo′ are subgradients
computed from the dual of the L-shaped subproblem, which will be discussed in the next
subsection. Note that this formulation is for the single-cut L-shaped algorithm.
2.4.2.2. L-shaped Subproblem

Sub − S(ω) = min −Q(a∗ , π)
π

(2-7)

subject to

D(ω)π ≤ r(ω) − C(ω)a∗ ∶
π ≥ 0.

ξ(ω),

(2-7a)
(2-7b)

When the L-shaped master problem yields an optimal solution of a∗ , the subproblem
receives this solution and solves the operation problem. Let ξ ∗ (ω) denote the optimal dual
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solution of the operation constraints (7a). After solving ω individual L-shaped subproblems,
which can be done in parallel, the subgradients for each iteration can be computed as follows.

αo = ∑ Prob(ω)ξo∗ (ω)⊺ r(ω),
ω

βo = − ∑ Prob(ω)C(ω)⊺ ξo∗ (ω).
ω

Afterwards, the L-shaped master problem receives an optimality cut (2-6b). Finally, the
inner iteration loop for the L-shaped procedure determines the final worst-case contingency
a∗ and sends it back to the C&CG master problem. As we enable load shedding, the
feasibility of all problems is guaranteed, and the feasibility cut is therefore negligible.
The proposed algorithm guarantees its convergence by the finite extreme points of the
uncertainty set and finite support in the second-stage stochastic recourse according to the
convergence analysis [22] and [23]. For the convergence speed, according to Figure 2.2,
the C&CG procedure does not influence the convergence of the embedded L-shaped method,
which means we still retain the fast convergence of the C&CG method [22]. The convergence
of the C&CG part relies on the convergence of the L-shaped algorithm, which is guaranteed
by the finite support in the stochastic recourse. The motivation of leveraging the L-shaped
method for the subproblem is that solving the original subproblem consumes the majority of
the computational time, as reported in [6] and [17]. We enjoy the merit of parallel computing
to facilitate solving subproblems when the L-shaped method is applied.
2.5. Case Studies
This section provides results and discussions for case studies on a modified IEEE 30-bus
system based on [27]. We aim to investigate the benefit of ultra-high renewable penetration
towards 100% in a long-term planning problem. We implement all of the experiments in
GAMS 25.0.3 [28] with CPLEX 12.8 and run it on a 2.60GHz Windows PC with a 6-core
Intel i7 CPU and 8GB RAM. We also leverage a GAMS-embedded parallel computing tool,
i.e., Gather-Update-Solve-Scatter (GUSS) [29], for the L-shaped subproblem to improve the
22

29

27

<latexit sha1_base64="aqtcM5eOqWQvkIACcgq9zlXZdBY=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkR1FvBi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc0kmmGDZZIhLVCalGwSU2DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4dua3n1BpnshHM0kxiOlQ8ogzaqz0ULvpV6qe681BVolfkCoUaPQrX71BwrIYpWGCat31vdQEOVWGM4HTci/TmFI2pkPsWippjDrI55dOyblVBiRKlC1pyFz9PZHTWOtJHNrOmJqRXvZm4n9eNzPRdZBzmWYGJVssijJBTEJmb5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDhlG4K//PIqadVc33P9+8tq3S3iKMEpnMEF+HAFdbiDBjSBQQTP8Apvzth5cd6dj0XrmlPMnMAfOJ8/8ZeM5Q==</latexit>

28

<latexit sha1_base64="y4U/RVGRv2PPhC/NbE9Jwyvjze8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkR6rHgxWMV+wFtKJvtpF262YTdjVBC/4EXD4p49R9589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr43nfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTlt6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SjmaYYxHQkecQZNVZ6qNUHlarneguQdeIXpAoFmoPKV3+YsCxGaZigWvd8LzVBTpXhTOCs3M80ppRN6Ah7lkoaow7yxaUzcmmVIYkSZUsaslB/T+Q01noah7YzpmasV725+J/Xy0x0E+RcpplByZaLokwQk5D522TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZG07ZhuCvvrxO2jXX91z//rracIs4SnAOF3AFPtShAXfQhBYwiOAZXuHNmTgvzrvzsWzdcIqZM/gD5/MH7o+M4w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5uHjfB/MAOnPwejT8Y812l5ahYk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkR7LHgxWMV+wFtKJvtpF262YTdjVBC/4EXD4p49R9589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr43nfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTlt6yRTDFssEYnqhlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjUOBnXByO/c7T6g0T+SjmaYYxHQkecQZNVZ6qNUHlarneguQdeIXpAoFmoPKV3+YsCxGaZigWvd8LzVBTpXhTOCs3M80ppRN6Ah7lkoaow7yxaUzcmmVIYkSZUsaslB/T+Q01noah7YzpmasV725+J/Xy0xUD3Iu08ygZMtFUSaIScj8bTLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMDadsQ/BXX14n7Zrre65/f11tuEUcJTiHC7gCH26gAXfQhBYwiOAZXuHNmTgvzrvzsWzdcIqZM/gD5/MH8BOM5A==</latexit>

Region
1
Reg on 3
26

25

<latexit sha1_base64="LdDmwMnRB6tp390k677PvdCUc7g=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkR9Vjw4rGK/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiih/8CLB0W8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G18bxvZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis91K76larnenOQVeIXpAoFGv3KV2+QsCxGaZigWnd9LzVBTpXhTOC03Ms0ppSN6RC7lkoaow7y+aVTcm6VAYkSZUsaMld/T+Q01noSh7Yzpmakl72Z+J/XzUx0E+RcpplByRaLokwQk5DZ22TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZG07ZhuAvv7xKWjXX91z//rJad4s4SnAKZ3ABPlxDHe6gAU1gEMEzvMKbM3ZenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucP7QuM4g==</latexit>

30

<latexit sha1_base64="xCSGJVY86tBhVeS9CBE1Dl13rVg=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CklR9Fjw4rGK/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiih/8CLB0W8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G18bxvZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis91K76larnenOQVeIXpAoFGv3KV2+QsCxGaZigWnd9LzVBTpXhTOC03Ms0ppSN6RC7lkoaow7y+aVTcm6VAYkSZUsaMld/T+Q01noSh7Yzpmakl72Z+J/XzUx0E+RcpplByRaLokwQk5DZ22TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZG07ZhuAvv7xKWjXX91z//rJad4s4SnAKZ3ABPlxDHe6gAU1gEMEzvMKbM3ZenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucP64eM4Q==</latexit>

23

15

<latexit sha1_base64="c7eS5eozWfxoq7Xm1oWZ220zxSg=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hU0GPBi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6SRTDJssEYnqhFSj4BKbhhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVZ6uPT61ZrnenOQVeIXpAYFGv3qV2+QsCxGaZigWnd9LzVBTpXhTOC00ss0ppSN6RC7lkoaow7y+aVTcmaVAYkSZUsaMld/T+Q01noSh7Yzpmakl72Z+J/XzUx0E+RcpplByRaLokwQk5DZ22TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZG07FhuAvv7xKWheu77n+/VWt7hZxlOEETuEcfLiGOtxBA5rAIIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucP5XiM3Q==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sXyLYEcYHOdcZQVmy8mgcMrea+U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkV9Fjw4rGK/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiih/8CLB0W8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G18bxvZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis91C77larnenOQVeIXpAoFGv3KV2+QsCxGaZigWnd9LzVBTpXhTOC03Ms0ppSN6RC7lkoaow7y+aVTcm6VAYkSZUsaMld/T+Q01noSh7Yzpmakl72Z+J/XzUx0E+RcpplByRaLokwQk5DZ22TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZG07ZhuAvv7xKWjXX91z//qpad4s4SnAKZ3ABPlxDHe6gAU1gEMEzvMKbM3ZenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucP6H+M3w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uaHYiU0gYmhYL7pncGo8Q8gkZj0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0WPBi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TJJpxpsskYnuhNRwKRRvokDJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ94iTlQUyHSkSCUbTSg3/Vr9Y815uDrBK/IDUo0OhXv3qDhGUxV8gkNabreykGOdUomOTTSi8zPKVsTIe8a6miMTdBPr90Ss6sMiBRom0pJHP190ROY2MmcWg7Y4ojs+zNxP+8bobRTZALlWbIFVssijJJMCGzt8lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDG07FhuAvv7xKWheu77n+/WWt7hZxlOEETuEcfLiGOtxBA5rAIIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucP6gKM4A==</latexit>

24
<latexit sha1_base64="ztfGuvZnICB1wQIXbfP7tTSphqc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hKQY8FLx6r2FZoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMUmmGW+zRCb6MaSGS6F4GwVK/phqTuNQ8m44uZn73SeujUjUA05THsR0pEQkGEUr3dcbg2rNc70FyDrxC1KDAq1B9as/TFgWc4VMUmN6vpdikFONgkk+q/Qzw1PKJnTEe5YqGnMT5ItLZ+TCKkMSJdqWQrJQf0/kNDZmGoe2M6Y4NqveXPzP62UYXQe5UGmGXLHloiiTBBMyf5sMheYM5dQSyrSwtxI2ppoytOFUbAj+6svrpFN3fc/17xq1plvEUYYzOIdL8OEKmnALLWgDgwie4RXenInz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/6gOM4A==</latexit>

14

18

<latexit sha1_base64="XV9eWvntDXFD3E3AqaKuLUe4CKk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0ikoMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDalGwSW2DDcCu6lCGocCO+Hkdu53nlBpnshHM00xiOlI8ogzaqz04NcH1ZrneguQdeIXpAYFmoPqV3+YsCxGaZigWvd8LzVBTpXhTOCs0s80ppRN6Ah7lkoaow7yxaUzcmGVIYkSZUsaslB/T+Q01noah7YzpmasV725+J/Xy0x0E+RcpplByZaLokwQk5D522TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZG07FhuCvvrxO2leu77n+fb3WcIs4ynAG53AJPlxDA+6gCS1gEMEzvMKbM3FenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MH6H6M3w==</latexit>

19

<latexit sha1_base64="udMrpAe1NX0jZgcSaVjWez5o6Pk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEsMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDalGwSW2DDcCu6lCGocCO+Hkdu53nlBpnshHM00xiOlI8ogzaqz04NcH1ZrneguQdeIXpAYFmoPqV3+YsCxGaZigWvd8LzVBTpXhTOCs0s80ppRN6Ah7lkoaow7yxaUzcmGVIYkSZUsaslB/T+Q01noah7YzpmasV725+J/Xy0xUD3Iu08ygZMtFUSaIScj8bTLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMDadiQ/BXX14n7SvX91z//rrWcIs4ynAG53AJPtxAA+6gCS1gEMEzvMKbM3FenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MH7o6M4w==</latexit>

16

1
<latexit sha1_base64="iAybHMR6UU5Nug/PAYQlHzclFwY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDalGwSW2DDcCu6lCGocCO+Hkbu53nlBpnsgHM00xiOlI8ogzaqzU9AfVmud6C5B14hekBgUag+pXf5iwLEZpmKBa93wvNUFOleFM4KzSzzSmlE3oCHuWShqjDvLFoTNyYZUhiRJlSxqyUH9P5DTWehqHtjOmZqxXvbn4n9fLTHQb5FymmUHJlouiTBCTkPnXZMgVMiOmllCmuL2VsDFVlBmbTcWG4K++vE7aV67vuX7zulZ3izjKcAbncAk+3EAd7qEBLWCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/O
<latexit
sha1_base64="iAybHMR6UU5Nug/PAYQlHzclFwY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPBi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDalGwSW2DDcCu6lCGocCO+Hkbu53nlBpnsgHM00xiOlI8ogzaqzU9AfVmud6C5B14hekBgUag+pXf5iwLEZpmKBa93wvNUFOleFM4KzSzzSmlE3oCHuWShqjDvLFoTNyYZUhiRJlSxqyUH9P5DTWehqHtjOmZqxXvbn4n9fLTHQb5FymmUHJlouiTBCTkPnXZMgVMiOmllCmuL2VsDFVlBmbTcWG4K++vE7aV67vuX7zulZ3izjKcAbncAk+3EAd7qEBLWCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QN0mYyh</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="FknjXRZ5x0buRcdzpL+a7xxyXmU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0ikoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8/7dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fiko5NMMWyzRCTqIaQaBZfYNtwIfEgV0jgU2A0nt3O/+4RK80Tem2mKQUxHkkecUWOlVn1QrXmutwBZJ35BalCgOah+9YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnqaQx6iBfHDojF1YZkihRtqQhC/X3RE5jradxaDtjasZ61ZuL/3m9zEQ3Qc5lmhmUbLkoygQxCZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2VRsCP7qy+ukc+X6nuu36rWGW8RRhjM4h0vw4RoacAdNaAMDhGd4hTfn0Xlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx95JYyk</latexit>
<latexit

Reg on 3
1
Region

4

<latexit sha1_base64="oW3E34VgVtb1wsHxkv9SboT2Lnc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKoMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDalGwSW2DDcCu6lCGocCO+Hkdu53nlBpnshHM00xiOlI8ogzaqz0UPcH1ZrneguQdeIXpAYFmoPqV3+YsCxGaZigWvd8LzVBTpXhTOCs0s80ppRN6Ah7lkoaow7yxaUzcmGVIYkSZUsaslB/T+Q01noah7YzpmasV725+J/Xy0x0E+RcpplByZaLokwQk5D522TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZG07FhuCvvrxO2nXX91z//qrWcIs4ynAG53AJPlxDA+6gCS1gEMEzvMKbM3FenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MH5XeM3Q==</latexit>

Region 2 10

<latexit sha1_base64="r7FaOg0KjfQB9K9n+07jFytjDRg=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKoMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDalGwSW2DDcCu6lCGocCO+Hkdu53nlBpnshHM00xiOlI8ogzaqz04NcH1ZrneguQdeIXpAYFmoPqV3+YsCxGaZigWvd8LzVBTpXhTOCs0s80ppRN6Ah7lkoaow7yxaUzcmGVIYkSZUsaslB/T+Q01noah7YzpmasV725+J/Xy0x0E+RcpplByZaLokwQk5D522TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZG07FhuCvvrxO2nXX91z//qrWcIs4ynAG53AJPlxDA+6gCS1gEMEzvMKbM3FenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MH5XaM3Q==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1/qsVvJJTtFs/0M5YJwRz9i0R0M=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CokKeix48diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRiihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G18bxvZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+m/ntJ1SaJ/LBTFIMYjqUPOKMGis1rvqVqud6c5BV4hekCgXq/cpXb5CwLEZpmKBad30vNUFOleFM4LTcyzSmlI3pELuWShqjDvL5oVNybpUBiRJlSxoyV39P5DTWehKHtjOmZqSXvZn4n9fNTHQb5FymmUHJFouiTBCTkNnXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTdmG4C+/vEpal67vuX7julpzizhKcApncAE+3EAN7qEOTWCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wd3oYyj</latexit>
<latexit

21

<latexit sha1_base64="ijr12CAyjqTKCAwi6GsAHFYTUKU=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEqMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDalGwSW2DDcCu6lCGocCO+Hkdu53nlBpnshHM00xiOlI8ogzaqz04NcH1ZrneguQdeIXpAYFmoPqV3+YsCxGaZigWvd8LzVBTpXhTOCs0s80ppRN6Ah7lkoaow7yxaUzcmGVIYkSZUsaslB/T+Q01noah7YzpmasV725+J/Xy0x0E+RcpplByZaLokwQk5D522TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZG07FhuCvvrxO2leu77n+/XWt4RZxlOEMzuESfKhDA+6gCS1gEMEzvMKbM3FenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MH7QqM4g==</latexit>

12

<latexit sha1_base64="yZDWJljI4b+jy/pLqnIK5oVXG7I=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hU0GPBi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TJJpxpsskYnuhNRwKRRvokDJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ94iTlQUyHSkSCUbTSg3/Zr9Y815uDrBK/IDUo0OhXv3qDhGUxV8gkNabreykGOdUomOTTSi8zPKVsTIe8a6miMTdBPr90Ss6sMiBRom0pJHP190ROY2MmcWg7Y4ojs+zNxP+8bobRTZALlWbIFVssijJJMCGzt8lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDG07FhuAvv7xKWheu77n+/VWt7hZxlOEETuEcfLiGOtxBA5rAIIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucP5vqM3g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="/ZyMHsHNqSmmUcJRDCUVw6hfBb8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iKoMeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDalGwSW2DDcCu6lCGocCO+Hkdu53nlBpnshHM00xiOlI8ogzaqz0UPcG1ZrneguQdeIXpAYFmoPqV3+YsCxGaZigWvd8LzVBTpXhTOCs0s80ppRN6Ah7lkoaow7yxaUzcmGVIYkSZUsaslB/T+Q01noah7YzpmasV725+J/Xy0x0E+RcpplByZaLokwQk5D522TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZG07FhuCvvrxO2nXX91z//qrWcIs4ynAG53AJPlxDA+6gCS1gEMEzvMKbM3FenHfnY9lacoqZU/gD5/MH4/OM3A==</latexit>

17

<latexit sha1_base64="5sTp/TSzTV5+pMIkzaCylspm1JA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE1GPBi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TJJpxpsskYnuhNRwKRRvokDJO6nmNA4lb4fj25nffuLaiEQ94iTlQUyHSkSCUbTSg3/Vr9Y815uDrBK/IDUo0OhXv3qDhGUxV8gkNabreykGOdUomOTTSi8zPKVsTIe8a6miMTdBPr90Ss6sMiBRom0pJHP190ROY2MmcWg7Y4ojs+zNxP+8bobRTZALlWbIFVssijJJMCGzt8lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDG07FhuAvv7xKWheu77n+/WWt7hZxlOEETuEcfLiGOtxBA5rAIIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucP64aM4Q==</latexit>

13

20

<latexit sha1_base64="IpkG8qaS+BW+afPu8BTY13zxD54=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hEUG8FLx6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOd9O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUMkmmGW+yRCa6E1LDpVC8iQIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1iJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKD/5Nv1rzXG8Oskr8gtSgQKNf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzSKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM3iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTgVG4K//PIqaV24vuf695e1ulvEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/8BKM5A==</latexit>
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Figure 2.3. System topology of the modified IEEE 30-bus system.

computational efficiency.
To illustrate our proposed methodology, we modify the IEEE 30-bus system to have
reduced transmission lines and no existing generators. Figure 2.3 provides the detailed
topology, where the blue and orange buses indicate the candidate locations for building
wind and solar generators, respectively. Thermal generators can be invested in any load bus.
The dashed lines indicate the candidate transmission lines. Table 2.1 shows the investment
information, whose reference can be found in [30–32]. The modified IEEE 30-bus system has
a total daily peak power demand as 2,000 MW, distributed to the three regions. And we set
the load shedding penalty cost as $1,000/MWh.
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Table 2.1. Data for Candidate Generation Units.
Generation
Type

Operating Maximum Overnight
cost
capacity capital cost
[$/MWh]
[MW]
[M$]

Wind

0

300

390

Solar

0

150

170

Thermal

41.2

300

67.8

Trans. Line

0

600

50

2.5.1. Scenario Generation & Reduction
There are three regions in the system, where different scenario sets of renewable and
demand are applied. To verify the investment performance considering the spatiotemporal
correlation between renewables and load, we create the scenario set for each region individually by using Monte-Carlo simulation on three different datasets of renewable output
from [33]. Figure 2.4 depicts the regional 24-hour sequential wind, solar, and demand scenarios. The average capacity factors of wind and solar are 45.14% and 28.86%, respectively.
We also assume that the two neighbored wind buses in Figure 2.3 share the same wind output time series, and one can easily simulate scenarios with respect to different time series
for more detailed spatiotemporal studies.

For the spatiotemporal correlations between renewables and load, after sampling on three
different datasets with respect to three different regions, we apply the Fast Backward/Forward method embedded in the GAMS SCENRED toolbox to reduce the scenario number
according to the balance between the number of scenarios and the solution accuracy. This
strategy is generally an approximation of the complete scenario tree benchmarked by different criteria such as the Fortet-Mourier metric [34] and Lr -distance [35], which have been
widely adopted in many stochastic system planning works e.g. [36] and [37]. To capture the
spatiotemporal correlations between renewables and demand, we use three temporal datasets
for real renewable outputs and demand in three forecast zones in the ERCOT area as a basis
24
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Figure 2.4. Regional scenario (10 for each).

for our Monte-Carlo sampling to create the scenario sets. With both the demand and renewable uncertainties being taken into consideration, the proposed G&TEP framework can
yield planning results according to the correlations between multiplex uncertainties. It is
also imperative to indicate that a more accurate and efficient scenario generation/reduction
technique concerning the spatiotemporal correlation between uncertainties is of great future
research interest, to which our proposed framework in this work can easily adapt.
To balance the tradeoff between the accuracy and tractability, we test different scenario
sets by running a one-year planning problem where two respective investments on solar and
wind generators are mandatory, as shown in Figure 2.5, and the highest computational time
stands for the highest time of solving subproblems among all iterations. Since the difference in objective function values between 100 scenarios and 1000 scenarios is within 2%, we
argue that the set of 100 scenarios is accurate enough to perform the following analyses.
Besides, Figure 2.5 also validates the necessity of using decomposition techniques for solving
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Figure 2.5. Comparison for different sizes of scenarios.

stochastic subproblems, as the computational burden grows exponentially with the increasing number of scenarios in the DEF problem as in [10] and [17], but grows linearly in the
L-shaped problem in our work.
2.5.2. Case Studies: Towards 100% Renewable Penetration
We design three cases to show the pathways to achieve 100% renewable penetration. We
apply the N-1 criterion to each region. Each candidate bus can build two generators in each
year. The algorithmic convergence gap ε2 is set to be 0.1%, and the solver’s MIP gap is set
as 0.01%.
• Case 1. $900M generation investment budget (6yrs);
• Case 2. $9,000M generation investment budget (6yrs);
• Case 3. $9,000M generation investment budget. Thermal units can only be installed
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in the first year. All the thermal units will phase out by 20% capacity per year (6yrs)
with a salvage income.
To be more practical, for thermal units, we consider a 5% annual inflation rate of the fuel
price. For renewable energy, the investment cost has a discount factor of 5% per year as
the technology develops. The salvage price of phased out thermal generators is 40% of the
investment cost. The total system demand also increases by 5% per year. Table 2.2 shows
the investment decisions, costs and system information obtained from the three cases.
For the salvage income, we directly add a salvage income term in the objective function
of (2-1). The salvage of generators includes the sales of the salvageable parts of the unit,
recycling worn-out equipment, and re-utilizing the designated real estate [37]. According
to [38], the salvage value for generators is calculated based on a linear relationship with the
proportion of the used life and the remaining life, resulting the following equation:

S = Creplace ⋅

Rremain
Rcomponent

in which Creplace is the replacement cost that is about 80% of the initial investment cost,
Rremain is the remaining life and Rcomponent is the component lifetime. We also refer to [39]
for the lifetime of a pulverized coal power plant as 30 years. Thus, in year 6, the remaining
lifetime of such unit is 24 years, and thus the salvage income should be 80% ⋅ (24/30) = 64%
of the investment cost. Considering the demolition cost and the personnel cost, we set the
salvage value for a thermal unit in our study as 40% of the investment cost. We will revisit
Case 1 and Case 2 in subsection E by considering the investment cost annuitization to further assess the economic aspects of renewable installations.

1). General investment plan and operation
For the generation investment, on the one hand, since we consider the N-1 criterion in
each region, the system planner invests in a large amount of generation capacity, especially
when the renewable is installed (e.g., the total capacity in Case 3 is 152.9% higher than
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Table 2.2. Investment Portfolio Report for the 30-bus System.
Gen.
Investment*

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Year 1

2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
12, 14, 15, 18,
24, 29, 30

2, 4, 5, 5, 10,
9, 14, 15, 18,
21, 22, 24, 27,
29

4, 5, 5, 9, 9, 11,
11, 16, 21, 21, 22,
22, 25, 25, 27, 27,
30

Year 2

None
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9, 13, 21, 22, 25,
25

Year 3

None

None

None

Year 4

None

None

None

Year 5

None

None

None

Year 6

None

None

None

Line
Investment

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Year 1

4-11, 7-8, 6-22,
9-10, 15-26,
22-24,

4-11, 7-8, 622, 9-10, 1518, 15-26, 2224

4-11, 7-8, 6-22, 910, 15-18, 15-24,
15-26, 22-24

Year 2-6

None

None

None

Gen. Invest.
Cost

$813.6M

$2,812.9M

$7,237.4M

Gen. Opera.
Cost

$5,976.81M

$3,542.70M

$168.93M

Line Invest.
Cost

$300M

$350M

$400M

Load Shed Cost

0

0

$1,079.43M

Salvage Income

0

0

$81.36M

Total Cost

$7,090.41M

$6,705.60M

$8,754.40M

Avg. Load Shed
Portion

0%

0%

0.96%

Avg. Renewable
Curtailment

0%

7.75%

12.11%

Final
Renewable
Percentage

0%

42.86%

100%

* The numbers indicate the buses built with thermal, wind and solar.
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the peak load). While the system planner has already known the demand increase rate for
the later years, most of the new generation capacity is invested in the first year to meet
the peak demand growth in the following years. However, since the renewable installation is
limited compared with the thermal installation, and considering the yearly increasing system
demand and the unit contingencies every year, there are still investments after the first year
especially in Case 2 and Case 3 to ensure the system reliability. Another noteworthy issue
is renewable curtailment. The peak curtailment in Case 3 is 18.29% when the average curtailment across the scenarios also reaches 12.11%. They are comparatively small since the
excess renewable power can be used to support other regions. Future works considering using
the curtailed energy to provide ancillary services and storage charging can be envisioned.
On the other hand, for the transmission investment, new transmission lines tend to be
built in the first year to prepare for the worst-case contingency in the subsequent years. The
new transmission build-out is mostly to accommodate the injections from the new generators. Notably, lines 6-8, 12-15, and 6-28 are reported to be the ones with the most frequent
outage under the worst-case contingency. Thus, in the investment portfolio, lines 7-8, 6-22,
and 22-24 are always built in the three cases to aid power transmission. The system finally
achieves the 100% renewable penetration level in the 6th year in Case 3. The 100% is based
on the generation capacity percentage.
By comparing Case 1 and Case 2 in Table 2.2, we can find that if we have a sufficient
investment budget at the beginning, it is more profitable to invest in a proper generation
mix of thermal, wind and solar technologies from the system perspective. Since we consider
a long-term investment plan, the operation cost for 6 years in Case 1 far outnumbers the
investment cost, whereas the renewable generators only have a one-time cost for installation.
By comparing Case 2 and Case 3 in Table 2.2, we find that the operation cost is further
greatly decreased in Case 3, but the investment cost and the load shedding cost increase significantly, which results in a higher total cost. However, as the investment cost of renewable
technology decreases yearly, in the long-term planning, the system will tend to have higher
renewable penetration approaching 100%, which will be detailed in subsection 2.5.4.
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Under the current setting, we do not consider the energy storage and the time-shifting
demand response since we would like to investigate the cost-effectiveness of renewables only
from their own economic aspects. However, it is imperative to state that considering 100%
renewable energy without any energy storage or demand response is not beneficial for all
circumstances. It can be envisioned that energy storage and demand response can greatly
reduce the need for over-installation of renewable generation.

2). Interregional support with spatiotemporal correlations
The spatiotemporal correlations between renewables and regional differences of the uncertainty also influence the investment portfolio of renewables. When we do not consider
any storage device or time-shifting demand response in our model, there could be a large
amount of load shedding in a particular region when the renewable generation in that region
is very low. However, such a situation can be largely mitigated with adequate transmission
capacity with the other regions since the variation of renewable generation output from each
region tends to cancel out over a large geographical area to provide a more stable output.
Hence, by using the proposed scenario generation and the optimization framework, the new
generators are built in the way that they can provide interregional energy support when
needed, based on their spatiotemporal correlations.
On the one hand, from the long-term investment perspective, in Figure 2.4, the diurnal
wind output in Region 1 is small, which incentivizes the investment of the solar unit at
bus 5 and reduces the investment of wind units in the region. Besides, in Case 3, the lines
connecting Region 2 and Region 3, i.e., line 15-18 and line 22-24, are all constructed to help
Region 3 cover its demand as the wind output in Region 3 in a long run is relatively lower
compared with the other regions.
On the other hand, from the short-term operation perspective, in the 6th year of
Case 3, we particularly analyze one operation scenario. Figure 2.6 depicts the active power
flow in the tie-lines with Region 1, i.e., lines 9-10, and 6-22. It can be seen that the power
support from the other regions reaches the peak value at hour 10 due to the lack of local
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Figure 2.6. Power transfer from/to Region 1: one scenario.

wind power in Region 1, but Region 1 can export active power to the other regions at night
when the wind output increases. This phenomenon validates the interregional support when
the spatiotemporal correlations between renewables and load are present.
2.5.3. Case Studies: Contingency Criterion
Next, we elaborate on the contingency criterion and the impact of the worst-case contingency by comparing the following Case 4 with the previous Case 3.
• Case 4. We apply no contingency criterion in all regions, i.e., the robust counterpart
in the model is omitted. The other settings are the same as Case 3.
Figure 2.7 demonstrates the generator’s installation details of these two cases. It can be
seen from the results that when the N-1 contingency criterion is applied for each region in
Case 3, the system needs to have more renewable generators installed to secure the demand.
Particularly for the worst-case contingency, the system is prone to increase the investment
in generators to provide more contingency reserves, which is also one of the reasons of the
huge installations in Case 3.
2.5.4. Case Studies: Long-term Cost-effectiveness
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Figure 2.7. Comparison in the contingency criterion.

To further elaborate the cost-effectiveness of long-term investment in renewables, especially for the 100% renewable penetration, we carry out two case studies of a 12-year
expansion in the following:
• Case 5. $12,000M generation investment budget (12yrs);
• Case 6. $12,000M generation investment budget. Thermal units can only be installed
in the first year. All the thermal units phase 10% capacity out per year (12yrs).
It is straightforward that the 100% renewable penetration is accomplished in the 11th
year in Case 6. We enable the transmission expansion between any two connected buses
for the annually increasing demand, and the other system settings are the same as in the
previous case studies. Figure 2.8 depicts the investment plans and system costs. Accordingly,
the salvage value of conventional generators is set as 25% of the investment cost in this case.
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Figure 2.8. Investment plans and system cost of the long-term planning.

In Case 5, the installation of one thermal unit is mainly to balance the load shedding
caused by stochastic generation, even when the interregional support from renewables has
already largely mitigated this issue. And in Case 6 when the condition changes that the
thermal units are no longer able to fully provide energy, the system planner is still prone
to invest one thermal unit due to the high load shedding cost. Though the 100% renewable
case, i.e., Case 6, still has a slightly higher cost than Case 5, we argue that the final cost
difference highly depends on how we choose the system parameters. Nonetheless, from these
two cases, we can see the potential of renewable generation’s long-term cost-effectiveness.
In Case 5 when the phasing-out is not allowed, the system in the 12th year still reaches
96.43% renewable penetration, which implies the long-term economic payoff is higher than
conventional units. It should also be noted that different settings of renewable-based G&TEP
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studies could lead to different findings (e.g., [20]) but the proposed general framework still
applies.
2.5.5. Case Studies: Investment Annuitization
In many investment studies, investors often consider annuitization of the investment cost
to distribute the investment over the planning horizon. Hence, in this section, we illustrate
the effect of considering the annuitization of the investment cost with the same settings of
Case 1 and Case 2. We keep the same investment budget as in Case 1 and Case 2, and
consider a general annual interest rate i of the investment as 6.04% computed from the
weighted average cost of capital (WACC) of 5.7% [40]. We adopt the investment annuitizing
method from Appendix A in [40] as we first calculate the annual discount factor (DFt ) by

DFt =

1
,
(1 + i)t

then the annualized capital cost (ACCg ) and the discounted investment cost (ICg,t ) used in
the objective function can be computed as

ACCg = OCCg ⋅

i ⋅ (1 + i)LTg
,
(1 + i)n − 1

ICg,t = ACCg ⋅

∑

DFt′ ,

t′ ≤min{LTg ,T remain }

where OCCg denotes the overnight capital cost, LTg denotes the generator lifetime, and
T remain denotes the remaining time of the planning horizon. The annual increase in thermal
units’ fuel cost and demand still applies.
Table 2.3 tabulates the results of the revisited Case 1 and Case 2 with considering
the annuitized investment cost. In both cases, there is no load shedding. Thanks to the
annuitization, the investment of generators can now be distributed to later planning years.
Compared with the previous Case 1 and Case 2, we find that both total costs do not
differ much, and the results in Case 1 remain nearly the same except for some investments
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Table 2.3. Investment Portfolio with the Investment Annuitization.
Investment*

Revisited Case 1

Revisited Case 2

Year 1

10 0 0 6

5 6 1 6

Year 2

0 0 0 0

0 3 0 1

Year 3

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

Year 4

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

Year 5

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

Year 6

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

6-yr Invest.
Payment

$762.67M

$4,153.67M

Line Invest. Cost

$300M

$350M

Gen. Opera. Cost

$5,978.10M

$2,163.77M

Total Cost

$7,040.78M

$6,667.44M

* The integrals denote the numbers of invested thermal, wind, solar generators, and line.

distributed to later years. But in Case 2, the renewable installation is more prioritized, as
the investment annuitization makes the renewable investment more competitive with thermal
investments. However, we can still draw similar conclusions that a proper generation mix
of conventional and renewable technologies renders a more cost-effective planning portfolio
if the budget allows for renewable installations. As the annuitization method has already
taken the generators’ lifetime into account [40], we do not apply the technique of considering
salvage incomes [37] in the revisited cases. Leveraging the annuitization method can make
the investment in multi-year planning more comparable, which should be included in a more
realistic G&TEP study. Also, it is noteworthy that the performance is highly sensitive to
the selected WACC determined by the tax rate and expected returns on equity and debt.
2.6. Scalability Test
To validate the scalability of the proposed framework, we modify the WECC 243-bus
system based on [41] for G&TEP studies and carry out the scalability test. Four generation technologies are included, i.e., coal, combined-cycle, wind, and solar. We carry out a
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Figure 2.9. Installed capacity for the WECC system.

regionally N-1 contingency-constrained 5-year planning problem with the hourly operation.
The number of combinatorial scenarios, in this case, is further reduced to 10 to reduce the
computational burden. And we enable the phasing-out of conventional units as in Case 3.
Figure 2.9 depicts the scheduled installed capacity for each generation technology and
transmission line, where we can observe that the investment in solar and wind generators
grows sharply in the first year and keeps increasing, due to the 25% annual phasing-out
rate of the conventional generators. The computational time of the WECC simulation is 27
hours, which is comparably reasonable concerning the scale of the multi-year stochastic and
robust planning problem.
2.7. Discussions
To clarify the scope of our work and how it should be used as a reference for both
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academia and industry, we provide several discussions on this work.
1. Though the day-based contingencies have already been adopted in this work and other
works, e.g., [11, 25], the contingencies of power system components can be evaluated
in a practically smaller time resolution.
2. Using only a few representative days has been found to be not enough, and more
representative days should be included in more realistic studies of power systems with
large amounts of renewable [42].
3. In the case studies, multiple economic factors can affect the optimized planning portfolio, e.g., the increasing fuel cost, decreasing renewable investment cost, annual interest
rate, and the salvage income. Different economic settings may lead to a different result,
but the conclusion of the renewable-involved G&TEP study should hold similarly as
discussed in the work. Besides, when we consider a longer term of planning, renewables
will begin to show the potential of higher cost-effectiveness in the G&TEP.
4. Other practical factors should be taken into account in future research to make more
precise investment decisions for investors, including but not limited to the employment
of energy storage devices, more types of renewables, demand response, and ancillary
services.
This work aims at providing a general framework and a solution algorithm, which can
be applied to different uncertainty-based G&TEP studies. The case studies in this work
are carried out under simplified simulation settings and demonstrate different renewable
investment scenarios under specific parameters. The observations of a more complete and
comprehensive long-term G&TEP study for realistic large-scale power systems may vary
from this work as the findings are dependent upon many sensitive parameters including
cost, discount rate and other detailed operational constraints.
2.8. Summary
This work introduces a novel modeling and solution strategy for the generation and transmission expansion planning under ultra-high renewable penetration, which allows analyses
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of discrete and continuous uncertainties. Based on the theoretical derivation and numerical
experiments, several remarks are in order:
• We propose a general hybrid stochastic and robust model that can accurately capture
the uncertainties in the modern power grid, whose discrete and continuous features are
taken into consideration with high flexibility.
• We propose a combinatorial solution strategy leveraging the state-of-the-art C&CG and
L-shaped algorithms that can efficiently tackle intractable and multiplex uncertaintybased planning problems.
• We investigate the long-term renewable cost-effectiveness in the test results. A proper
portfolio of generation mix of the conventional and renewable generation is shown to
be beneficial under our specific problem settings, and we also pave a way for future
discussions on the 100% renewable penetration potentials by investigating the longterm cost-effectiveness of the renewable generation.
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Chapter 3
STOCHASTIC MARKET OPERATION FOR COORDINATED
TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

3.1. Nomenclature
We provide a detailed notation list for this chapter.
1) Sets:
T /D

Transmission (T) / distribution (D) system

GT / GD

Conventional thermal generator of T / D system

E /I

Renewable generator / connected bus

Q

Network reconfiguration set

LT / LD

Load of T / D system

FT /FD

Line of T / D system

AD / AD
T

Bus of D system / with substation

FQD

Configurable line of D system

S /N

Sending / receiving bus of line

C

Generator or injection mapping with bus

H

Time horizon

O

Iteration
2) Indices:

gT / gD

Indices for conventional generators in T/D system
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rT / rD

Indices for renewable generators in T/D system

`T / `D

Indices for loads in T/D system

fT

Indices for transmission lines

mn

Indices for connected distribution branches

nT / nD

Indices for nodes in T/D system

i

Indices for boundary buses

ωT / ωD

Indices for operating scenarios in T/D system

o

Indices for iteration counter

h

Indices for time (hours)

c

Indices for multiple D systems

q

Indices for configurable swtich in D system
3) Parameters (in both T and D, otherwise specified):

PC

Penalty cost [$/MWh]

R/X /B

Resistance / reactance / susceptance [p.u.]

RD / RU

Ramp-down / up limits [MW/h]

SD / SU

Shut-down / start-up cost [$]

MO / MD

Minimum ON / OFF time limits [h]

PfT,max

Active power flow limits [MW]

D,max
Ymn

Upper limit of the branch current [A]

V min / V max

Lower/Upper limit of the nodal voltage [kV]

Pgmin / Pgmax

Active power output limits of generators [MW]
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4) Uncertainties (in both T and D):
max
(ω)
Pr,h

Maximum available renewable power [MW]

L`,h (ω)

Nodal demand [MW]

Prω

Probability for scenario ω

5) Binary Variables:
uTg,h / dTg,h

Start-up/shut-down indicator for generators

iTg,h

Unit commitment indicator for generators

zq,h,c

Distribution configuration indicator

6) Continuous Variables:
(T,D)

p(g,r) / pi

Active generation output / power injection

D
q(g,r)
/ qi

Reactive generation output / power injection

D
pD
n / qn

Active / reactive node injection

pTf

Active line flow

D
pD
mn / qmn

Active / reactive feeder flow

xD
mn

Line orientation variable

vn / δnT

Squared nodal voltage magnitude / angle

D
ymn

Squared branch current

s`

Active load shedding

3.2. Overview
Unit commitment (UC) and economic dispatch (ED) have been of capital importance in
the market operations for system operators in the world. The coordination between transmission and distribution systems (T-D coordination) in the market operation has attacked
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great attention. The primary motivation for T-D coordination is based on the fact that
the distribution system has become active due to the increasing deployment of smart grid
technologies including distributed energy resources (DERs), electric vehicles, microgrids, etc.
The system dynamics within the distribution networks can propagate to the transmission
side and vice versa [43]. A recent report from California Independent System Operator
(CAISO) [44] supports this motivation. It indicates that, due to the growing penetration of
the DERs, Independent System Operator (ISO), which regulates the upstream market in the
transmission level, needs to attain more visibility on the downstream markets to reinforce
its decision-making.
In the conventional market hierarchy, ISOs and utilities carry out UC and ED problems
within their respective territories. The upstream operators make scheduling decisions according to the estimated information from the downstream aggregators [45]. Without the
T-D coordination, the power mismatch at the boundary node between transmission and distribution systems proliferates as distribution systems become more and more active [46]. To
cope with the issue of power mismatches, Z. Li et al. [47] proposed a distributed paradigm
that ISO delivers its optimal locational marginal price (LMP) to distribution system operators (DSOs), whereas DSOs return their optimal energy demand to ISO. The mutually
observable information in the T-D coordination should be limited to protect the confidentiality of stakeholders [47].
Recently, based on this decentralized framework, many papers have considered more elements and more efficient algorithms. P. Li et al. [48] built a distributionally robust optimization framework considering system uncertainties and adopted an analytical target cascading
algorithm to decentralize the problem. R. Nejad et al. [49] and J. Zhao et al. [50] focused
on the integrated system restoration using the alternating direction of multipliers method
(ADMM) to decentralize the problem. M. Arpanahi et al. [51] proposed a decentralized
framework for T-D coordination that considers robust optimization for the uncertainties,
while using an enhanced ADMM algorithm to solve. A. Nawaz et al. [52] proposed a probabilistic coordination method to select one stochastic scenario to solve the T-D coordinated
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problem. However, most of the works focus on ED or OPF, instead of the UC, which could
not serve as a general reference for electricity market operations. It is also reasonable that
the algorithms proposed above lie in the category of the augmented Lagrangian method,
which would fail if integer variables are present in the problem.
For the modeling of T-D coordination, recently, research on this topic gains prevalence,
and potential modeling frameworks from the perspective of DSOs can be categorized into
three types, i.e., centralized, decentralized, and transactive models, which are summarized
in [7]. Among the models discussed therein, Model 3, i.e., the distribution node utility model,
acts as a transitional model from the centralized operation to the decentralized operation,
where the ISO and DSOs take the responsibilities of market operations in the transmission
and distribution level, respectively, and they exchange information in the boundary substation. The natural compatibility with the current market practice is the major advantage of
this model [7]. Based on this framework, we propose a three-stage stochastic co-optimization
for the T-D coordinated UC and ED. In this scheme, the ISO regulates the coordination between the transmission and distribution systems, where the transmission system operation is
under control of the ISO and the distribution system operation is under control of the DSO.
As in the current industry’s practice [53], the ISO carries out the transmission-level market
operations including UC and ED with the distribution-level inputs from DSOs. DSOs are
utilities that own the distribution network with aggregated DERs. It is also noteworthy
that the current research on decentralized or transactive models is fruitful and few are investigating centralized frameworks due to the computational hurdle. However, before the
fully decentralized distribution operations, the industry needs a transitional model that allows the ISOs to take the local distribution information into account while regulating the
coordination [54]. Hence, in the proposed market hierarchy, the ISO performs the day-ahead
transmission-level UC and ED with the aggregated distribution information, and DSOs perform the distribution-level ED. The ISO does not need to attain detailed distribution system
information, which protects the local utilities’ confidentiality.
Apart from the scheduling, the distribution-level network reconfiguration drastically
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Figure 3.1. Proposed coordinated market paradigm.

influences the market operation in the distribution level, and the influence will propagate
to the transmission level [55]. Since the ISO monitors the T-D coordination, the topology
changes in the active distribution network (ADN) should be taken into consideration in the
ISO’s operation. Besides, utilities are using an hourly decision-making process to evaluate and perform the reconfiguration [56]. Considering that the reconfiguration cannot be
changed frequently in one day and should be determined in a day-ahead manner [56], in this
work, we add the network reconfiguration decisions in the first stage together with the UC
decisions.
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In summary, we propose a market paradigm for the T-D coordinated power system,
which is depicted in Figure 3.1. Mathematically, the ISO needs to solve a mixed-integer
linear programming (MILP) model for transmission-level UC with distribution network reconfigurations, when DSOs need to solve convex programming models for distribution-level
ED. In the first stage, the ISO performs the transmission UC and determines the distribution
network reconfiguration, then delivers the information to the subsequent stages. Then, the
ED operation is carried out in the second stage and delivers the optimal boundary offer to
the third stage. The structure of the first and second stages forms a two-stage transmissionlevel stochastic UC [57]. Finally, DSOs perform their ED operations in the third stage based
on the determined configuration from the first stage and the energy offer from the second
stage.
For the solution strategy, there has been a significant number of studies towards the
efficient solution of large-scale SP problems. One of the most commonly used strategies is
the Benders decomposition or the L-shaped method [58]. For multi-stage SP as in this work,
scenario-wise decomposition like the progressive hedging [59] and stage-wise decomposition
like the approximate dynamic programming [60] are discussed in the literature. Particularly for the dynamic programming category, stochastic dual dynamic integer programming
(SDDiP) has been an effective method for multi-stage stochastic optimization [61], with
various recent applications on power systems. J. Zhou et al. [62] proposed a SDDiP model
for multi-stage stochastic UC and enhanced the algorithm by a regularized level approximation for Lagrangian cuts. M. Hjelmeland et al. [63] adopted SDDiP solving a hydropower
scheduling problem with binary expansion on state variables and found that the strengthened Benders cut presented the highest performance score. T. Ding et al. [64] leveraged the
SDDiP method in the distribution system planning with a multi-stage nested decomposition
algorithm. Though it is well recognized that SDDiP attains fast convergence and accuracy,
it could not solve the proposed T-D coordinated market operation. The reasons are twofold:
1) Each time stage in the SDDiP needs to assume the complete information of both transmission and distribution networks, which compromises the stakeholders’ privacy; 2) There is
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no evidence that the SDDiP retains global convergence if recourse problems are nonlinear.
Thus, since our work is both scenario-wise and stage-wise complex, we employ the nested
L-shaped method [58] for the proposed T-D coordinated market operation. Furthermore, we
enhance the conventional nested L-shaped method and algorithmically extend it to a multistage mixed-integer convex programming. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is
the first work implementing a practical T-D market operation considering accurate network
modeling/reconfiguration and uncertainties.
Based on the state-of-the-art research, the main contribution of this work is summarized
below.
• We formulate the T-D coordinated UC&ED problem considering the distribution network reconfiguration. System-independent scenario sets capture the uncertainty of
renewable generation and elastic demand for each system.
• We propose a market paradigm for the T-D coordinated UC&ED. This paradigm
considers the coordination between different market stakeholders while protecting their
confidentiality, which ISOs can easily adopt.
• We extend the generalized Benders decomposition method to a nested and stochastic
version, which can efficiently solve the proposed T-D coordinated market operation
model. We also theoretically prove and analyze the algorithmic convergence.

3.3. Mathematical Formulation of T-D Coordinated Market Operations
We detail the three-stage stochastic formulation and the convexified AC branch flow
for the distribution part in this section. The overall formulation of the stochastic T-D
coordinated UC & ED is separated and distributed in the following subsections. Note that
the DC power flow is adopted in the transmission level in order to mimic the industrial
practice. In contrast, the second-order cone programming (SOCP)-based convexified AC
branch flow formulation is adopted in the distribution network to retain accuracy.
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3.3.1. The First Stage: ISO’s UC Problem
The first stage solves a conventional transmission UC problem with the optimal distribution network reconfiguration, which is performed by the ISO.
H

K1 = TminT ∑ SUgT uTg,h + SDgT dTg,h
ug,h ,dg,h , h

iT
g,h ,zq,h,c

+EωT {K2 (x∗1 , ω T )},

(3-1)

subject to
uTg,h + dTg,h ≤ 1,

∀g T ∈ GT , ∀h ∈ H,

(3-1a)

uTg,h − dTg,h = iTg,h − iTg,h−1 ,

∀g T ∈ GT , ∀h ∈ H,

(3-1b)

h

∀g T ∈ GT , ∀h ∈ H,

(3-1c)

h

∀g T ∈ GT , ∀h ∈ H,

(3-1d)

∑h−M Og +1 uTg,h ≤ iTg,h ,
∑h−M Dg +1 dTg,h ≤ 1 − iTg,h ,
uTg,h , dTg,h , iTg,h , zq,h,c ∈ {0, 1},

(3-1e)

where K2 (x∗1 , ω T ) denotes the second-stage recourse and x∗1 = [uTg,h∗ , dTg,h∗ , iTg,h∗ ]. “*” stands for
obtained and fixed decisions. Constraints (3-1a) and (3-1b) enforce the binary exclusiveness
of the start-up and shut-down indicators; constraints (3-1c) and (3-1d) model the minimum
ON/OFF time; constraint (3-1e) indicates the binary nature of the variables. Note that there
is no distribution configuration variable, i.e., zq,h,c , in the objective function and constraints,
which is determined based on the information sent back from the DSO’s stage.
3.3.2. The Second Stage: ISO’s ED Problem
The second stage formulates a transmission-level ED problem based on the UC decisions
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delivered from the first stage, which is detailed in (3-2). For each ω T :
GT

H

LT

K2 (x∗1 , ω T ) = TminT ∑ { ∑ f T (pTg,h ) + ∑ P C`T sT`,h }
pg,h ,s`,h h

gT

`T

+ ∑ wc ⋅ EωcD {K3 (x∗2 , y∗ , ωcD )}

(3-2)

c

subject to
GT

∑

I

pTg,h −

g T ∣C(g T )=nT

f T ∣S(f T )=nT

pic ,h +

ic ∣C(ic )=nT

FT

∑

∑

∑

pTr,h −

rT ∣C(r)=nT

FT

pTf,h +

∑

pTf,h =

f T ∣N (f T )=nT

L

∀nT , ∀h,

(3-2a)

T
T
pTf,h = Xf−1T [δn∣S(n
T )=f T ,h − δn∣N (nT )=f T ,h ],

∀f T , ∀h,

(3-2b)

T,max
T,max
,
− Pf,h
≤ pTf,h ≤ Pf,h

∀f T , ∀h,

(3-2c)

T,max
T,min
,
iT,∗
≤ pTg,h ≤ iT,∗
g,h Pg,h
g,h Pg,h

∀g T , ∀h,

(3-2d)

T,max
(ω T ),
0 ≤ pTr,h ≤ Pr,h

∀rT , ∀h,

(3-2e)

T,∗ T,min
pTg,h − pTg,h−1 ≤ RUgT (1 − uT,∗
,
g,h ) + ug,h Pg,h

∀g T , ∀h,

(3-2f)

T,min
pTg,h−1 − pTg,h ≤ RDgT (1 − dTg,h∗ ) + dT,∗
,
g,h Pg,h

∀g T , ∀h,

(3-2g)

∑

{ LT`,h (ω T ) − sT`,h },

`T ∣C(`T )=nT

∗
where K3 (x∗2 , y∗ , ωcD ) denotes the third-stage recourse, x∗2 = [zq,h,c
], and y∗ = [p∗ic ,h ]. wc

stands for the weight of different distribution systems pertaining to the importance of the
corresponding system. For instance, hospitals and military regions require higher priority of
electricity supply, which results in higher weight wc in this model (wc ∈ (0, 1] and ∑ wc = 1).
We also adopt the piecewise-linear thermal generation cost function as f T (⋅) and enable
load shedding to retain feasibility. Constraint (3-2a) enforces the active power balance, and
constraint (3-2b) represents the DC power flow equation in the transmission lines. Line flow
constraints and active power generation constraints for thermal generators are described in
constraints (3-2c) and (3-2d), respectively. In constraint (3-2e), the renewable generation is
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limited within the uncertain upper bound w.r.t. the scenario index ω T . For brevity, we only
give the scenario index to uncertain parameters, but the variables should be associated with
the scenario index as well. Besides, constraints (3-2f) and (3-2g) represent the ramp-up/down
limits, respectively.
3.3.3. The Third Stage: DSO’s ED Problem
From DSOs’ perspective, the third stage establishes a distribution-level ED, as shown
in (3-3). Since DER generators are fast-responsive, their UC decisions are not considered.
However, the distribution network is reconfigurable [56] and controlled by the ISO in the
proposed T-D coordinated market operation. Note that ωcD for each c in the third stage is
independent of each other and ω T in the second stage. For each c and ωcD :
H

K3 (x∗2 , y∗ , ωcD ) =

GD

minD ∑ { ∑ f D (pD
g,h,c )
D

pg,h,c ,s`,h,c h

gD

LD
D D
s`,h,c }
+ ∑ P C`,c

(3-3)

`D

subject to
D,min
D,max
Pg,h,c
≤ pD
g,h,c ≤ Pg,h,c ,

∀g D , ∀h,

(3-3a)

D
D
D
≤ pD
− RDg,c
g,h+1,c − pg,h,c ≤ RUg,c ,

∀g D , ∀h,

(3-3b)

∀rD , ∀h, ∀ωcD ,

(3-3c)

∀(m, n) ∈ FQD , ∀h,

(3-3d)

∀(m, n) ∈ F D /FQD , ∀h,

(3-3e)

2
D
2
D
(pD
mn,h,c ) + (qmn,h,c ) ≤ ymn,h,c vm,h,c ,

∀(m, n) ∈ F D , ∀h,

(3-3f)

xD
mn,h,c ≥ 0,

∀(m, n) ∈ F D , ∀h,

(3-3g)

xD
mn,h,c = 0,

∀n ∈ AD
T , ∀h,

(3-3h)

∀n ∈ F D /FQD , ∀h,

(3-3i)

D,max
D
0 ≤ pD
r,h,c ≤ Pr,h,c (ωc ),
D,max
D
0 ≤ ymn,h,c
≤ xD
mn,h,c Ymn,h,c ,
D,max
D
0 ≤ ymn,h,c
≤ Ymn,h,c
,

D
xD
mn,h,c + xnm,h,c = 1,
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D
∗
xD
mn,h,c + xnm,h,c = zq,h,c ,

xmn,h,c = 1,

∑

∀n ∈ FQD , ∀h,

(3-3j)

∀m ∈ AD /AD
T , ∀h,

(3-3k)

n∶(m,n)∈F D

∀nD , ∀h ∶
D
D
D
pD
n,h,c = ∑ pnk,h,c − ∑ (pnj,h,c − Rnj ynj,h,c ),

(3-3l)

j∶j→n

k∶n→k

D
D
D
D
qn,h,c
= ∑ qnk,h,c
− ∑ (qnj,h,c
− Xnj ynj,h,c
),

(3-3m)

j∶j→n

k∶n→k

2
2
D
vn,h,c − vm,h,c ≤ M (1 − xD
nm,h,c ) + (Rmn + Xmn )ymn,h,c −
D
2(Rmn pD
mn,h,c + Xmn qmn,h,c ),

(3-3n)

D
2
2
vn,h,c − vm,h,c ≥ −M (1 − xD
nm,h,c ) + (Rmn + Xmn )ymn,h,c −
D
2(Rmn pD
mn,h,c + Xmn qmn,h,c ),

pD
n,h,c =

∑

pD
g,h,c +

g D ∣C(g D )=n

D
D
{LD
`,h,c (ωc ) − s`,h,c },

∑

(3-3p)

`D ∣C(`D )=n

rD ∣C(rD )=n
D
=
qn,h,c

p∗ic ,h +

ic ∣C(ic )=n

pD
r,h,c −

∑

∑

(3-3o)

∑

D
+
qg,h,c

g D ∣C(g D )=n

∑

∑

qic ,h +

ic ∣C(ic )=n
D
−
qr,h,c

rD D∣C(rD )=n

∑

D
(ωcD ),
q`,h,c

(3-3q)

`D ∣C(`D )=n

max
min
,
≤ vn,h,c ≤ Vn,h,c
Vn,h,c

(3-3r)

where f D (⋅) represents the piecewise-linear cost function. The constraints for non-reconfigurable
branches are identical to the transmission lines in the second-stage problem, while the constraints for reconfigurable branches are with the reconfiguration decisions, as shown in constraints (3-3d) and (3-3e).
We cast a SOCP relaxation for power flow modeling. Constraint (3-3f) is the convex SOC
constraint. Note that we neglect shunt impedances for simplicity. k, j, m are notations for
connected buses. We also assume that the distribution networks can well control the voltage
and reactive power performance. Hence, we only consider the reactive power in the distribution systems and no reactive power exchange will happen [65]. Future works include that the
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distribution systems can provide reactive power support to the transmission system, where
our proposed model can also be adopted. Also, note that we employ the widely-adopted
branch flow model for the SOCP relaxation [66] of the AC power flow. However, other
SOCP relaxation techniques, including the bus injection model and its variants [67], could
also be adopted in the proposed framework, given that the feasibility region is convex.
To ensure the distribution network’s radiality, we also enforce constraints (3-3g) - (3-3k).
Note that xmn are continuous variables and will be either zero or one to keep arborescence [68], which retains model (3-3)’s convexity. Upon using this, we restrict the distribution
network information in the third stage, which protects the confidentiality of distribution utilities. Other constraints are with the typical branch flow model under SOCP relaxation [69].
3.4.

Decomposition-based Solution Strategy for the Three-Stage Market Op-

eration
In this section, we provide an efficient solution strategy towards the multi-scale and
multi-stage SP problem for T-D coordinated market operation. As the original formulation
follows a stage-decomposable structure, it can be readily tackled by the L-shaped method, as
adopted in multiple works [58, 70]. However, since the proposed T-D coordinated hierarchy
is a three-stage problem, the L-shaped method needs to be nested. In this work, we tailor
a generalized nested decomposition based on the nested L-shaped method to facilitate the
solution upon different and individual scenario sets. To be more concise, we use the compact
form for equations in this section, and similarly, we only put the scenario indices (ω T ) and
(ωcD ) with the uncertain parameters.
3.4.1. ISO’s Master Problem
The ISO’s UC problem (3-1), i.e., the first-stage problem, serves as the master problem.
The complicating variables in the master problem include the unit commitment decisions, i.e.
ug,h , dg,h , ig,h (denoted by vector x1 ), and the reconfiguration decisions, i.e. zq,h,c (denoted
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by vector x2 ). A compact form for the master problem (3-1) is represented in (3-4).

M = min c⊺1 x1 + 0⊺ x2 + St∗ ,

(3-4)

x1 ,x2

subject to

A1 x1 + B1 x2 ≤ b1 ,

(3-4a)

A2 x1 + B2 x2 = b2 ,

(3-4b)

o ⊺
o ⊺
St∗ = max {αto + (βt1
) x1 + (βt2
) x2 },

(3-4c)

o∈O

where St∗ denotes the maximum of cuts returned from the second-stage subproblem, and
constraint (3-4c) includes the optimality cuts returned from the second-stage problem with
the information of the second and third stages for all iterations.
3.4.2. ISO’s Subproblem
The second-stage problem (2), i.e., the ISO’s subproblem (St ), models the transmissionlevel ED, as shown in (3-5).
∀ω T ∶

St (ω T ) = min c⊺2 y + Sd∗ ,

(3-5)

y

subject to
K1 y = r1 (ω T ) ∶

γ,

(3-5a)

H1 x∗1 + A3 y ≤ b3 ∶

φ,

(3-5b)

o ⊺
o ⊺ ∗
Sd∗ = max {wc ⋅ [αdo + (βd1
) y + (βd2
) x2 ]} ∶

µ,

(3-5c)

o∈O,c

where x∗1 and x∗2 are delivered from the master problem, y is the second-stage variable
vector, including the generation dispatch, load curtailment and line flows, etc. γ, φ and
µ are the dual vectors, whereas auxiliary variable Sd∗ and constraint (3-5c) formulate the
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relaxed counterpart of the third-stage problem. To update the optimality cut (3-4c) in the
master problem, we calculate the subgradients as follows.
o ⊺ ∗
) x2 − Sd∗ /wc ]}
αto = ∑ PrωT {γ ⊺ r1 (ω T ) + φ⊺ b3 − µ⊺ [αdo + (βd2
ωT
o
βt1
= − ∑ PrωT H⊺1 φ;

o
⊺
βt2
= − ∑ PrωT βd2
µ.

ωT

ωT

3.4.3. DSO’s Subproblem
The third-stage problem (3-3), i.e., the DSO’s subproblem (Sd ), which is a convex SOCP
model, formulates the distribution-level ED, as shown in the compact form (3-6). Without
loss of generality, we group the affine constraints with the SOC one in constraint (3-6a), as
affine functions are a special case of SOC when K2 is a zero matrix.
∀c, ∀ωcD ∶

Sd (wc , ωcD ) = min c⊺3 z,
z

(3-6)

subject to
∥H2 y∗ + K2 z + e∥2 ≤ q⊺ y∗ + p⊺ z + H3 x∗2 + r2 (ωcD ),

(3-6a)

where x∗2 and y∗ are decisions delivered from the first-stage problem and the second-stage
problem, respectively. Then we write the dual form of (3-6) in (3-7).
Sddual (wc , ωcD ) = max [u⊺ (H2 y∗ + e) − v(q⊺ y∗ + H⊺3 x∗2
u,v

+ r2 (ωcD ))],
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(3-7)

subject to

K⊺2 u + v⊺ p = c3 ,

(3-7a)

∥u∥2 ≤ v,

(3-7b)

where u and v are the dual vectors of the Euclidean norm and the SOC, respectively. Note
that this dual problem is also a convex SOC and only satisfies the weak duality. However,
given the assumption that the nodal voltage constraint is not binding, which is a mild
assumption in the realistic power system, there exists an interior in the primal and dual
feasibility regions and hence Slater’s condition holds, which means the strong duality can be
retained [71]. Then the subgradients can be calculated for the optimality cut in the ISO’s
subproblem.
αdo = ∑ PrωcD [u⊺ e − v ⋅ r2 (ωcD )];
ωcD
o
o
= ∑ PrωcD [u⊺ H2 − v ⋅ q]; βd2
= − ∑ PrωcD v ⋅ H⊺3 ;
βd1
ωcD

ωcD

3.4.4. Generalized Nested Decomposition Algorithm
To cope with the proposed T-D coordinated hierarchy, we devise a generalized nested
decomposition (GND) algorithm. The general procedure is demonstrated in Figure 3.2. In
particular, with an initial feasible point of the complicating variables determined from the
initial master problem, the problem in each stage can deliver the optimal complicating variables back to the previous stage problem via creating the lower bounding affine cuts by
subgradients. If any recourse is infeasible, a feasibility cut will be returned to the upper
stages and repeat the loop in Figure 3.2 [72]. For more details about the feasibility check,
please see Appendix B. These cuts formulate the relaxed counterparts of the respective subproblems and hence decompose the overall problem. Each subsystem in the second-stage and
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o
0
LBo
U Bo
<latexit sha1_base64="ujoA4+E+/o6FzwTS2TLKj1lfggI=">AAAB9HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmaBFchUkMbd0V3LisYB/QhjKZTtqhk0ycmVRK6He4caGIWz/GnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vvCRLOlEbow1pb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHbSVSSWiLCC5kN8CKchbTlmaa024iKY4CTjvB5Cr3O1MqFRPxrZ4l1I/wKGYhI1gbyRd9TkONpRT3EA1KFWRf1quuV4XIRqjmuE5O3Jp34UHHKDkqYIXmoPTeHwqSRjTWhGOleg5KtJ9hqRnhdF7sp4ommEzwiPYMjXFElZ8tjp7DM6MMYSikqVjDhfp9IsORUrMoMJ0R1mP128vFv7xeqsO6n7E4STWNyXJRmHKoBcwTgEMmKdF8ZggmkplbIRljiYk2ORVNCF+fwv9J27UdZDs3XqVRXsVRAKegDM6BA2qgAa5BE7QAAXfgATyBZ2tqPVov1uuydc1azZyAH7DePgHfs5IP</latexit>

Initialization
<latexit sha1_base64="UQb9UJ0cBzGojlHAgZfNDCzgtMs=">AAAB/nicbZBLSwMxFIUzPmt9jYorN8EidFVmutFlwY3uKtgHtEPJpJk2NMkMyR2hDgX/ihsXirj1d7jz35hOZ6GtBwIf59xLkhMmghvwvG9nbX1jc2u7tFPe3ds/OHSPjtsmTjVlLRqLWHdDYpjgirWAg2DdRDMiQ8E64eR6nncemDY8VvcwTVggyUjxiFMC1hq4p30mk3F2qzhwIvhjbs8GbsWrebnwKvgFVFCh5sD96g9jmkqmgApiTM/3EggyooFTwWblfmpYQuiEjFjPoiKSmSDLnz/DF9YZ4ijW9ijAuft7IyPSmKkM7aQkMDbL2dz8L+ulEF0FGVdJCkzRxUVRKjDEeN4FHnLNKIipBUK1bYBiOiaaULCNlW0J/vKXV6Fdr/lezb+rVxrVoo4SOkPnqIp8dIka6AY1UQtRlKFn9IrenCfnxXl3Phaja06xc4L+yPn8ASaNlic=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="IHnO3iEqQYVB4OGFYkCUDxMcNqI=">AAAB/3icdVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVFWxslgTBxnB3BqOdaGNhoWA+IBfC3mZPl+ztHrtzyhEt/Cs2ForY+jfs/DfuJRFU9MHA470ZZuaFieAGXPfDmZicmp6ZnZsvLCwuLa8UV9caRqWasjpVQulWSAwTXLI6cBCslWhG4lCwZtg/zv3mNdOGK3kBWcI6MbmUPOKUgJW6xY3To64KBIuAaK1u8E7AZQRZt1h2Kwf7e351D7sV1615vpcTv1bdrWLPKjnKaIyzbvE96CmaxkwCFcSYtucm0BkQDZwKdlcIUsMSQvvkkrUtlSRmpjMY3n+Ht6zSw5HStiTgofp9YkBiY7I4tJ0xgSvz28vFv7x2CtF+Z8BlkgKTdLQoSgUGhfMwcI9rRkFklhCqub0V0yuiCQUbWcGG8PUp/p80/IrnVrzzavmwNI5jDm2iEtpGHqqhQ3SCzlAdUXSLHtATenbunUfnxXkdtU4445l19APO2ycRnJYK</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="IPCAAOYnK8plyQD8KGX5h3mEmGY=">AAAB/nicdVBNSwMxEM36WetXVTx5CS2Cp7JbS1tvRS8eK9gPaEvJptk2mE2WZFYpS8G/4sWDIl79Hd78N2bbCir6YODx3gwz8/xIcAOu++EsLa+srq1nNrKbW9s7u7m9/ZZRsaasSZVQuuMTwwSXrAkcBOtEmpHQF6zt31ykfvuWacOVvIZJxPohGUkecErASoPcYfN8oHqCBUC0Vne4x2UAk0Gu4BbPapVSuYLdoutWvZKXklK1fFrGnlVSFNACjUHuvTdUNA6ZBCqIMV3PjaCfEA2cCjbN9mLDIkJvyIh1LZUkZKafzM6f4mOrDHGgtC0JeKZ+n0hIaMwk9G1nSGBsfnup+JfXjSGo9RMuoxiYpPNFQSwwKJxmgYdcMwpiYgmhmttbMR0TTSjYxLI2hK9P8f+kVSp6btG7Khfq+UUcGXSE8ugEeaiK6ugSNVATUZSgB/SEnp1759F5cV7nrUvOYuYA/YDz9gmvypXc</latexit>

without ⌘1 and
cut (4d)

1
1

Solve M 0
<latexit sha1_base64="a4zReeQPKHmVx2pJrbzkEtaTpfA=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmI5hQkTsaLUlsbEwwCpgcJ9lb9mDD3u5ld46EXPgZNhYaY+uvsfPfuMAVCr5kkpf3ZjIzL0wEN+C6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+fdIxKNWVtqoTSjyExTHDJ2sBBsMdEMxKHgnXD8fXc706YNlzJB5gmLIjJUPKIUwJW8u+VmDBcvX1yq/1yxa27C+B14uWkgnK0+uWv3kDRNGYSqCDG+J6bQJARDZwKNiv1UsMSQsdkyHxLJYmZCbLFyTN8YZUBjpS2JQEv1N8TGYmNmcah7YwJjMyqNxf/8/wUoqsg4zJJgUm6XBSlAoPC8//xgGtGQUwtIVRzeyumI6IJBZtSyYbgrb68TjqNuufWvbtGpVnL4yiiM3SOashDl6iJblALtRFFCj2jV/TmgPPivDsfy9aCk8+coj9wPn8Aq9OQGA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gqzkpb3raZw+SREy1nziXl/ParI=">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</latexit>

Deliver x⇤1 and x⇤2

<latexit sha1_base64="Qub7oEYiHSJSUn4xsL9cTKJKgLk=">AAACTHicdVDLSsQwFE3H9/gadekmOAgiMrR1cHQn6MKlgqPCtA5pmhnDpGlJbsWh9APduHDnV7hxoYhgOg9R0QuBk3PuPTc5QSK4Btt+skoTk1PTM7Nz5fmFxaXlysrqhY5TRVmTxiJWVwHRTHDJmsBBsKtEMRIFgl0GvaNCv7xlSvNYnkM/YX5EupJ3OCVgqHaFZt7ApKW6gZ/ZtYP9Pbe+t2PXbLvhuE4B3EZ9t557wO4gOzaLjF2OPYy9IBZhdpe3nettcx82EBkW4pfmXm/n7Up1bIzHxnhsjB3DFFVFozptVx69MKZpxCRQQbRuOXYCfkYUcCpYXvZSzRJCe6TLWgZKEjHtZ4N/5HjTMCHuxMocCXjAfp/ISKR1PwpMZ0TgRv/WCvIvrZVCZ9/PuExSYJIOF3VSgSHGRbI45IpREH0DCFXcvBXTG6IIBZN/2YQw/in+H1y4NceuOWf16uHGKI5ZtI420BZyUAMdohN0ipqIonv0jF7Rm/VgvVjv1sewtWSNZtbQjypNfwK9hrBN</latexit>

without ⌘2 and
cut (5d)

Solve St0 (! T )
<latexit sha1_base64="kudVdJ/W8oyCS/vheOSqFAL9Rjs=">AAACAHicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8SvUwsLm41ggg25o9GSxMYSw2cCB9lbBtiwd3vZ3SMhFxr/io2Fxtj6M+z8Ny5whYIvmeTlvZnMzPMjzpR2nG8rs7W9s7uX3c8dHB4dn9inZ00lYkmhQQUXsu0TBZyF0NBMc2hHEkjgc2j5k/uF35qCVEyEdT2LwAvIKGRDRok2Ut++qAk+BVyo9XXPKXZFACPSq98U+nbeKTlL4E3ipiSPUlT79ld3IGgcQKgpJ0p1XCfSXkKkZpTDPNeNFUSETsgIOoaGJADlJcsH5vjaKAM8FNJUqPFS/T2RkECpWeCbzoDosVr3FuJ/XifWwzsvYWEUawjpatEw5lgLvEgDD5gEqvnMEEIlM7diOiaSUG0yy5kQ3PWXN0mzXHKdkvtYzleKaRxZdImuUBG56BZV0AOqogaiaI6e0St6s56sF+vd+li1Zqx05hz9gfX5A5bylQI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rjekXyLF1yyvzPQqpB3C7oYQu2U=">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</latexit>

Deliver y⇤ and o

<latexit sha1_base64="IM/XJETZhbYoZ8FlMlhHJb2taz8=">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</latexit>

Deliver
<latexit sha1_base64="GKT3cj7UFxnVMSA01Trp7CCQHfM=">AAACGnicdZBLSwMxEMezPmt9VT16CW0F8VB219LWW0EPHivYB7S1ZLNpG5pNliQrlqWfw4tfxYsHRbyJF7+N2T5ARQcCf34zk5n5eyGjStv2p7W0vLK6tp7aSG9ube/sZvb2G0pEEpM6FkzIlocUYZSTuqaakVYoCQo8Rpre6DzJN2+JVFTwaz0OSTdAA077FCNtUC/jdLig3CdcwwvziSmF+Y4nmB/fTXruzUkeIu4v0HhiQC+TswtnlZJbLEG7YNtlx3US4ZaLp0XoGJJEDsyj1su8d3yBo8DMwAwp1XbsUHdjJDXFjEzSnUiREOERGpC2kRwFRHXj6WkTeGSID/tCmmd2nNLvHTEKlBoHnqkMkB6q37kE/pVrR7pf6caUh5EmHM8G9SMGtYCJT9CnkmDNxkYgLKnZFeIhkghr42bamLC4FP4vGm7BsQvOlZurZud2pMAhyIJj4IAyqIJLUAN1gME9eATP4MV6sJ6sV+ttVrpkzXsOwI+wPr4A0R+f+g==</latexit>

x⇤2

and y

⇤

Solve Sdo (vc , !cD )

o+1

Update cut (5d)
<latexit sha1_base64="c6ngN9L8FLSjxZuMoo4ccYC/niA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="mEmEswofiI+t4k+/lMhRWr4UtQ0=">AAACB3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY+CDCZCBAm7uegxoAePkZgHJJtldtJJhszuLDOzgbDk5sVf8eJBEa/+gjf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsSZ0rb9baXW1jc2t9LbmZ3dvf2D7OFRXYlYUqhRwYVs+kQBZyHUNNMcmpEEEvgcGv7wZuo3RiAVE+GDHkfgBqQfsh6jRBvJy55WBR8Bzle9bkcURh69xG0RQJ94tHN7kfeyObtoz4BXibMgObRAxct+tbuCxgGEmnKiVMuxI+0mRGpGOUwy7VhBROiQ9KFlaEgCUG4y+2OCz43SxT0hTYUaz9TfEwkJlBoHvukMiB6oZW8q/ue1Yt27dhMWRrGGkM4X9WKOtcDTUHCXSaCajw0hVDJzK6YDIgnVJrqMCcFZfnmV1EtFxy4696VcubCII41O0BkqIAddoTK6QxVUQxQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q0pazFzjP7A+vwBezmXrQ==</latexit>

Solve Sto (! T )

Update cut (4d)

<latexit sha1_base64="1QdmaavMFRzB+ktReGqzxwauB1w=">AAACAHicbVC5TgMxEPWGK4QrQEFBY5EghSbaTQNlJBrKoJxSjpXXmU2s2OuV7Y0URWn4FRoKEKLlM+j4G5yjgIQnjfT03oxm5gUxZ9q47reT2tre2d1L72cODo+OT7KnZw0tE0WhTiWXqhUQDZxFUDfMcGjFCogIODSD0f3cb45BaSajmpnE0BVkELGQUWKs5GcvqpKPAeervunJQkcKGJBe7SbvZ3Nu0V0AbxJvRXJohYqf/er0JU0ERIZyonXbc2PTnRJlGOUwy3QSDTGhIzKAtqUREaC708UDM3xtlT4OpbIVGbxQf09MidB6IgLbKYgZ6nVvLv7ntRMT3nWnLIoTAxFdLgoTjo3E8zRwnymghk8sIVQxeyumQ6IINTazjA3BW395kzRKRc8teo+lXLmwiiONLtEVKiAP3aIyekAVVEcUzdAzekVvzpPz4rw7H8vWlLOaOUd/4Hz+APkjlUE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="fCh6HOGbf9duTDzFuSO43tfFJgw=">AAAB9HicbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZhwIi0XPZJ48YiJBRJoyHa7hQ3bbd2dkhDC7/DiQWO8+mO8+W9coAcFXzLJy3szmZkXZlIYdN1vZ2t7Z3dvv3RQPjw6PjmtnJ23TZprxn2WylR3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqY5TULJO+H4buF3JlwbkapHnGY8SOhQiVgwilYK/CyiyEmY5ioyg0rVrbtLkE3iFaQKBVqDylc/SlmecIVMUmN6npthMKMaBZN8Xu7nhmeUjemQ9yxVNOEmmC2PnpNrq0QkTrUthWSp/p6Y0cSYaRLazoTiyKx7C/E/r5djfBvMhMpy5IqtFsW5JJiSRQIkEpozlFNLKNPC3krYiGrK0OZUtiF46y9vknaj7rl176FRbdaKOEpwCVdQAw9uoAn30AIfGDzBM7zCmzNxXpx352PVuuUUMxfwB87nD6pfke4=</latexit>

Update bounds
o

<latexit sha1_base64="gK/miazwLNjZlKXaeNiR5rKAb5I=">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</latexit>

Deliver x⇤1

<latexit sha1_base64="V08y4olgB8+Vhh/AB49TWiK352k=">AAACCXicdVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTACbGBZkZCeCORBcuMZFHAkg6nQINnXbSdoxkwtaNv+LGhca49Q/c+Td2ABM1epImJ+fce3vv8UJGlbbtDyu1tL
sha1_base64="V08y4olgB8+Vhh/AB49TWiK352k=">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</latexit>
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Figure 3.2. The GND algorithm workflow

third-stage can keep its own scenario set and return its own single cut. For multiple distribution systems in the third stage, they return multiple cuts to the second-stage problem based
on the single cut from respective scenario sets. From the third stage to the second stage, it
is promising to adopt the cut sharing [73] between each second-stage scenario to facilitate
the solution, which does not compromise exactness. Besides, The non-anticipativity in any
current stage is implicit since we only have one copy of wait-and-see variables in the previous
stage. For the convergence proof, we first give the following assumption.
Assumption 1. 1) The second-stage and third-stage prob ems are convex and have comp ete
recourse; 2) a recourse stages have finite support; 3) a the scenario sets are stage-wise in55

dependent.
These are all mild assumptions in the current electricity market in terms of system operations. For the first two items, current industrial ED problems are mostly convex and
feasible (with load shedding allowed), and if we consider stochastic scenarios, they should be
finite in practice. For the third item, the transmission system should have an independent
and different scenario set with DSOs, as well as scenario sets between DSOs. Then based
on [61], consider the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Provided with Assumption 1, constraints (3-4c) and (3-5c) provide accurate
approximations for the second stage and the third stage, respectively.
Proof.

From problem Sd to St , subproblem (3-7) is solved for each ωcD , yielding corre-

sponding optimal dual solutions. As problem Sd is convex and has complete recourse, the
Slater’s condition holds. Consider Q(x2 , y, ωcD ) as the third-stage problem’s dual:
Q(x2 , y, ωcD ) = u⊺ (H2 y + e)−
v(q⊺ y + H⊺3 x∗2 + r2 (ωcD )).
Based on the convexity of Sd , the subgradients provide:
Q(x2 , y, ωcD ) ≥ u⊺ (H2 y + e)−
v(q⊺ y + H⊺3 x∗2 + r2 (ωcD )).
Taking the expectation according to the distribution of uncertainty ωd , and using the subgradient notations, we have:

⊺
⊺ ∗
Q(x2 , y) ≥ αd + βd1
y + βd2
x2 .

Thus, the affine function below for iteration o gives an exact outer linearization for problem
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Sd and is returned to St :
o ⊺
o ⊺ ∗
F (y ∶ yo ) = αdo + (βd1
) y + (βd2
) x2

When there are multiple Sd in the third stage, each of them returns the corresponding affine
cut to St . Thus, the optimality of the problem follows from the complete recourse of all
subsystems, and the approximation is exact if and only if Qo = maxo {F (y ∶ yo ))}, i.e., constraint (3-5c). Proof is similar for the approximation of St in M , i.e., constraint (3-4c).
And here concludes the proof.

∎

Remark 1. As the approximation of constraints (3-4c) and (3-5c) is accurate for recourses,
based on Remark 4 and Remark 5 in [61], the cuts from subsequent stages formulate accurate approximations only containing the subgradient information. Hence, provided with
Assumption 1, when the cuts provide exact approximations of later-stage problems, after a
sufficiently large number of forward and backward iterations, the algorithm will converge to
a solution within a sufficiently small gap from the global optimality with probability 1.
Remark 2. The assumption that the nodal voltage constraint is not binding is mild [71]
because the voltage deviations in distribution networks should be well controlled by voltage
regulators. It is unnecessary to consider the local voltage stability issue in a market clearing
problem from the ISO’s perspective since there is no such a market product. A Volt/VAR
optimization problem could be solved by local utilities to tackle this issue once the hierarchical market is cleared [74].
Remark 3. Note that in our case, M is a MIP. Hence, the final optimal solution satisfies
the potential MIP gap without loss of generality as the affine cuts are created from convex
subproblems. Practically, we admit that the GND’s algorithmic gap is hard to achieve zero,
and together with the MIP gap, the final solution might not be optimal. However, the theoretical global optimality remains if convexity holds for recourses.
Remark 4. The first three blocks in Figure 3.2 are for the initialization. However, if we
can find an excellent warm-start initial point, the algorithm will converge faster. Besides,
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since the cut herein gives an affine approximation, cut sharing and cut selection can further
contribute to the acceleration.
Remark 5. The ISO’s master problem receives only the cut information consisting of subgradients from the lower-level problems. With only the subgradients, one cannot recover the
full network information, which prevents the ISO from having the network information and
thus protects the confidentiality.
3.5. Numerical Experiments
To test the efficacy of the proposed T-D coordinated market operation and the solution
strategy, we carry out case studies on a modified Tran6+Dist7+Dist9 test system from [75]
and a Tran118+Dist30×5 from [46] for day-ahead UC & ED problems. We solve all of the
experiments by Gurobi on a Windows PC with quad-core Intel i7-6700 CPU and 8GB of
RAM.
3.5.1. Tran6+Dist7+Dist9 Test Case
We depict the system topology in Figure 3.3, which consists of one transmission system
(TS) and two radial ADNs. The original test system [75] did not consider the resistance
and reactive demand/generation limits. In this study, they are obtained via a fixed R/X
ratio (assume all distribution branches are with the same configuration and R/X ratio is 1:2)
and power factor (assumed to be V-I 0.95 lagging) using the existing data. We also have
four switches K1 -K4 installed to enable the network reconfiguration of each ADN while the
switch can be reconfigured every 8 hours.
For uncertainties, one wind generator G3 and two PV units RG1 in ADN1 and RG2 in
ADN2 are added in the system, whose power outputs are uncertain and sampled from three
different historical datasets obtained from [76]. Note that for the renewables, we scale the
historical data to a distribution level, with the maximum output as 25MW. We also slightly
reduce the capacity of DG1 and DG2 in the original data. The hourly load profile is also
assumed to be stochastic that respects the sampled demand scenarios and is distributed
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Figure 3.3. Tran6+Dist7+Dist9 system topology.

according to the factor shown in Figure 3.3. The penalty cost for the load shedding is
$1,000/MW, in order to make the ADN decisions comparable with the TS.
First, 150, 200, and 200 scenarios for the renewable generators G3 , RG1 , and RG2
are sampled, and 180 scenarios for the demand are sampled using Monte-Carlo sampling
from the historical data, respectively. The number of joint renewable and demand scenarios
is very high and could jeopardize the computational efficiency. Then, we employ the Fast
Forward/Backward approach [34] in the GAMS SCENRED toolbox to reduce the numbers
of the joint renewable and load scenarios in the three grids. Figure 3.4 shows the sensitivity
analysis of scenario number reduction. We have a base scenario reduction ∆ that has 5, 10,
and 12 scenarios for the TS, ADN1 , and ADN2 , respectively, and we linearly increase the
number of the desired scenarios as shown in the x-axis of Figure 3.4. It can be seen that
using 10 × ∆ scenarios has a solution gap of 2.12% compared with using 50 × ∆ scenarios.
Hence, we argue that using 10 × ∆ scenarios achieves the tradeoff between the accuracy and
complexity. Note that the scenarios are i.i.d. wc for the two distribution systems are set
equal in this study, and the convergence criterion ε is 0.01%.
Figure 3.5 shows the algorithmic performance in this case. The GND algorithm converges in the 31th iteration. The total load shedding upon convergence is zero. The costs
of the two ADNs start at extremely high levels in that the TS draws a large amount of
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Figure 3.4. Sensitivity analysis on the scenario number

energy from the distribution sides to reduce its power outputs in the first iteration. This
phenomenon is because there is no restriction on the power exchange when the two ADNs
have to feed the TS even with high load shedding in the local area. However, the injections
from the TS to ADNs finally become incentivized as the operation cost of the conventional
units in the TS is much lower than the load shedding price in ADNs, and the DER units
in ADNs cannot fully support the local demands. Note that the solution reaches $36,449 in
iteration 17, and it is within a gap of 0.14%, as shown in Figure 3.5. Thus, if we have a
slightly higher tolerance on the optimality, we can greatly reduce the computation time.
Figure 3.6 provides the unit commitment decisions as well as the network reconfiguration
solutions of the master problem upon convergence. G1 is committed ON throughout the
time due to its low generation cost and large capacity. G2 is mainly used during the twilight
time since the PV generation is low at that time, but the energy consumption is high. ADN1
changes its topology once in this operation based on the optimized switch decisions, whereas
ADN2 remains the original topology. The topology change in ADN1 is mainly due to the
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Figure 3.5. Algorithmic performance in the Tran6+Dist7+Dist9 case

capacity of lateral 3-7 at hour 16 cannot support the increasing demand of load L8 and L9 ,
and lateral 3-4 can relieve the congestion pressure by bifurcating the flow to two laterals,
i.e., 4-5 and 4-6, towards the demand nodes.
Besides, to illustrate the necessity of the T-D coordination, we carry out the other two
comparative experiments on isolated UC&ED and report the results in Table 3.1 in comparison with the results of the T-D coordinated case. IU CED1 mode means that TS forecasts
the boundary power demand as all demands in the ADN, and IU CED2 mode forecasts
it as the maximum forecast demand minus the maximum generation outputs in the ADNs.
T DC −U CED stands for the proposed T-D coordinated UC&ED setting. It can be observed
from the table that in both isolated modes, there exists a notable power mismatch, even if
the IU CED2 mode can fairly approximate the coordination used by some current industry
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Figure 3.6. Tran6+Dist7+Dist9 commitment and reconfiguration solutions

practice [46]. A small power mismatch, however, can still raise severe conditions for system
operators as it influences the system stability. We also notice that the received LMP in both
ADNs is decreasing, which is due to the relieved line congestion by the distribution network
reconfiguration considered in the T-D coordinated framework. This observation defends the
necessity of adopting the network reconfiguration-embedded T-D coordination in the future
market.

We further conduct two additional analyses to illustrate the algorithmic perfor-

mance.
1). Exactness of the SOCP relaxation
While the branch flow model adopted in this work has been widely recognized as a nearly
exact relaxation of the actual AC power flow [66], we further demonstrate its exactness by
the SOCP gap, which is also a well-known index for evaluating the SOCP performance [77].
Table 3.2 tabulates the maximum SOCP gap values throughout scenarios in the two ADNs.
Generally, the smaller the gap is, the higher exactness the formulation achieves [77]. It
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Table 3.1. Comparative Analysis on Isolation and Coordination.

Total Costs:

$38,943.87

Power Mismatch
Total Costs
Received LMP

31.1%
$4,324.82
$16.83/MWh
Total Costs:

37.8%
$5,609.71
$16.83/MWh
$27,835.94

Power Mismatch
Total Costs
Received LMP

5.8%
$3,658.62
$15.47/MWh
Total Costs:

8.4%
$5,119.84
$15.47/MWh
$28,294.12

Power Mismatch
Total Costs
Received LMP

0%
$3,316.20
$14.73/MWh

0%
$4,789.09
$14.73/MWh

Table 3.2. Maximum SOCP Gaps of the two ADNs (p.u.)
Network

ADN1 ADN2

SOCP gap 0.0064 0.0037
can be shown from Table 3.2 that our proposed model is accurate enough. Though this
approximation still cannot fully replace a complete AC power flow model, it gives an excellent starting point for such analyses run by ISOs with superior computational efficiency.
Figure 3.7 also shows that under normal system conditions, the nodal voltage constraints
are non-binding, which supports the strong duality of the SOCP-based subproblem.
2). Sensitivity analysis for initial values
To technically support Remark 4, we conduct a sensitivity analysis for initial values in
the algorithm. Note that we are particularly interested in the distribution reconfiguration
variables’ initial values since the unit commitment variables will render no infeasibility in
subsequent stages. We use five cases of initial values for the sensitivity analysis.
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ADN1

ADN2

Figure 3.7. Boxplot for voltage magnitudes of the two networks

• Case 1. Throughout the horizon, K1 = 1 and K2 = 0, K3 = 1 and K4 = 0.
• Case 2. Throughout the horizon, K1 = 0 and K2 = 1, K3 = 0 and K4 = 1.
• Case 3. Throughout the horizon, K1 = 1 and K2 = 1, K3 = 0 and K4 = 0.
• Case 4. Throughout the horizon, K1 = 0 and K2 = 0, K3 = 1 and K4 = 1.
• Case 5. The optimal configuration settings obtained by the simulation.
It is straightforward that Case 1 and Case 2 give a feasible set of initial values, while Case 3
and Case 4 give an infeasible one. Case 5 serves as a comparison with a perfect initial value.
Figure 3.8 depicts their performance. It is shown that all five cases converge to the optimal
solution, whereas Case 1 and Case 2 spend fewer iterations than Case 3 and Case 4, but
Case 5 achieves the fastest performance. The additional iterations spent in Case 3 and Case
4 are mostly feasibility-check iterations, where distribution systems return feasibility cuts.
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This experiment shows that a feasible initial value leads to a better performance, whereas a
perfect initialization would further save the computational time.
3.5.2. Tran118+Dist34×5 Test Case
To test the scalability of the proposed method, we carry out experiments on a Tran118+Dist34×5
test case modified from [46], which consists of one IEEE 118-bus transmission system and
5 IEEE 34-bus distribution systems. A similar data modification such as R/X ratio and
power factor is conducted to make the original system suitable for our study. Moreover,
we also perform similar scenario generation and reduction for the additional ADNs (only 20
scenarios are considered in each ADN, and 10 scenarios are considered in the TS). The load
shedding cost is set as $1,000/kW in ADNs to keep comparability.
Three cases with different stopping criteria ε for the GND algorithm, namely 3%, 1%,
and 0.1%, are set up to test the algorithmic performance in a large system. Figure 3.9 shows
the comparative results. The boundary purchase here is defined by the sum of multiplications between boundary LMPs, which are the dual values of the boundary nodal balance
constraints in the second stage, and the power injections from the TS. We multiply the total
ADN cost and the purchase cost by 10 to make costs comparable. It can be observed that
the convergence speed greatly depends on the choice of the stopping criterion. And the
algorithm spends a great number of iterations to close the gap between 1% and 0.1%, which
is also a feature of optimality conditioned algorithms.
The CPU time for the case when ε = 1% is around 4.5 hours, which is acceptable considering such a stochastic, complex, and accurate modeling for both transmission and distribution
systems. However, directly running the corresponding deterministic equivalent SP problem
drains up the RAM and returns no solution. This observation defends the necessity of using
the proposed decomposition technique for acceleration. Note that with a more powerful simulation platform, such as high-performance CPU clusters, solving all the second-stage and
third-stage subproblems with each scenario realization could be implemented in parallel,
which can significantly reduce the computational time.
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Figure 3.8. Sensitivity analysis on the initial values

3.6. Summary
To help the ISO with tackling the increasing system intermittency from the active distribution system and reduce the boundary power mismatch, we propose a T-D coordinated
market paradigm including UC and ED. This work is mainly from the ISO’s perspective
to optimize its daily operation considering the DSO’s performance. A generalized nested
decomposition method is tailored and efficiently decomposes the problem, which greatly facilitates the solution. The theoretical convergence proof of this algorithm is also articulated.
Numerical experiments corroborate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy and show the
necessity of the T-D coordination.
Future studies include exploring more effective cut selection from the convex relaxation
of subproblems, e.g., the Lagrangian dual cut, to reduce the computational time. Besides,
with the increasing DER installation in distribution systems, similar coordinations between
DSOs and microgrids await in-depth investigation.
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Figure 3.9. Comparative analysis with different stopping criteria
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Chapter 4
FUTURE ELECTRICITY MARKET DESIGNS AND GENERIC
SIMULATION PLATFORM
In this chapter, we comprehensively discuss the state-of-the-art progress of the electricity
market operations considering renewable resources, which is summarized in an overview. We
throw a draft design of the future market structure based on the renewable impacts and the
increasingly distributed framework. Then, we also present a general simulation platform for
researchers and industry partners to conduct state-of-the-art electricity market operations.
We implement this platform as a potential open-source simulation package for future users’
flexibility. The main contents of this chapter, thus, can be divided as follows.
• State-of-the-art market operations considering variable renewable energy are reviewed.
Several questions are raised against the development of the future electricity market.
• A draft design on the future market structure considering renewables and the distributed framework is discussed.
• Attempting to solve the revealed questions, a general electricity market operation simulation platform considering heterogeneous participants with novel market models is
presented.

4.1. Overview for State-of-the-art Market Operations with Renewables
Renewable energy has become one of the dominant renewable resources in current power
systems. To meet the growing requirement of the deregulated market structure, most market
operators in the world, e.g., the independent system operators (ISOs) in the U.S. and the
transmission system operators (TSOs) in Europe, have been conducting research in renewable integrations. With the accelerating penetration of renewable energy on both sides, how
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to coordinate renewable generation with conventional generation technologies in short-term
market operations with reliability and robustness attracts research attention.
Short-term electricity market operations include energy markets, reserve markets, and
other ancillary service markets [78]. Unit commitment (UC) and economic dispatch (ED)
are two essential operation routines in the electricity market, which is also the main focus
of the research in this field [79]. UC and ED determine the process of daily generation feeding system demands in multiple timescales. The reserve market ensures system reliability,
where the renewable participation can significantly alleviate the pressure of conventional
reserve providers [80]. Researchers are also interested in the PV’s capability providing other
ancillary services such as voltage regulation and frequency regulation, which are also still
open questions in the renewable-integrated market operation. With renewable uncertainty
considered in these operations, challenges for grid reliability and system dynamics arise.
While the ISOs keep using deterministic market operations to ensure tractability, numerous research studies aiming at improving these market operations propose various approaches to tackle renewable uncertainties, such as stochastic programming (SP) and robust
optimization (RO). Additionally, before solving these problems, it is requisite to address the
renewable uncertainty modeling with effectiveness and accuracy, which is also under extensive discussion with the development of data analytics and statistical learning algorithms.
It can be envisioned that in the future market operations, these uncertainty-based modeling
and optimization approaches can substantially contribute to the social welfare upon addressing the challenge of renewable intermittencies. However, before the real-world application
of these methods, their robustness and scalability need to be further verified by realistic
simulation and field demonstration. Recently, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) releases an order that allows distributed energy resources (DERs) to participate
in the electricity wholesale market [81], the idea of the transactive energy and peer-to-peer
(P2P) market will gain more significant interest in utilities and ISOs, which is directly related to the household PV generation and retail market design.
In addition, long-term contractual arrangements for renewable integration can also influ-
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ence their short-term operation cost. For example, mid-term or long-term power purchase
agreements (PPAs) have been widely used for solar power integration [82]. According to [83],
many European countries and the U.S. are actively promoting the feed-in-tariff mechanism
for solar energy to incentivize a long-term carbon-free electricity investment. In general, a
simplified and unified market structure that considers both short-term and long-term market
operations has proven to be an effective strategy to maximize the benefits of renewables [84].
Though these long-term measures have various impacts on renewable integration cost, this
review article will limit the range of discussion in the short-term electricity market.
4.1.1. Renewable Integration in the Electricity Market
As the installation of renewable resources grows sharply, market operators have developed
different rules for renewable integration in their daily operations. In this work, the discussion
on various forecasting methods, which have enjoyed thorough investigation in academia, is
not the main focus. Instead, the focus is on how these renewable generation forecasts can
be leveraged in realistic market operations. More specifically, renewable participation in
different types of electricity markets is delineated. These forecasting methods are briefly
discussed later.
4.1.1.1. Renewable Participation in the Energy Market
Solar units in most ISOs rarely bid into the markets. Instead, solar units are more
generally considered as negative demands and integrated to the demand forecast in daily
operations, especially for distributed PVs, which is reasonable in the transmission-level market because of its emphasis on the bulk generation scheduling. For utility-scale solar units,
however, there have already been some active PPA contracts in some ISOs with high renewable penetration such as CAISO, and their bidding price keeps decreasing as the renewable
penetration grows. As the current installed capacity of solar energy is relatively incomparable with the coal-fired and nuclear power plants, most of the generation portfolio still comes
from the conventional generation companies (GENCOs). However, the changes in market
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design vary greatly. Some market rules and protocols are under substantial development in
places such as CAISO where the local solar penetration has already reached around 25.1%
to feed the daily demands in California and keeps increasing.
Industry operations for the uncertainty-based renewable integration remain deterministic. Currently, different ISOs have their own methods to take intermittent solar resources
into the consideration. Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) uses the exact solar
forecast and performs adjustment if necessary, and during real-time operation, renewables
should follow the energy offer curves or be considered fixed as the telemetered output; Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) performs its planning and operation with
dispatchable solar units considering multiple levels of the forecast, i.e., peak, mean and minimum values; CAISO clears the market using the bid submitted by solar assets. Specifically,
for CAISO, a unique reserve called online PV solar reserve is procured based on 15% of
the hourly sum of all solar at-risk forecasts as a regular contingency reserve, for potential
loss of solar. On the contrary, the European electricity market has a different strategy from
the U.S. cases. The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
(ENTSO-E) has four submarkets in the market operation, i.e., the day-ahead spot market,
intraday market, balancing market, and imbalance settlement. The solar units, together
with other types of renewables, can bid in these submarkets with integration costs, but the
current solar integration in the E.U. is not incentivized because the designed cost scheme is
not competitive compared with the low carbon prices. To this end, researchers are actively
developing novel market structures and designs, especially the cost mechanism, to help accommodate more renewables with reliable and robust operations.
For details about the operation, day-ahead schedulers not only use the forecasts provided
by the forecast vendors but use asset optimization software including the operating characteristics of the installed renewable generators to make reliability-driven UC and ED decisions.
Then, real-time schedulers use the obligations from day-ahead schedulers and assessment
of the conditions throughout the operating day to adjust the decisions. It is convenient to
implement and monitor this process, which satisfies the requirement of interpretability and
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high reliability in ISO’s operations.
Notably, based on the famous duck curve report from CAISO, it has also been indicated
that the operators use pre-dispatch and re-dispatch with high reserves to bolster the system
reliability with the renewable intermittency. For the daily market, ISOs perform a dayahead operation with a resolution of one hour for UC decisions, then a real-time dispatch
is performed with a resolution ranging from 5 minutes to 15 minutes, under the real-time
forecast and system requirements, together with contingency screening and corresponding
rescheduling if contingencies occur.
In addition, it is noteworthy that the market settlement for solar in the current U.S.
wholesale market remains identical with other generation types, which means that there is
no difference in terms of the final power deployment between renewables and conventional
generation. Taking ERCOT as an example, for the day-ahead operation, the settlement
price is exactly the day-ahead locational marginal price (LMP), whereas the real-time settlement point price is the real-time LMP plus a UC reliability deployment price adder, i.e.,
the energy imbalance charge with a reserve price adder. Both the day-ahead price and the
real-time price apply to all resource types.
However, particularly for distribution systems, New York Independent System Operator
(NYISO) is now exploring a different settlement scheme of distributed PV in the market. It
is proposed that the under-generation and over-generation of DERs need to be taken into
consideration the settlement point price. From the research community, though, there have
been some papers regarding the renewable settlement such as the Gaussian residual bidding
proposed in and the stochastic bilevel programming-based settlement proposed in, solar settlement in the market operation still requires further investigation.
As the intermittency issue of renewables is tackled deterministically by re-dispatch and
reserve procurements in the industry practice, the information of renewable generation profiles provided to ISOs should be as complete and accurate as possible. Especially for the solar
generation, as the distributed PV installations grow more and more popular, the coordination
between ISO and potential distribution-level markets is needed. While there have been some
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works regarding the transmission and distribution coordination, it is well acknowledged that
it is important to enable the information exchange between transmission and distribution
markets with variable solar generation. Besides, with the transactive energy framework on
the demand side, small-scale local markets such as microgrids, are currently under research
and real-world experiment. These localized and decentralized markets possess considerable
potential to emerge in the future’s market hierarchy, requiring ISOs to find a better solution
for coordination between the wholesale market and retail markets.
On the methodology side, numerous studies aim at addressing the solar uncertainty directly in stochastic models, such as SP and RO, rather than the deterministic formulation.
While the technical details of these models are introduced in the subsequent section, the advantage of leveraging stochastic models is based on the reliable and robust solutions. With
the forecast or historical data of renewable resources at hand, one can model the solar uncertainty in various ways and make risk-averse decisions by these models. In the summer
of 2019, CAISO provides its assessment on the summer load and resource for a short-term
UC using a scenario-based SP approach. ISO-New England (ISO-NE) and MISO also pay
attention to the application of RO in the UC and conduct several research projects. Though
these studies show the potential of leveraging stochastic models in the real-world market
operations, however, large-scale application of stochastic models in the electricity market is
not ready until issues such as the computational efficiency are fully addressed.
The main reason lies on the capacity difference between them. For instance, the entire
installation of wind capacity in the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) area is nearly
14 times the solar installation. However, due to the rapidly increasing solar penetration, it
is much needed to model and capture solar variability and uncertainty in market operations.
Also, in the market optimization models, the uncertainty modeling for wind and solar is
dealt with similarly. For instance, the uncertainty set-based robust optimization is applied
to model both the solar uncertainty and wind uncertainty. We will detail the discussion on
the solar uncertainty modeling later. Meanwhile, some ISOs also follow the same forecastoptimization-settlement procedure for wind and solar, like MISO and CAISO. It should be
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noted that although the modeling techniques used for wind and solar are similar, the underlying drivers for their output are inherently different: solar radiation vs. wind speed.
Besides, solar energy obeys the pattern of daily volatility, which differs from the seasonally
volatile feature of wind energy, posing a unique technical barrier for the development of solar
integration.
4.1.1.2. Renewable Participation in the Reserve Market
For the reserve provision from renewables, which has drawn extra attention for its intermittency issue, several research teams also gain some experiences from conducting pilot
projects. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) have already published reports and revealed the impact of renewables on the
power system reserve provision [43]. For a high renewable penetration scenario, balancing reserves should be increased and respond faster to maintain the system reliability and stability,
which increases the integration cost of renewable energy. To tackle this issue, North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) recommends that PV plants must provide their
share of grid supports, and relevant research is performed for a grid-friendly PV plant, which
is reportedly capable of providing various ancillary services including the primary reserve in
the test. On the other hand, a significant economic opportunity for renewable systems is
revealed if renewables participate in secondary and tertiary controls of the reserve markets
as discussed in. Inspired by these findings, enabling renewables to provide such active power
reserves and other grid supports takes shape.
If we take solar energy as an example, in general, the research from this perspective
can be classified into two groups: the first is combining PV systems with auxiliary storage
systems to provide reserves; the second is making PV systems operate under the maximum
available capacity to provide reserves using the curtailed power. Particularly in, partial
shading conditions are considered, which is closely related to the realistic PV operating conditions. In parallel with this research advancement, First Solar, NREL and CAISO started a
project in 2016 to test a 300 MW utility-scale PV power plant in California. The field tests
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demonstrate that advanced controllers can be installed in PV systems to provide services
that range from spinning reserves, load following, ramping, frequency response, frequency
regulation, and voltage support, which paves a potential path that power electronics and
control strategies can help PV compete in the ancillary service market. Another demonstration project led by NREL, First Solar and ERCOT also comes to a similar conclusion. In
summary, the advancement of control strategies enables the provision of different levels of
reserves from PV systems for power system operations, when the value of this practice has
been substantiated so far.
In addition to the aforementioned technical research and demonstration projects, another widely discussed issue is how the reserves provided by renewable units participate in
the markets. From this perspective, He et al. developed a general framework on the optimal
offering strategy for CSPs in a joint day-ahead energy, reserve and regulation market, which
adopts RO to address solar energy uncertainty and SP to address market price uncertainty.
Xu et al. extended this work by considering that an electric heater (EH) is additionally
integrated with CSPs, which further enhances the flexibility of CSPs in terms of the reserve
provision and bidding strategy in the market. The reserve provision from renewables is often
associated with the energy storage system (ESS), as proposed an annual bidding strategy
for industry-level PV plants with ESS participating in the secondary reserve market.

4.1.1.3. Potential Market Designs for the Solar Integration
Recent research on the renewable-integrated electricity market design focuses on how
to increase competitivity among market participants while maintaining system reliability.
Some featured development of new renewable integration mechanisms and market rules are
summarized as follows.
• Renewable bidding strategy. Renewable units are widely recognized as units with
a nearly zero marginal cost. As reported in [85], bidding zero for renewables in the
current LMP-based market environment may not help the investors recover the long75

term payback as the renewables are of high capital cost. L. Marshall et al. [86] proved
that, under the current market environment, zero-marginal-cost generators gain more
advantage when competing with other generators using collusive shadow prices, which
illustrates the inefficiency of the existing market mechanisms towards high renewable
penetration. Some other works focus on distribution market designs, including the
capacity-price game for renewable investors [87] and the average pricing market with
abundant renewables [88].
• Systems reliability. As distributed renewable units contribute largely to the total
solar installations, ISOs/RTOs concern that the uncertainties and fluctuations in the
downstream network may propagate back to the upstream market. Z. Li et al. [89]
provided a new distributed algorithm to cope with the transmission-distribution coordination in economic dispatch without compromising each stakeholder’s confidentiality.
Then, P. Li et al. [48] tailored this method and applied it to a centralized distributionally robust optimization-based dispatch model, where the renewable uncertainty
is considered. The key factors to be considered in this type of market design include
the confidentiality of information exchanged between transmission and distribution
operators, and the uncertainty modeling of renewables on the distribution side.
• Transactive energy. Distributed market frameworks are under development to accommodate the growing distributed energy resources, and it closely relates to the transactive market framework. Supported by the breakthrough of power electronic control
strategies (e.g., [90]), discussions over localized trading of solar power in an islanded
microgrid are presented [91]. A. Jafari et al. [92] proposed a new profit allocation
strategy for multi-energy microgrid management with energy storage-embedded distributed renewables. T. Khalili et al. [93] provided a novel multi-objective scheduling
framework for microgrid management with abundant renewables.
It is noteworthy that different market designs lead to different operation strategies, and
later sections in this chapter will delineate the market operation strategies focusing on how
to integrate the solar power reliably.
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4.1.1.4. Impact of Future Market Designs
As discussed above, various market designs suggest transitioning the electricity market
structure from a conventional top-down hierarchy to a distributed bottom-up one due to
the proliferating renewable penetration on the distribution side. Particularly, the ancillary
service requirement and settlement will also be updated in the new market designs to cope
with new challenges introduced by the increasing renewables. However, such a transition
may impact future solar investment and the associated risk management.
Extensive works have been devoted to novel ancillary service procurement based upon
the new challenges raised by renewables. Apropos of the industrial practice, recently, P. Du
et al. [94] proposed a novel ancillary service market framework considering the increasing
renewables for ERCOT. Apart from the conventional regulation and primary frequency reserves, fast frequency response and contingency reserve can be added into the new market
framework with practical implementation protocols. They are to equalize the decreasing system inertia and more severe frequency events from renewables. G. Zotti et al. [95] proposed
a framework called Ancillary Service 4.0, a top-down market structure, to appropriately
allocate the ancillary service in multi-scale system operations. Different scales of ancillary
service trading occur locally in the distribution systems or microgrids, monitored by a new
ancillary service operator in a distributed manner, whereas the central system operator collects the cleared bids and offers. D. Jay et al. [96] proposed a Stackelberg game in the system
operation for the reactive power ancillary services, in which the ISO acts as a leader to cooptimize and GENCOs act as followers to bid ancillary services. This asynchronous process
can serve as a reference to the centralized operation to system operators. To date, both the
centralized and decentralized approaches have been well investigated in terms of new designs
for ancillary services, which lays a solid foundation for the future market transformation.
As a result of the market structure transformation, renewable investment is also reconsidered. Most of the studies, taking solar as an example, concerning the investment evaluation
are conducted for distributed energy resources, using performance metrics such as the Energy Payback Time [97] and Baker-Finch parameterization [98]. The results show that a
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single state-of-the-art PV panel is able to finish the investment payback in 7 to 12 months.
For utility-scale PV farm investment, though the payback time increases to years due to
higher investment cost, analyses show that solar is the most competitive renewable type
together with wind, considering various environmental factors [99]. It is also reported that
mergers and acquisitions could help with large-scale investments, which can also support risk
management. Concerning system operations, renewable energy has been practically proved
to be a cost-effective resource with long-term financial payoff, even in a full energy market
case [54]. However, many investors still hold a conservative attitude to the liquidity and
market power of solar energy, especially the utility-scale PV plants [100]. In fact, under
the current industry operation protocols, most of the bulk solar investments fail to pay back
without an appropriate feed-in-tariff, which is beyond the free market competition. Nonetheless, thanks to the future market structure transformation and advanced control strategies,
when renewables are free to provide all types of market services, it can be envisioned that
solar energy will gain significantly increased competitivity against other resources. Besides,
enabling multi-type ancillary service provisions could also reduce energy curtailment and
hence de-risk solar investment.
4.1.2. Renewable Uncertainty Modeling in Electricity Markets
As discussed in the previous section, the biggest challenge in the renewable-integrated
market is how to tackle the growing system supply intermittency. For industry practice, the
forecast values of renewable generation are directly put into the deterministic model, and the
supply intermittency is tackled via corrective control. The mainstream research, however,
suggests leveraging stochastic models and dynamic analytical methods on the uncertainties.
As the priority is modeling the uncertainty accurately and concisely, this section serves
as an introduction of the uncertainty modeling. In this chapter, the discussion on various
forecasting methods, which have enjoyed thorough investigation in academia, is not the main
focus. Instead, the focus is on how these renewable generation forecasts can be leveraged
in realistic market operations. More specifically, renewable participation in different types
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of electricity markets is delineated. Note that these approaches are for the future solution
methodologies, which hold potentials to be applied in the renewable-integrated electricity
market studies. The interpretability of uncertainty modeling is also one of the industry’s
concerns. Typically, there are three ways of renewable uncertainty modeling, which are
detailed in the following subsections, respectively.
4.1.2.1. Sampling-based Modeling
The most widely used method in the renewable modeling, as well as other types of renewable models, is the sampling-based technique. As a basic idea of data analytics, the sampling
method draws a representative sample for the raw data profile by generating subsets chosen from the overall population, each of which represents one realization of the variable
uncertainty with a probability. This method is welcomed by researchers for the excellent
interpretability and implemental convenience.
The approaches for the sampling technique vary according to the problem formulation
and data characteristics. For the sampling of a single-dimensional uncertain parameter in
the SP formulation, Monte-Carlo simulation [61] is the most popular method, which generates scenarios from the historical data profile concerning a specified probability distribution
function (PDF). When the uncertainty becomes multi-dimensional, a multi-stage scenario
tree [101] is the most common approach. The scenario tree constructs scenarios based on the
uncertainty dynamics in multiple stages, usually coinciding with the temporal correlations of
the underlying uncertainty, while the decisions are also made in each stage correspondingly.
The drawbacks of sampling-based techniques are apparent, as the accuracy of data realizations highly relies on the number of scenarios used in the model and the confidence of the
specified PDF. Many works adopt scenario reduction methods to balance the tradeoff between the computational complexity and model tractability. Typical works include the fast
forward/backward method [34], the Kolmogorov metric [102], and K-means clustering [103].
Interested readers can refer to [104] for more details about the taxonomy of scenario reduction. However, when there is a reduction of scenarios, there is always a reduction of
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the solution quality. The tradeoff between accuracy and tractability for the sampling-based
method is the major obstacle before the real-world application. Besides, the choice of PDF
also affects this tradeoff, as the PDF’s fitting accuracy of the raw data controls the confidence of the results. Particularly, Beta distribution [105] and kernel density estimated
non-Gaussian distribution [106] are the most popular metrics to draw daily scenarios for the
renewable uncertainty.
4.1.2.2. Boundary-based Modeling
To avoid the curse of dimensionality in the sampling-based approaches, the uncertainty
can be modeled within a confidence interval, which is often leveraged by RO techniques.
To formulate this boundary-based uncertainty set, extreme value identification and probabilistic identification are the most popular approaches, of which the latter finds a specified
probability level of the look-ahead forecast output and hence combines multiple PDF values
to formulate the boundaries [79].
It is requisite that the boundary-based uncertainty set encloses finite extreme points
or extreme supports to guarantee the finite convergence of robust algorithms [22]. Thus,
the utilization of polyhedral sets [107] and ellipsoidal sets [108] for constructing the convex
boundary of the uncertainties leads the mainstream in the RO’s uncertainty modeling. Particularly, the ellipsoidal set is mainly considered for discrete or spatiotemporal correlated
scenarios [109]. Equations (4-1) and (4-1) introduce the general formulations of these sets,

Wpolyhedral = {ω ∶ ω̂lower ≤ ω ≤ ω̂upper },
√
Wellipsoidal = {ω ∶ ∣∣ − Σ ⋅ ω∣∣2 ≤ Ω},

(4-1)
(4-1)

where the polyhedral set is created by the value bounds of the uncertainties and the spatiotemporal correlations are captured by the covariance matrix Σ within a 2-norm limit Ω
in the ellipsoidal set.
Apart from them, there are also other types of uncertainty sets which address the extreme
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scenarios, such as the umbrella set [110] and chance-constrained (CC) reformulation [111].
However, for the renewable energy, using a polyhedral set to construct the robust uncertainty
enjoys the highest popularity, since the daily performance of renewable outputs can be easily
interpreted via box constraints with the maximum at noon and minimum at night.
Another kind of boundary-based uncertainty modeling tries to model the uncertainty by
constructing the ambiguity set instead of explicit box constraints. It uses a portion of the observed data or temporal data to extract statistical properties from the moment information
or distribution divergence. And the ambiguity set does not require the exact and complete
data profile like SP or the overconfident boundary settings. The most typical formulation of
this moment-based boundary uncertainty set is shown in (4-3), which is created by moment
boundaries.
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(4-3)

where Fω denotes the moment distribution, µ and Σ denote the mean and variance of the
empirical data, and hyperparameters γ1 and γ2 adjust the level of robustness. To be more
specific, the three constraints in (4-3) define the probability support, first and second order
moment boundaries, respectively.
Generally, this approach constructs the boundary with probability confidence from an
empirical dataset, which is naturally adaptive to the CC formulation [112]. When (4-3)
could conveniently evaluate the Kullback-Leibler divergence applied in [113], the ambiguity
set can also be constructed via the Wasserstein metric [114]. Both of them aim at evaluating the distance between PDFs and only differ from the computational dimension. This
uncertainty modeling lays the foundation of the distributionally robust optimization, which
will be discussed in the next subsection.
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Table 4.1. Comparison of different learning-based approaches and their applications.
Applications

Examples

Transmission markets
Economic
applications
Distribution markets

Angle stability
Engineering
applications
Voltage stability

Features research

Learning-based method

[115]

Ensemble learning

[116]

Recurrent neural net

[117]

Autoregressive

[118]

Generative adversarial net

[119]

Ensemble learning

[120]

Artificial neural net

[121]

Radial basis function neural net

[122]

Decision tree

[123]

Extreme learning machine

[124]

Convolutional neural net

[125]

Extreme learning machine

[126]

Ensemble learning

[127]

Convolutional neural net

4.1.2.3. Learning-based Modeling
Recent advance of data analytics, statistical pattern recognition, and machine learning
has enabled the learning-based modeling of renewable uncertainty. Besides the samplingbased and boundary-based methods discussed above, the learning-based methods try to
extract or “learn” the statistical information of the existing data and then use the learned
model to represent the data patterns for forecasting and uncertainty modeling. Novel renewable forecasting methods have been used extensively to enhance the renewable-integrated
market, e.g., [115]. Generally, the improvement of the renewable forecast can dramatically
enhance the decision-making of the market operation. Scenario generation techniques have
also been proposed to capture renewable uncertainties in a stochastic optimization setting,
e.g., [118]. Table 4.1 gives a detailed comparison of relevant research articles focusing on
different applications.
It can be observed that for each category of applications, various learning-based methods
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are adopted. For a more comprehensive review of recent advances in renewable forecast
techniques, readers can refer to [128]. It is shown that learning-based techniques can better
capture the dynamic nonlinearity and the spatiotemporal correlation of renewable generation
data. This advantage gives the learning-based methods a promising future. Besides, more
accurate renewable uncertainty modeling and forecast will also help reduce the investment
risk when performing portfolio analyses.
4.1.3. Future Solution Methodologies in the Renewable-Integrated Electricity Market
Associated with the modeling of solar uncertainty, the discussion on the solution methodologies, which highly depend on the type of market formulation and scenario generation for
the solar-integrated market, is also prevalent. Concerning the uncertainty-based market operations, on the one hand, the solutions towards the transmission-level market, are mostly
related to model-based stochastic market formulations, such as SP and RO. These methods
have broad applications in UC, ED and market bidding/pricing problems, taking the current research focus. For distribution- and customer-level market, on the other hand, which
raises recent research attention, the market formulation sometimes links with the modelfree dynamic game, while conventional stochastic models are found to be less applicable to
precisely describe the operation. From the application perspective, the upstream markets
are promising to solve the intermittency issues via these stochastic and robust models, as
the newly added stochastic analytical functionalities do not alter greatly the current market
rules. Besides, though the local solar-based market operations are mainly of the utility’s
interest, ISOs are also supporting the research conducted in this area to fortify the upstream
operations from the origin of the intermittencies. Table II tabulates the research literature
using these approaches (abbreviations are defined in the following) and the subsequent subsections address the details of each. Note that in this section we extend the survey from
solar-integrated models to renewable-integrated models, as many approaches are claimed to
be general and scalable to all types of renewables.
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4.1.3.1. Stochastic Programming
SP theory has been under thorough investigation throughout the last decades and gained
considerable research interest in the market operation with uncertainties. Associated with
the sampling-based modeling techniques described in the previous section, SP leverages
the generated scenarios to implement reliability-assured stochastic models in a preventive
manner. Amongst the research in the market operation with uncertainties, the stage-wise
formulation receives widely adoption due to its natural fit to the market hierarchy. Taking
a solar uncertainty-based day-ahead UC (SUDAUC) problem as an example, a two-stage
formulation can be constructed as (4-4).

min ∑ c⊺ It + Eω {g⊺ Pt }
It ,Pt

(4-4)

t

s.t. A ⋅ It ≤ J,

∀t,

B ⋅ It + C ⋅ Pt ≤ K(ω),

∀t,

where the first stage determines the integer variables, It , including the start-up, shut-down,
and commitment decisions. The second stage finds the optimal dispatch Pt based on the
commitment decisions from the first stage. The first constraint in (4-4) is the first-stage
constraint, and the second constraint acts as a coupling constraint between two stages, in
which (ω) represents the uncertain parameter with the scenario index ω. The parameters
and constraints in this formulation are free to be assigned with other physical meanings,
such as production costs, reserve regulations and minimum ON/OFF time constraints. This
formulation befriends the operational hierarchy in the current wholesale market, and thus
gains vast applications in a large amount of literature. For the real-time operation problem,
(4-4) reduces to a single-stage SP model and thus is trivial to solve.
Another type of application on the stage-wise formulation is the temporal modeling of SP
with scenario trees. Retaking this SUDAUC problem as an example, (4-5) presents another
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form.

min

It,ω ,Pt,ω

s.t.

∑ Eω {c⊺ It,ω + g⊺ Pt,ω }

(4-5)

t

A ⋅ It,ω ≤ J,

∀t, ∀ω,

B ⋅ It,ω + C ⋅ Pt,ω ≤ K(ω),

∀t, ∀ω,

(It,ω , Pt,ω ) = (It,n , Pt,n ),

∀t, ∀ω,

where n denotes the root node of the scenario tree. This formulation shows a typical multitime-stage SP problem, which means the operation in each hour is solved individually with
one column in the scenario tree and updated hour by hour. The system modeling of this
temporal modeling is similar to the aforementioned hierarchical formulation, whereas the last
constraint in (4-5) represents a non-anticipativity constraint. This constraint guarantees the
same decisions obtained by scenarios from the same node in the tree and thus enforces the
wait-and-see nature of the next time stage when solving the problem in the current stage.
For solving the multi-stage SP problem, strategies can be classified into two groups:
stage-wise decomposition and scenario-wise decomposition. For the stage-wise decomposition, cutting-plane methods are the most typical techniques, which decompose the original
problem into several small problems with hierarchical or distributed stages. Hyperplanes are
used to relax the subproblems’ solutions and then delivered to the master problem, which cut
and thus shrink the optimality region of the original problem to accelerate the solution. The
most representative technique among the cutting-plane methods is Benders decomposition
(BD) or the L-shaped method, in which the hyperplanes are created via dual cuts. This
algorithm requires the subproblems to be convex, while it is trivial to group all nonconvexities in the solar-integrated market operation such as the integer constraints to the master
problem. Besides, other cutting planes like the primal cut generation via the Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition and recently updated stochastic decomposition also show their effectiveness
towards the multi-stage SP problem. It is noteworthy that, for the multi-stage SP of temporal modeling, these stage-wise decomposition techniques are required to be nested [120],
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while stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) is sometimes emphasized for its potency compared with the nested decomposition.
Scenario-wise decomposition, on the other hand, tends to enhance the computability by
traversing scenarios instead of stages, which is related to augmented Lagrangian relaxation
approaches. Lagrangian relaxation is originally designed to relax the complicating constraints that involve nonconvexity and transition the original problem to the unconstrained
optimization. For its application in the multi-stage SP problem, the non-anticipativity constraint is therefore relaxed, by which the problem becomes single-scenario-based and solvable
in a distributed manner for each scenario’s realization. In most of the time when augmented
Lagrangian relaxation solves SP problems, a regularization term, which could be proximal
or entropic, is always required in the objective to penalize the optimality search, as shown
in (4-6) that formulates the version using the proximal regularization, as known as L2 regularization in machine learning communities.

min

It,ω ,Pt,ω

s.t.

c⊺ It,ω + g⊺ Pt,ω + λ⊺ω (It,ω − Ît ) + α ⋅ ∣∣It,ω − Ît ∣∣2
(It,ω , Pt,ω ) ∈ F,

(4-6)
∀t, ∀ω,

where λω denotes the Lagrangian multiplier of the non-anticipativity constraint, α denotes
the learning rate of the penalty, Ît denotes the non-anticipative decision, and F is the constraint space. The most popular augmented Lagrangian method is the augmented direction
method of multipliers (ADMM), which reduces to the method of progressive hedging (PH)
if all of the Lagrangian multipliers are updated in one iteration. However, it is notable
that, like other gradient-based methods, the convergence highly depends on the choice of
the learning rate α and is not guaranteed to be obtained within finite iterations. Thus, the
need for further investigating ADMM’s convergence arises in the research field of distributed
algorithms.
SP-based approaches benefit from exerting the exact historical data profiles to construct
the scenarios and thus yielding preventative solutions for future uncertainties. However,
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the industrial application of SP-based methods to date is still limited, mainly owing to the
tremendous computational burden. As most of the research restrict themselves to small- or
medium-scale standard test systems, SP can be hard to scale in real-world systems. Nonetheless, as SP fathers nearly all of the subsequent uncertainty-based models, it is still beneficial
for both industry and academia to pay attention to the development of SP theory.
4.1.3.2. Robust Optimization
Though researchers have devoted considerable research efforts towards accelerating SP
solutions, the curse of dimensionality of SP caused by a plethora of scenarios prevents it
from practical implementations. In contrast, RO approaches leverage the boundary-based
modeling of uncertainty to capture the extreme scenario and hence greatly relieve the computational burden. In this field, adaptive RO (ARO) and distributionally RO (DRO) have
great potential in future applications.

4.1.3.2.1. Adaptive robust optimization
The name “adaptive” stems from the fact that the first stage needs to adapt to the worstcase scenario determined in the forward stages. Based on the polyhedral or ellipsoidal set
constructed for the uncertainty, ARO considers a boundary-based operation problem to find
the worst-case scenario, with which the robust and risk-averse solution is attained. Taking
the SUDAUC as an example, (4-7) formulates the problem with the same constraints in
(4-4):

min ∑ c⊺ It + max min ∑ g⊺ Pt
It ,Pt

t

u∈U

Pt

(4-7)

t

s.t. A ⋅ It ≤ J,

∀t,

B ⋅ It + C ⋅ Pt + D ⋅ u ≤ K(ω),

∀t,

where u denotes the uncertain parameter constrained in the uncertainty set U . To determine
the worst-case scenario, the subproblem needs to take a max-min form, and then the overall
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problem finally yields a conservative solution averse to the worst case. This formulation
(4-7) lays the foundation of numerous ARO applications in the uncertainty-based market
operation.
For the solution strategy, decomposition techniques are also applied to accelerate. ARO
problems are not as difficult as SP problems with redundant scenarios to solve, and hence
the convex optimization techniques can efficiently tackle the problem. Among them, primal and dual decompositions still lead the mainstream, since they can conveniently solve
the problem to global optimality with tractable accelerations. As BD becomes a typical
representative of the dual decomposition, primal decompositions like column-and-constraint
generation (C&CG) shows better convergence performance. In contrast to adding dual cuts
in BD, the C&CG algorithm adds primal cuts and unifies the feasibility and optimality updates. However, C&CG imposes more variables and constraints to the master problem in
each iteration than BD, which may lead to a longer solution time for each iteration. Thus,
the choice of primal and dual decompositions is based on the tradeoff between the convergence speed and the computational time of one single iteration.
ARO-based models and strategies recently attract many industrial applications, as the
problem structure and decision procedure well fit the practice. When ARO has strong model
fidelity and ensures the system reliability, it has great potential to be generalized as a daily
operation procedure in the future solar-integrated market operation.

4.1.3.2.2. Distributionally robust optimization
When ARO constructs the uncertainty set by explicitly modeling the boundaries of values
as described in Section 4.1.2.2, DRO constructs the ambiguity set via the moment information of the uncertain parameters. By leveraging the ambiguity set created by either moment
information or PDF’s distance information, DRO yields a less conservative solution than
ARO and better scalability than SP. As DRO has accumulated huge research interest in the
field of operations research (OR), its application in the uncertainty-based electricity market
operation recently dominates the research. The formulation of the DRO problem is identi-
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cal with the ARO case, i.e., (4-7), but the tractability is phenomenally damaged, which is
mainly owing to the NP-hard nature from the dynamic moment ambiguity set. Even though
the ambiguity set is well-defined and convex, the problem could remain computationally
intractable.
To facilitate the solution, reformulation and decomposition techniques are proposed,
many of which remain in the stage of theoretical optimization derivation. As the problem structure is similar to the ARO problem, ARO’s solution strategies can also be applied
to solve DRO problems, especially when the ambiguity set is defined to be convex. In the OR
research field, on the other hand, literature focuses on using relaxation and reformulation to
convexify intricate ambiguity sets, which is rarely an issue in the electricity market case, as
the solar and other renewables possess trackable data patterns. However, the convexifying
relaxation of the ambiguity set still has future potential when the uncertainty is considered
to be multiplex.
Though DRO combines some of the advantages of SP and ARO, it is still hard to explain
to system operators that how these uncertainties are realized in the daily operation and how
it ensures the solution reliability, as they are modeled within a probability set. There also
lacks a metric to evaluate the final solution quality. As the research on the application of
DRO in the uncertainty-based market operation goes on, the real-world application of DRO
will slowly spread until its interpretability and evaluation process are well addressed.
4.1.3.3. Intelligent Model-free Approaches
Despite the dominance of using model-based scheduling techniques in the local energy
market, the dynamic game between prosumers, consumers and utilities is far from easy to
be modeled precisely. Heretofore, there is no silver bullet towards solving such a dynamic
and nonconvex problem to global optimality. Thus, intelligent model-free approaches with
learning-based forecast and scenario generation try to find a feasible and good enough solution instead, which at least provides a practical reference and an evaluation metric for
decision makers. The most typical method among them is RL, which is to find an opti-
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mal strategy for single or multiple agents to maximize rewards in an either model-based or
model-free environment. As the model-based RL techniques can be easily translated into
variants of conventional or approximate dynamic programming, here we mainly discuss the
model-free RL. Researchers have been looking into the application of this newly-revived intelligent method towards the complex and dynamic P2P game and other applications at
various market scales.
It is widely known that model-free RL techniques can be divided into two groups, i.e.,
value-based and policy-based methods. Value-based methods consider the problem as a
Markov decision process (MDP), in which the decision of the current state only depends on
the decision of the last state. The most common value-based approach is Q-learning together
with its deep NN-based version, Deep Q Network, which lies in the category of asynchronous
dynamic programming and heretofore is the most popular model-free approach adopted in
the PV-integrated local energy trading. This method updates one state in each decision
stage and eliminates the state-transition probabilities by assigning rewards and punishments
according to necessary conditions like the Bellman equation, as presented in (4-8).

Q(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ ∑ p(s′ ∣s, a)π(a′ ∣s′ )Q(s′ , a′ ),

(4-8)

s′ ∈S

where (s, a) and (s′ , a′ ) denote the current and the next state and action pair respectively, π
denotes the agent behavior function, R denotes the reward value, p denotes the probability
and Q is the so-called Q value evaluating the quality of performing this action. From this
equation, it reflects a classical MDP where the current action quality is only associated with
the reward and possible opportunity costs from the previous stage. It also acts as an update
equation for the Q value as well as the revenue objective function.
The policy-based methods, on the other hand, evaluate the agents’ behaviors with progressive policies continuously instead of explicit and discrete reward values. In this case,
the value π(a′ ∣s′ ) in (8) becomes a probability distribution πθ (a′ ∣s′ ), where θ denotes the
dynamic policy. As the action is continuous and policy changes dynamically, the gradient
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of the policy part in (4-8), i.e., Q minus R, needs to be computed to conduct state-space
evaluations. Though current research on the solar-integrated market operations seldom investigates this method, its effectiveness has already been corroborated for the joint bidding
and pricing design in the wholesale market and the strategic optimization in the domestic
energy scheduling, where the uncertain patterns are similar to the solar and other renewables. As the value-based approaches consider discrete states that may not be applicable
in the real-time market environment, a model-free continuous solar-integrated market setup
cultivates considerable research potential from this standpoint.
4.1.4. Outlooks
As a salient participant in the current electricity market environment, solar energy poses
significant technical challenges such as increased uncertainties and intermittencies for system
operation and reliability. In this review, we mainly introduce the market operation with solar
energy integration in the energy, ancillary service and transactive markets, and comment on
the computational methodologies for enhancing the solar uncertainty modeling and operation
efficiency proposed in both the academic research and industry projects. In summary of
the discussions on the state-of-the-art solar-integrated market operations, future research
directions are revealed in terms of market paradigm design, solar uncertainty modeling and
solution strategies, which are specified as follows.
1. Design of the Market Paradigm. With the accelerating installation of renewable
resources in the distribution systems that lie at the lower level in the current electricity
market, the policy and paradigm of the market need to be updated. Most ISOs are
currently using the estimated and forecasted information from the utilities to perform
the deterministic market operation, whereas the increasing penetration of renewables
now threatens their accuracy. Additionally, how to coordinate the ongoing distributionlevel transactive energy market with the conventional market structure also calls for
answers. From this perspective, the future outlooks for both the industry and academia
are detailed in the following:
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• Uncertainty-based policy-making and market applications. With the development of uncertainty models and stochastic optimization techniques, transitioning
the current correction-based deterministic market operations to the risk-averse
stochastic operations meets the increasing demand of tackling renewable intermittency and national development strategy.
• Development of unique renewable bidding strategies in energy and reserve markets. Renewable bidding and pricing rules are far from complete in the current
market operation. Besides, though the role of renewable energy in the electricity
market differs little from wind energy, it is requisite to design a more general and
unique market rule for renewable participation.
• Coordination with lower-level markets. As the utility-scale renewable installation
increases dramatically in distribution systems, market operators need to consider
the coordination between upstream and downstream markets, particularly the
transactive market.
2. Uncertainty Modeling and Market Operations. For the uncertainty modeling
of renewable energy, albeit resourceful literature has been investigating the stochastic
optimization throughout the years in the renewable-integrated market, the accuracy
and tractability of the current strategies need to be further reinforced. Hence, the next
research front converges to the improvement of the accuracy and interpretability of
renewable forecast and scenario generation methods, plus the data-driven optimization
for renewable-integrated market operations with fast and tractable solution strategies.
In summary, the research potentials are detailed as follows.
• Precise capture of the spatiotemporal correlation in the uncertainty modeling. Recent studies on the scenario generation start considering this issue with short-team
correlations by using the learning-based uncertainty modeling, which is difficult to
be covered by sampling-based and boundary-based models. Besides, the medium
or long-term spatiotemporal correlation for renewable units in a large area and
the model fidelity of the learning-based methods deserve further research before
the real-world implementation.
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• Data-driven models for the renewable-integrated market operation. The exploration on data-driven methods earns a promising future from the recent advancement of DRO on the distribution operation. However, the sophisticated interpretability of the data-driven models prevents them from the large-scale application and thereby needs to be investigated in future research.
• Algorithms with improved efficiency and accuracy. Current algorithms towards
stochastic models need to be upgraded to follow the trend of highly distributed and
decentralized market hierarchy. More accurate and more tractable solution strategies are of capital importance. Specifically, for stochastic models with nonlinearly
correlated uncertainties, the performance of decomposition and distributed algorithms like Bender’s Decomposition and Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers calls for further enhancement. Apart from the distributed algorithms, the
advancement of the model-free intelligent algorithms such as policy-based reinforcement learning shows great potential for the data-driven market applications.

4.2. General Simulation Platform for Current and Future Short-term Electricity
Market Operations

4.2.1. Nomenclature
We provide a detailed notation list for this section.

1) Indices:
g/i

Indices for generator / energy storage

t

Index for time interval
2) Parameters:
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RUg / RDg

Ramp-up/down rate of unit g

RUi / RDi

Ramp-up/down rate of ESS i

ResT P F R

PFR response time

ResT AGC

AGC response time

ResT SR

SR response time

ResT N SR

NSR response time

SU T imeg

Startup time for unit g

∆f max

Maximum allowable frequency deviation

f0

Nominal frequency

DBg

Governor deadband for unit g

Rig

Equivalent droop curve for unit g

DCCg

Droop curve coefficient of unit g

Pgmin

Minimum power output of unit g

Pgmax

Maximum power output of unit g

CHimax

Charging power limit of ESS i

DISimax

Discharging power limit of ESS i

LRi

Energy dissipation rate of ESS i

ηi

Energy efficiency of ESS i

SOCimax

Maximum SOC limit of ESS i

SOCimin

Lowest SOC allowable for ESS i

3) Variables:
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ug,t

Unit commitment variable for unit g at interval t (Binary)

ci,t

Charging indicator for ESS i at interval t (Binary)

di,t

Discharging indicator for ESS i at interval t (Binary)

pg(i),t

Active power of unit g (ESS i) at interval t

up
pf rg(i),t

PFR provided by unit g (ESS i) at interval t

agcup
g(i),t

AGC-up provided by unit g (ESS i) at interval t

agcdn
g(i),t

AGC-dn provided by unit g (ESS i) at interval t

up
srg(i),t

SR provided by unit g (ESS i) at interval t

up
nsrg,t

NSR provided by unit g at interval t

disi,t

Discharging power of ESS i at interval t

chi,t

Charging power of ESS i at interval t

soci,t

SOC of ESS i at interval t

4.2.2. Overview
Short-term electricity market operation has been summarized as a quintessential mathematical optimization with widely adopted yet evolving formulations. Typically, the independent system operator (ISO) carries out and monitors the market operation in both the
day-ahead and real-time frames, including the unit commitment (UC) and economic dispatch
(ED) [129]. The operation involves multi-timescale interactions between different modules,
in which NP-hard models could be present, and thus it is not trivial to generalize in one
single mathematical program. Considering the evolving structure of modern electricity markets, developing a general simulation platform concerning novel system elements with easily
editable functions becomes an urgent task.
Though different ISOs might have different taxonomies and implementations on the mar95

ket operations, it is widely recognized that the day-ahead market and the real-time market
consist of the short-term market operation’s main body [130]. Particularly, day-ahead unit
commitment (DAUC) optimally determines the units’ commitment schedules on an hourly
basis, often serving as the day-ahead market clearing. Real-time unit commitment (RTUC)
re-commits fast-responsive units in a finer resolution with updated system information. Realtime economic dispatch (RTED) clears the real-time market yielding the unit dispatch and
finalizes energy and reserve allocations. Under specific circumstances for market simulators,
day-ahead economic dispatch (DAED) follows by DAUC to retrieve shadow prices in the
day-ahead market. Hence, the coordination between these four multi-timescale operations
highlights the essence of the short-term electricity market operation.
Currently, quite a few software platforms have looked into the market operation and built
general tools to perform simulations. There is both open-source and commercial simulation
software. The advantages of commercial software like PLEXOS [131] and ENERLYTIX [132]
include that the operation is well-benchmarked by ISOs, and they are regulated and updated
by professional teams for customer cares. However, the commercial tools are not friendly
to academic researchers with limited accessibility, and they rarely consider state-of-the-art
models for future market implementations. Thus, researchers developed open-source platforms such as FESTIV [133] and EGRET [134] trying to give a general solution for market
simulations to the research community. Nonetheless, with the rapid growth of renewable
technologies, current open-source tools are neither flexible for the multi-timescale operation
nor with state-of-the-art market models. Thus, we release a new open-source Python library,
MIDAS-S, abbreviated from Multi-timescale Integrated Dynamic And Scheduling - Scheduling, to fill the gap between the existing open-source tools and practical market operations.
Implementing a complete multi-timescale market operation needs to take a large variety
of factors into accounts, such as the reserve product design and information exchange between different routines, which is the major feature that MIDAS-S nails down. For instance,
the unit startup and shutdown processes in many ISOs are uncontrollable. Still, they contribute a moderate part of power during the transition state, which should be considered in
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the power balance. Many existing academic works neglect this aspect, whereas G. MoralesEspana et al. [135] have experimentally shown that the neglect could result in commitment
changes and a worse objective value. From the multi-timescale operation’s perspective, the
startup and shutdown processes become more difficult, which involve making real-time operations aware of the MW levels of generators during startup/shutdown after UC yields the
commitment schedule. Similarly, another example would be that the energy storage system
(ESS) needs to perform energy arbitrage in the day-ahead market, as regulated by typical
ISOs [136]. In the real-time operations, ESSs should follow the day-ahead schedule or an
optimized dispatch signal.
As renewable technologies proliferate in the current power system, the market framework should evolve with the optimized operation of sustainable resources and ESSs. Based
on enhanced forecast techniques, state-of-the-art market models have already considered
renewables in energy optimization. However, the ancillary service (AS) provision from renewables remains in the initial phase. Though smart inverters have been broadly deployed
in many regions’ renewable systems to support ASs [137], from the market operation’s side,
most ISOs in the US do not consider renewables providing ASs [138]. Nonetheless, the research community has delved into the design regarding renewable-supported AS markets for
years. E. Ela. et al. [139] conducted pioneering works on integrating primary frequency
response (PFR) with other ancillary service products. B. Olek et al. [140] studied the steady
state and transient state of renewable providing ASs in a low-voltage network. More works
focus on the ESS performance on ASs. N. Cobos et al. [141] presented a robust scheduling
strategy for ESSs participating in the AS market. And N. Padmanabhan et al. [142] analyzed the ESS potential for providing spinning reserves via a production cost model. Above
all, our proposed tool enhances the recent development of renewable and ESS strategies for
AS provision, generalizes the choice of various models, and further validates the scheduling
results via the system dynamic simulation.
Under most scenarios in the current industry practice, the market operation is decoupled
with system dynamic analyses. With the integration of renewables and ESSs and their ca-
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pability to provide reserves, executing dynamic simulation and posterior power flow analysis
becomes necessary to verify the market decisions. Very few works consider using dynamic
simulation to guide or correct the scheduling simulation. H. Yang et al. [143] proposed a fast
Fourier transformation-based reserve requirement determination used in the UC problem
with power flow check in PSS®E. In the proposed platform, PSS®E executes AC power
flow check for the RTED and performs dynamic simulation for renewable units such as AGC
modeling and inertia control simulation. The PSS®E results will guide the next-interval
RTED by updating the generator parameters, real-time power loss values, and the ESS dispatch.
In summary, we release an open-source Python library as MIDAS-S, which gives a flexible solution towards state-of-the-art multi-timescale market operations with validations from
dynamic simulations. We highlight the contributions of this work as follows.
• We propose a generalized flexible market operation consisting of day-ahead and realtime scheduling that considers multi-timescale information exchange.
• MIDAS-S is the first open-source electricity market simulation tool that considers
multi-timescale operations with an interface for dynamic simulations.
• Multiple novel modeling features such as multi-timescale non-spinning reserve design
and AS-enabled ESS scheduling are present in the platform.
• The library is easily editable with flexible function utilities for different user-defined
modeling and executing alternatives.
We organize the remainder of this chapter as follows. Section 4.2.3 gives an overview
of the four operating modes in the platform upon user preferences. Section 4.2.4 discusses
highlights in the novel electricity market modeling, such as the multi-timescale AS model
designs and ESS operations. Section 4.2.5 presents the flexible features of the library with
user-friendly settings and the dynamic simulation interface. Section 4.2.6 provides simulation
examples from an 18-bus system and the WECC system. Section 4.2.7 concludes the chapter.
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4.2.3. Working Mode Design for the Multi-timescale Operation
As a standard simulation tool for short-term market operations, MIDAS-S has four operation modes that users can easily call and tune. We first give the following notes:
• For all modes, MIDAS-S could run for multiple days with adequate input data.
• According to user settings, all routines, i.e., DAUC, DAED, RTUC, and RTED, could
have adjustable look-ahead horizon and time resolution. For example, RTED can run
as a 2-hour look ahead with a 5-minute resolution.
• To retrieve day-ahead market clearing prices for some solvers, DAED is optional to be
executed right after any DAUC is executed.
Based on Figure 4.1, we detail the four modes as follows.
4.2.3.1. Mode 1: DAUC only
In some production cost modeling and commitment analysis scenarios, users would like
to only run DAUC with multiple days, for which Mode 1 is called. In this case, based on
the user-defined number of days, MIDAS-S will execute the DAUC routine with defined
look-ahead hours. The current DAUC uses the last-interval data yielded from the previous
DAUC as new inputs to update by default settings. In contrast, the very first DAUC will
need the user-input initial statuses.
4.2.3.2. Mode 2: RTED only
For a brief analysis of real-time market operations, users may only want to run RTED.
Mode 2 executes the RTED routine based on a virtual DAUC dataset provided by the user.
That is, users need to import a complete set of commitment results and all other input
parameters from the UC, such as the ESS arbitrage results. In real-time processes, this is an
ISO’s practice that the RTED considers all the UC results as input parameters [144]. Note
that Mode 2 executes RTED only, which can be regarded as a single unit dispatch system
with limited market functionalities. One should refer to Mode 3 or Mode 4 if real-time
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(a). Mode 1: DAUC Only
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(b). Mode 2: RTED Only
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x is the specified interval in the Input.xlsx.
After the DAUC is executed, the whole-day RTED will be executed before the next-day DAUC.
Next-day DAUC uses current DAUC results as inputs.
The first interval (current interval) results of the RTED will be sent to dynamic simulations.
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(c). Mode 3: DAUC + RTED
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At the beginning of every hour, run a look-ahead RTED with 12 intervals (every 5 minutes).
After the DAUC is executed, the whole-day RTUC + RTED will be executed before the next-day DAUC.
The last interval results of the last interval RTED in one hour will be sent to the RTUC for the initial status of the hour-ahead RTUC.
The RTUC commitment results will be used for the next-hour RTED.
Next-day DAUC uses current DAUC results as inputs.
The first-interval RTED in the next day uses the last-interval RTED result in the current day as inputs.
The first interval (current interval) results of the RTED will be sent to dynamic simulations.
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(d). Mode 4: DAUC + RTUC + RTED

Figure 4.1. Operation modes of MIDAS-S.
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market operation details are required.
4.2.3.3. Mode 3: DAUC + RTED
Mode 3 serves as a simplified version of Mode 4, which runs DAUC first and then runs
RTED accordingly. As shown in Fig. 1 (c), after the day’s DAUC is executed, all RTEDs for
this day will be executed based on the day’s DAUC results. When it comes to the next day,
the DAUC uses the previous day’s DAUC results as initial inputs. This is because practically
in many ISOs, one day’s DAUC is executed on the last day, such as in ERCOT [145], when
the previous day’s RTEDs have not been finished yet. However, the day’s first RTED will use
not only the day’s DAUC commitments but the last RTED dispatch results of the previous
day as inputs. It makes the RTED instances consecutive.
4.2.3.4. Mode 4: DAUC + RTUC + RTED
Mode 4 is the complete execution of both the day-ahead and real-time market operation
process, which is also the most complicated. RTUC serves as a recommitment process for
fast-responsive units according to the varying real-time market environment. To better
introduce, Fig. 1 (d) uses one time setting as an example. We set the time resolutions of
DAUC, RTUC, and RTED as 1 hour, 1 hour, and 5 minutes, respectively, whereas their
simulation horizons are 26 hours, 3 hours, and 2 hours. That is, in each hour, 12 RTEDs are
executed.
The design philosophy is that the current hour’s RTUC runs for intervals starting from
the next hour. For example, the RTUC run at Hour 1 is for Hour 2-3-4 and is executed
right after the first RTED instance at Hour 1 is executed. We detail the reasoning of this
design as follows. For example, if the RTUC starting from 03:00 schedules a generator with a
startup time of 20 minutes to start up at 03:00, its commitment effective time is 03:00. The
generator will then need to start up from 02:40 in real-time due to its startup time. Hence,
the RTED starting from 02:40 should be aware of the unit’s startup, which means the RTUC
starting from 03:00 should have been executed at least before 02:40. Since the purpose of
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RTUC is to reschedule fast-responsive units in real-time, we deem 1 hour of the startup
time by default for fast-responsive units. Hence, the RTUC executes one hour before the
operating time as default in MIDAS-S. In the same example, Hour 1’s RTUC’s initial inputs
should be the initial inputs of Hour 2, which comes from the results of Hour 1’s RTED.
Based on the previous design, when the user sets each routine’s time frames in this mode,
the time coupling needs to be strict. For instance, since Hour 1’s RTUC runs for Hour 2-3-4,
it requires Hour 1’s dispatch result as initial inputs, which should come from the first RTED
at Hour 1. Hence, the first RTED at Hour 1 should have at least a 1-hour time horizon.
Similarly, since the RTED horizon is 2 hours in this example, the last RTED runs for 01:5503:55. Hence, the RTUC horizon at Hour 1 should have at least 3 hours time horizon to
cover for Hour 2-3-4. It is recommended that first-time users adopt the default setting, as
this example shows.
4.2.4. Novelties on Electricity Market Models
This section discusses MIDAS-S model novelties concerning evolving operations of renewables and ESS participations in both the energy and AS markets. We highlight our AS
designs and ESS operations as follows.
4.2.4.1. Novel AS Designs
In MIDAS-S, we accommodate four kinds of AS products in the market, i.e., PFR, regulation reserves (often refers to automatic generation control, AGC), spinning reserve (SR),
and non-spinning reserve (NSR). Though different ISOs may have different taxonomies on
the AS market, their general functionalities remain similar. Note that these reserves are
related to the frequency response, and we do not consider voltage response procurement as
there is no such relative product in the current U.S. market [146]. Note that in MIDAS-S,
we only consider the reserve capacity procurement.

a). PFR models.
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Though there are very few ISOs that procure PFR in the market, with the rapid growth
of renewable technologies, PFR will become more and more important thanks to its fastresponsive feature. Hence, for the future market design, in MIDAS-S, we accommodate the
PFR model considering thermal units’ governor control and response time, which results in
the following steady-state model.
∆f max − DBg
,
Rig
DCCg ⋅ f0
Rig =
,
Pgmax

up
≤
0 ≤ pf rg,t

(4-9)
(4-10)

where (4-9) gives the physical limits of governor’s PFR provision, (4-10) defines the governor droop curve. Ref. [139] provides more information regarding the modeling of generator
governors. Note that for renewable units, by employing the virtual governor, we could still
model their PFR provisions via this formulation, which we also conduct analyses in the system dynamic simulation. Other PFR formulations considering system inertia and power loss
such as [147] are also available in MIDAS-S.

b). AGC and SR models.
Regulation reserves take a critical role in the ISOs’ reserve categories. They are often
expressed as how much power the unit can adjust due to frequency events, which means they
relate to the units’ ramping rate. It is similar for the SR, as another type of the upward
reserves. Hence, we present the following steady-state model for regulation reserves and SR.
AGC
0 ≤ agcup
⋅ RUg ,
g,t ≤ ResT

(4-11)

AGC
0 ≤ agcdn
⋅ RDg ,
g,t ≤ ResT

(4-12)

up
0 ≤ srg,t
≤ ResT SR ⋅ RUg ,

(4-13)

where constraint (4-11), (4-12), and (4-13) regulate the AGC-up, AGC-down, and SR, respectively, by the response time and ramp rates.
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c). NSR models.
NSR is also a vital reserve product in the current electricity market, but very few works
have considered its complete modeling in the literature. It is non-trivial to include NSR in
the multi-timescale scheduling framework since the response time of NSR is typically 15∼30
minutes, which trespasses multiple intervals of the real-time operation. Though many ISOs
perform the NSR scheduling in both day-ahead and real-time, real-time NSR scheduling
typically occurs in the RTUC while RTEDs fix NSR values only to adjust units’ headroom
and ramp room [144]. Hence, we design the following model in DAUC and RTUC.
up
min
0 ≤ nsrg,t
≤ (1 − ug,t ) ⋅ [Pg,t
+ RUg ⋅ (ResT N SR − SU T imeg )] + ug,t ⋅ RUg ⋅ ResT N SR , (4-14)

where constraint (4-14) means that when the unit is offline, during the NSR response time,
the maximum NSR it can provide is the minimum power output, using the startup time,
plus the power level that it can ramp to using the rest of time. This implies that the unit is
not eligible to provide NSR if its startup time is higher than the NSR response time. If the
unit is online, it could also provide NSR restricted by the operation ramp rate.
The NSR scheduling is separately scheduled in both DAUC and RTUC, whereas for
RTED, the NSR values are fixed to reflect the RTUC schedules in Mode 4 or DAUC schedules in Mode 3. Also, note that all renewables and ESSs are not eligible to provide NSR,
which is also a common practice [144].

d). Unit headroom and ramp room.
The unit headroom and ramp room constraints for each generator are as follows.
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<latexit sha1_base64="WzYY03QBfw+BGc2iBv+D8WAWcuM=">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</latexit>

CHimax

CHimax

<latexit sha1_base64="8YqQ+bdHMYVE9ivIc5CD/v33fhg=">AAACHXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQRGS0MtDjYJcdJ7gXaGtJs2wLS9qSpOIo/SJe/CpePCjiwYv4bcy6Crr5QODH//88yZN/EDMqlWV9GaWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLRD5AkjIako6hipB8LgnjASC+YNGd+744ISaPwRk1j4nE0CumQYqS05Jv11M0vccQo8FKrZuV1vgRZs3WbuhzdZz7NfLP6o8NlsAuogqLavvnhDiKccBIqzJCUjm3FykuRUBQzklXcRJIY4QkaEUdjiDiRXpovlsETrQzgMBL6hArm6u+JFHEppzzQnRypsVz0ZuJ/npOo4ZWX0jBOFAnx/KFhwqCK4CwqOKCCYMWmGhAWVO8K8RgJhJUOtKJDsBe/vAzdi5pt1ezrerVxVsRRBkfgGJwCG1yCBmiBNugADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z1pJRzByCP2V8fgMMxZ4W</latexit>

1) Discharge

Idle

<latexit sha1_base64="WzYY03QBfw+BGc2iBv+D8WAWcuM=">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</latexit>

CHimax

<latexit sha1_base64="8YqQ+bdHMYVE9ivIc5CD/v33fhg=">AAACHXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQRGS0MtDjYJcdJ7gXaGtJs2wLS9qSpOIo/SJe/CpePCjiwYv4bcy6Crr5QODH//88yZN/EDMqlWV9GaWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLRD5AkjIako6hipB8LgnjASC+YNGd+744ISaPwRk1j4nE0CumQYqS05Jv11M0vccQo8FKrZuV1vgRZs3WbuhzdZz7NfLP6o8NlsAuogqLavvnhDiKccBIqzJCUjm3FykuRUBQzklXcRJIY4QkaEUdjiDiRXpovlsETrQzgMBL6hArm6u+JFHEppzzQnRypsVz0ZuJ/npOo4ZWX0jBOFAnx/KFhwqCK4CwqOKCCYMWmGhAWVO8K8RgJhJUOtKJDsBe/vAzdi5pt1ezrerVxVsRRBkfgGJwCG1yCBmiBNugADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z1pJRzByCP2V8fgMMxZ4W</latexit>

2) Idle

<latexit sha1_base64="fSrLzLPZZ24JVO5mANYijxAcEic=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbFU0lE0GPBi94q2A9oQ9lsJu3S3U3Y3Qil9C948aCIV/+QN/+NSZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBHcWNf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCobeJUM2yxWMS6G1CDgitsWW4FdhONVAYCO8H4Nvc7T6gNj9WjnSToSzpUPOKM2ly6DwUOqjW37s5BVolXkBoUaA6qX/0wZqlEZZmgxvQ8N7H+lGrLmcBZpZ8aTCgb0yH2MqqoRONP57fOyFmmhCSKdVbKkrn6e2JKpTETGWSdktqRWfZy8T+vl9roxp9ylaQWFVssilJBbEzyx0nINTIrJhmhTPPsVsJGVFNms3gqWQje8surpH1Z99y693BVa5wXcZThBE7hAjy4hgbcQRNawGAEz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB9vEjgQ=</latexit>

Charge

CHimax

<latexit sha1_base64="8YqQ+bdHMYVE9ivIc5CD/v33fhg=">AAACHXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQRGS0MtDjYJcdJ7gXaGtJs2wLS9qSpOIo/SJe/CpePCjiwYv4bcy6Crr5QODH//88yZN/EDMqlWV9GaWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLRD5AkjIako6hipB8LgnjASC+YNGd+744ISaPwRk1j4nE0CumQYqS05Jv11M0vccQo8FKrZuV1vgRZs3WbuhzdZz7NfLP6o8NlsAuogqLavvnhDiKccBIqzJCUjm3FykuRUBQzklXcRJIY4QkaEUdjiDiRXpovlsETrQzgMBL6hArm6u+JFHEppzzQnRypsVz0ZuJ/npOo4ZWX0jBOFAnx/KFhwqCK4CwqOKCCYMWmGhAWVO8K8RgJhJUOtKJDsBe/vAzdi5pt1ezrerVxVsRRBkfgGJwCG1yCBmiBNugADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z1pJRzByCP2V8fgMMxZ4W</latexit>

CHimax

<latexit sha1_base64="8YqQ+bdHMYVE9ivIc5CD/v33fhg=">AAACHXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQRGS0MtDjYJcdJ7gXaGtJs2wLS9qSpOIo/SJe/CpePCjiwYv4bcy6Crr5QODH//88yZN/EDMqlWV9GaWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLRD5AkjIako6hipB8LgnjASC+YNGd+744ISaPwRk1j4nE0CumQYqS05Jv11M0vccQo8FKrZuV1vgRZs3WbuhzdZz7NfLP6o8NlsAuogqLavvnhDiKccBIqzJCUjm3FykuRUBQzklXcRJIY4QkaEUdjiDiRXpovlsETrQzgMBL6hArm6u+JFHEppzzQnRypsVz0ZuJ/npOo4ZWX0jBOFAnx/KFhwqCK4CwqOKCCYMWmGhAWVO8K8RgJhJUOtKJDsBe/vAzdi5pt1ezrerVxVsRRBkfgGJwCG1yCBmiBNugADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z1pJRzByCP2V8fgMMxZ4W</latexit>

3) Charge

<latexit sha1_base64="8YqQ+bdHMYVE9ivIc5CD/v33fhg=">AAACHXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQRGS0MtDjYJcdJ7gXaGtJs2wLS9qSpOIo/SJe/CpePCjiwYv4bcy6Crr5QODH//88yZN/EDMqlWV9GaWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLRD5AkjIako6hipB8LgnjASC+YNGd+744ISaPwRk1j4nE0CumQYqS05Jv11M0vccQo8FKrZuV1vgRZs3WbuhzdZz7NfLP6o8NlsAuogqLavvnhDiKccBIqzJCUjm3FykuRUBQzklXcRJIY4QkaEUdjiDiRXpovlsETrQzgMBL6hArm6u+JFHEppzzQnRypsVz0ZuJ/npOo4ZWX0jBOFAnx/KFhwqCK4CwqOKCCYMWmGhAWVO8K8RgJhJUOtKJDsBe/vAzdi5pt1ezrerVxVsRRBkfgGJwCG1yCBmiBNugADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z1pJRzByCP2V8fgMMxZ4W</latexit>

2) Idle

1) Discharge

(a) PESS Operation

CHimax
<latexit sha1_base64="8YqQ+bdHMYVE9ivIc5CD/v33fhg=">AAACHXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQRGS0MtDjYJcdJ7gXaGtJs2wLS9qSpOIo/SJe/CpePCjiwYv4bcy6Crr5QODH//88yZN/EDMqlWV9GaWV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLRD5AkjIako6hipB8LgnjASC+YNGd+744ISaPwRk1j4nE0CumQYqS05Jv11M0vccQo8FKrZuV1vgRZs3WbuhzdZz7NfLP6o8NlsAuogqLavvnhDiKccBIqzJCUjm3FykuRUBQzklXcRJIY4QkaEUdjiDiRXpovlsETrQzgMBL6hArm6u+JFHEppzzQnRypsVz0ZuJ/npOo4ZWX0jBOFAnx/KFhwqCK4CwqOKCCYMWmGhAWVO8K8RgJhJUOtKJDsBe/vAzdi5pt1ezrerVxVsRRBkfgGJwCG1yCBmiBNugADB7AE3gBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z1pJRzByCP2V8fgMMxZ4W</latexit>

3) Charge

(b) BESS Operation

Figure 4.2. Two schemes for ESSs providing ASs.

up
up
max
,
Pgm n ≤ pg t + pf rgupt + agcup
g t + srg t + nsrg t ≤ Pg

(4-15)

max
Pgm n ≤ pg t − agcdn
,
g t ≤ Pg

(4-16)

up
up
pg t − pg t−1 + pf rgupt + agcup
g t + srg t + nsrg t ≤ RUg ,

(4-17)

pg t − pg t−1 − agcdn
g t ≤ −RDg .

(4-18)

In MIDAS-S, we let all reserve products share the same headroom and ramp room. For
some reserves, due to the response time difference, weighting factors might be applied to
adjust their contributions of headroom, which can be user-defined in MIDAS-S. Also, note
that some ISOs do not consider ASs in the ramping constraint, e.g., MISO [144], but we still
provide this flexibility to include (4c) and (4d) in the model.
4.2.4.2. MIDAS-S ESS Designs
In the MIDAS-S default setting, we model the ESS degradation cost as a linear cost
function in the objective function, and use a three-status implementation of ESSs, i.e.,
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charging, discharging, and idle. The operation constraints of ESSs are as follows.

pi,t = disi,t − chi,t ,

(4-19)

ci,t + di,t ≤ 1,

(4-20)

up
up
pi,t − pi,t−1 + agcup
i,t + pf ri,t + sri,t ≤ RUi ,

(4-21)

pi,t − pi,t−1 − agcdn
i,t ≥ −RDi ,

(4-22)

chi,t ≤ ci,t ⋅ CHimax ,

(4-23)

disi,t ≤ di,t ⋅ DISimax .

(4-24)

soci,t − soci,t−1 ⋅ (1 − LRi ) = chi,t ⋅ ηi − disi,t /ηi ,

(4-25)

AGC
soci,t + agcdn
≤ SOCimax ,
i,t ⋅ ResT

(4-26)

up
up
AGC
soci,t − agcup
− pf ri,t
⋅ ResT P F R − sri,t
⋅ ResT SR ≥ SOCimin .
i,t ⋅ ResT

(4-27)

They are vanilla ESS operational constraints, where we enforce the idle status of ESSs in
(4-20), and in (4-20)-(4-21) and (4-26)-(4-27), we enforce the similar ramp room constraints
as in the generation part. The state-of-charge (SOC) limits consider AS capacities.
For the ESSs’ headroom modeling, we consider a more refined formulation concerning
various types of ESSs. Due to their power/energy ramping time, we treat the pumped energy
storage system (PESS) and battery energy storage system (BESS) differently in MIDAS-S.
Figure 4.2 depicts the operation logic of different flexibilities of ESS types. On the one hand,
some ESS types, such as PESSs, require more time to change status in real-time. Hence,
performing reserve scheduling for this type should only consider the reserve limit from the
same direction. On the other hand, fast-responsive ESSs, such as BESSs, can quickly switch
status, which allows it to allocate more reserves by using its opposite direction. Based on
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Figure 4.2, we give an exact formulation for these two flexibility schemes of ESSs as follows.
⎧
⎪
up
up
up
⎪
max
⎪
⎪
⎪pf ri,t + agci,t + sri,t ≤ (1 − ci,t ) ⋅ DISi + chi,t − disi,t ,
P ESS ∶= ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
agcdn ≤ (1 − di,t ) ⋅ CHimax + disi,t − chi,t .
⎪
⎪
⎩ i,t
⎧
⎪
up
up
up
⎪
max
⎪
⎪
⎪pf ri,t + agci,t + sri,t ≤ DISi + chi,t − disi,t ,
BESS ∶= ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
agcdn ≤ CHimax + disi,t − chi,t .
⎪
⎪
⎩ i,t

(4-28)

(4-29)

It is straightforward to see that constraint (4-29) excludes all binary decision variables in
(4-28) to achieve the logic. It is flexible in MIDAS-S to claim one ESS as PESS-type or
BESS-type. Also, note that the ESS charging and discharging dispatch together with their
binary indicators are termed as parameters in the RTED since the ESSs should participate
in the energy arbitrage conducted in the day-ahead market operation. Only the reserve
optimization and the SOC equations are included in RTED. To better reflect the real-time
operation of ESSs, a linear interpolation of ESS dispatch based on DAUC results is performed
in RTED. Note that all the formulations described in this section refer to [?], which is a
prior work for the MIDAS framework. Then, we implement them in a generalized way in
the MIDAS-S library.
4.2.4.3. Other Formulations
We omit other general formulations of UC and ED since they have been widely discussed
and benchmarked in the literature, where we refer to [148] for interested readers. MIDAS-S
provides a very flexible model library that can be modified and enhanced by users. Different
modeling alternatives can be selected and tested in MIDAS-S.
4.2.5. Modularized Executables for User Flexibility
For different user preferences, modularized executables in each routine can be called
and modified based upon various simulation goals. For high-level usages, users only need
to modify the input data (by default in the form of MS Excel and CSV formats, as in
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Listing 4.1. DAUC Model Example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

UCmdl = pe . AbstractModel ()
Params . DAUC_read_params ( UCmdl )
Vars_base . load_base_vars ( UCmdl )
# Define variables
getattr ( Vars_gen_power , " D A U C _ P i e c e w i s e _ p o w e r " ) ( UCmdl )
getattr ( Vars_ess_power , " I dl e _ 2v a r _p o w er _ s oc " ) ( UCmdl )
# Unit constraints
getattr ( Constr_gen_ancillary_service , " DAUC_AS " ) ( UCmdl )
getattr ( Constr_ess_ancillary_service , " DAUC_AS " ) ( UCmdl )
# System constraints
getattr ( Constr_power_balance , " N od a l _p o w er _ b al a n ce " ) ( UCmdl )
getattr ( Constr_sys_reserve , " AS_Coupled " ) ( UCmdl )
# Objective function
getattr ( Objective_function , " D A U C _ o b j e c t i v e _ b a s i c " ) ( UCmdl )

Listing 4.2. Generation AS Constraint Implementation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

def _Define_PFRup ( md ) :
def pfr_pos_cap_rule ( md , gi , hi ) :
return md . gen_pfr_pos [ gi , hi ] <= ( md . Df_Max - md . Gen_DB [ gi ]) /
md . Gen_Ri [ gi ]
md . gen_pfr_pos_cap = pe . Constraint ( md . DPGEN_SET , md . INTER_SET , rule
= pfr_pos_cap_rule )
@add_model_attr ( component_name ,
requires = { ’ params_loader ’: None ,
’ base_var_loader ’: None ,
’ power_var_loader ’: None ,
})
def DAUC_AS ( md ) :
_Define_PFRup ( md )
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FESTIV [133]) to change the problem setting and working mode, and the results will be
automatically documented in both MS Excel and Python binary formats. However, users
might want to modify the embedded optimization model internally. As MIDAS-S is built
upon the Python optimization package Pyomo, descriptive implementation is allowable. The
modularized executables that MIDAS-S offers could also help users easily customize their
models and test operational variants. We discuss the scheduling part and dynamic part
separately on this matter.
4.2.5.1. Scheduling Simulation Part
Taking the DAUC routine as an example, Listing 4.1 provides a simplified sketch of
DAUCModel.py. Imports and function returns are omitted for brevity. After calling this function, the object UCmdl contains all the DAUC model information and is sent to the mode coordinator to execute. If the user would like to modify the model, taking the generator AS constraint for an example (Line 10), user could open its callback, i.e., Constr gen ancillary service.py,
as shown in Listing 4.2, define a new function with a new name similar to DAUC AS, and modify the object call getattr in DAUCModel.py accordingly. The add model attr() method is
the utility protecting buffer for this flexible implementation.

The function Define PFRup in Listing 2 implements constraint (1a), which is very intuitive that all the parameters, variables, and constraints definitions are descriptive. Note
that upon changing the model, users should follow the calling sequence as in Listing 1, i.e.,
parameters → variables → constraints → objective function. This is a typical modeling sequence of any optimization model in Pyomo. If a prerequisite argument is missing, a warning
will be raised.
Another advantage of the modularized executables is that users could call only a part of
the MIDAS-S functions for utility usage. Flexible callable functions are stored in the utility
library and are independent of each other. For example, suppose the user only wants to
derive the power transfer distribution factors for the DC power flow. In that case, it can
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<latexit sha1_base64="ZlO9h53E+P10+P0tQWTW9zOniaQ=">AAACDXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsArdWGYKosuCCm6EivYB7VAymds2NJkZkow4lP6AG3/FjQtF3Lp359+YtrPQ1gOBwzn3cnOOH3OmtON8WwuLS8srq7m1/PrG5ta2vbNbV1EiKdRoxCPZ9IkCzkKoaaY5NGMJRPgcGv7gfOw37kEqFoV3Oo3BE6QXsi6jRBupYx9ePmgIAwiONUgBAb5NlQaBL9KQCEbxdRQA79gFp+RMgOeJm5ECylDt2F/tIKKJgFBTTpRquU6svSGRmlEOo3w7URATOiA9aBlqToHyhpM0I3xklAB3I2leqPFE/b0xJEKpVPhmUhDdV7PeWPzPayW6e+YNWRgnJjKdHuomHOsIj6vBAZNANU8NIVQy81dM+0QSaqpReVOCOxt5ntTLJfek5NyUC5ViVkcO7aMDVEQuOkUVdIWqqIYoekTP6BW9WU/Wi/VufUxHF6xsZw/9gfX5AxB1m3U=</latexit>

Extended-termed System Dynamic Model

P S S / E

<latexit sha1_base64="s/Jvxn1/Nvtj914a5pnv8LymSQY=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2g0FIY9gNiJYBG5tARPOAZAmzszfJkNkHM3eFENLa+Cs2ForY+gd2/o2TZAtNPDBwOOc+5h4/kUKj43xbubX1jc2t/HZhZ3dv/8A+PGrqOFUcGjyWsWr7TIMUETRQoIR2ooCFvoSWP7qe+a0HUFrE0T2OE/BCNohEX3CGRurZtJZKFOcoQtCcSaB3fAhBasYNaC0OQPbsolN25qCrxM1IkWSo9+yvbhDzNIQIuWRad1wnQW/CFAouYVrophoSxkdsAB1DI2Y2e5P5JVN6ZpSA9mNlXoR0rv7umLBQ63Hom8qQ4VAvezPxP6+TYv/Km4goSREivljUTyXFmM5ioYFQwFGODWFcCfNXyodMMY4mvIIJwV0+eZU0K2X3ouzcVorVUhZHnpyQU1IiLrkkVXJD6qRBOHkkz+SVvFlP1ov1bn0sSnNW1nNM/sD6/AFHHJn5</latexit>

P Y T H O N

Multi-timescale Scheduling Model

<latexit sha1_base64="Ob1OTZVnMc5bM5P4AfrbU2Juoy4=">AAACCXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvQ1ThTEF0WCuKygn1AZyiZTKYNzSRjkhFK6daNv+LGhSJu/QN3/o1pOwttPRA4nHPvzb0nyhhV2vO+rdLa+sbmVnnb3tnd2z9wDo/aSuQSkxYWTMhuhBRhlJOWppqRbiYJSiNGOtGoMfM7D0QqKvidHmckTNGA04RipI3Ud2DABeUx4RpeS3LvnrcF0y4MArshuJaC9Z2K53pzwFXiF6QCCjT7zlcQC5ynZiRmSKme72U6nCCpKWZkage5IhnCIzQgPUM5SokKJ/NLpvDMKDFMhDTPrDRXf3dMUKrUOI1MZYr0UC17M/E/r5fr5CqcUJ7lmnC8+CjJGdQCzmKBMZUEazY2BGFJza4QD5FEWJvwbBOCv3zyKmnXXP/C9W5rlXq1iKMMTsApqAIfXII6uAFN0AIYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PhalJavoOQZ/YH3+AAoTmS8=</latexit>

Freq./Volt.
Control
Inertia
Control
<latexit sha1_base64="qGmJ7e960gq9EtwMusoy0abDlsg=">AAACBXicbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV3qIliErspMQXRZ6EZ3FWwrdIaSyWTa0EwyJBmhlG7c+CtuXCji1n9w59+YPhbaeiBwOOfem3tPlHGmjed9O4W19Y3NreK2u7O7t39QOjxqa5krQltEcqnuI6wpZ4K2DDOc3meK4jTitBMNG1O/80CVZlLcmVFGwxT3BUsYwcZKvdJpICQTMRUG3QiqDMMoCNyGFEZJ3iuVvao3A1ol/oKUYYFmr/QVxJLkqR1HONa663uZCcfYziWcTtwg1zTDZIj7tGupwCnV4Xh2xQSdWyVGiVT22XVm6u+OMU61HqWRrUyxGehlbyr+53Vzk1yFYyay3FBB5h8lOUdGomkkKGaKEsNHlmCimN0VkQFWmBgbnGtD8JdPXiXtWtW/qHq3tXK9soijCCdwBhXw4RLqcA1NaAGBR3iGV3hznpwX5935mJcWnEXPMfyB8/kD4YaYFQ==</latexit>

Timeseries PV,
wind, and Load
data (second-level)
<latexit sha1_base64="y39MRmZjYI2XC2yBFtWbguMBPKM=">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</latexit>

Timeseries PV,
wind, and Load
data (minute-level)
<latexit sha1_base64="WmqZXZKwW2YAbOVykZtPkQLe6IM=">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</latexit>

Price data
and constraints
<latexit sha1_base64="EXEVBfzqBs87Vz6H0bynerya3EQ=">AAACEHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGMRUYTcgWgZsLCOYB2RDuDs7SYbMziwzd4UQ8gk2/oqNhSK2lnb+jZNHoYkHBg7n3Hvn3hOlUlj0/W9vbX1jc2s7t5Pf3ds/OCwcHTeszgzjdaalNq0ILJdC8ToKlLyVGg5JJHkzGt5M/eYDN1ZodY+jlHcS6CvREwzQSd3CRai0UDFXSGtGME5jQKBhmAcVU6aVRQNCoe0Win7Zn4GukmBBimSBWrfwFcaaZYmbzCRY2w78FDtjMCiY5JN8mFmeAhtCn7cdVZBw2xnPDprQc6fEtKeNe26zmfq7YwyJtaMkcpUJ4MAue1PxP6+dYe+6MxYqzZArNv+ol0mKmk7TobEwnKEcOQLMCLcrZQMwwNBlmHchBMsnr5JGpRxclv27SrFaWsSRI6fkjJRIQK5IldySGqkTRh7JM3klb96T9+K9ex/z0jVv0XNC/sD7/AEdppyO</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="owf0xSPcefkPKktmnl7xFES89Rk=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvQU9ktiB4rPehFqGBrpV1KNjvbhmaTJckKZemv8OJBEa/+HG/+G9N2D9r6YODx3gwz84KEM21c99sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo46WqaLQppJL1Q2IBs4EtA0zHLqJAhIHHB6CcXPmPzyB0kyKezNJwI/JULCIUWKs9Hh13cS3MgQ+KFfcmjsHXiVeTiooR2tQ/uqHkqYxCEM50brnuYnxM6IMoxympX6qISF0TIbQs1SQGLSfzQ+e4jOrhDiSypYweK7+nshIrPUkDmxnTMxIL3sz8T+vl5ro0s+YSFIDgi4WRSnHRuLZ9zhkCqjhE0sIVczeiumIKEKNzahkQ/CWX14lnXrNO6+5d/VKo5rHUUQn6BRVkYcuUAPdoBZqI4pi9Ixe0ZujnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/YHz+QOwJY+Y</latexit>

AGC Model
<latexit sha1_base64="rs2p2lhPh9lYtkdr/iThe/2syEM=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKp68DAYhp7Arih4DevAYwTwgG8PspJMMmZ1dZnrFsAT8FS8eFPHqd3jzb5wke9DEgoaiqpvuriCWwqDrfjtLyyura+u5jfzm1vbObmFvv26iRHOo8UhGuhkwA1IoqKFACc1YAwsDCY1geDXxGw+gjYjUHY5iaIesr0RPcIZW6hQO/WuQyGh8n/oIj5iigPG4Uyi6ZXcKuki8jBRJhmqn8OV3I56EoJBLZkzLc2Nsp0yj4BLGeT8xEDM+ZH1oWapYCKadTs8f0xOrdGkv0rYU0qn6eyJloTGjMLCdIcOBmfcm4n9eK8HeZTsVKk4QFJ8t6iWSYkQnWdCu0MBRjixhXAt7K+UDphlHm1jehuDNv7xI6qdl77zs3p4VK6Usjhw5IsekRDxyQSrkhlRJjXCSkmfySt6cJ+fFeXc+Zq1LTjZzQP7A+fwBwz+V7g==</latexit>

p

tie

<latexit sha1_base64="Wwi/M9jKjSFhreHnvlA7jPW8dmM=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoseCHjxWsB/QhrLZTtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUc2jyWMa6EzADUihookAJnUQDiwIJ7WB8M/PbT6CNiNUDThLwIzZUIhScoZU6vVuQyGjYL1fcmjsHXSVeTiokR6Nf/uoNYp5GoJBLZkzXcxP0M6ZRcAnTUi81kDA+ZkPoWqpYBMbP5vdO6ZlVBjSMtS2FdK7+nshYZMwkCmxnxHBklr2Z+J/XTTG89jOhkhRB8cWiMJUUYzp7ng6EBo5yYgnjWthbKR8xzTjaiEo2BG/55VXSOq95lzX3/qJSr+ZxFMkJOSVV4pErUid3pEGahBNJnskreXMenRfn3flYtBacfOaY/IHz+QNzvY+A</latexit>

f

Voltage
Control
<latexit sha1_base64="iHZB5KVHrkFv19bZAuRetqpw4tY=">AAACBXicbVDLSgMxFL1TX3V8VV3qIliErspMQXRZ6MZlBfuAzlAymUwbmkmGJCOU0o0bf8WNC0Xc+g/u/BvTx0JbDwQO59ybe++JMs608bxvp7CxubW9U9x19/YPDo9KxydtLXNFaItILlU3wppyJmjLMMNpN1MUpxGnnWjUmPmdB6o0k+LejDMapnggWMIINlbql84DIZmIqTCoLbnBA4qCwG1IYZTk/VLZq3pzoHXiL0kZlmj2S19BLEme2u8Ix1r3fC8z4QQrwwinUzfINc0wGdkxPUsFTqkOJ/MrpujSKjFKpLLPrjNXf3dMcKr1OI1sZYrNUK96M/E/r5eb5CacMJHlhgqyGJTkHBmJZpGgmClKDB9bgolidldEhlhhYmxwrg3BXz15nbRrVf+q6t3VyvXKMo4inMEFVMCHa6jDLTShBQQe4Rle4c15cl6cd+djUVpwlj2n8AfO5w/rLZgb</latexit>

New
market product
and rule designs
<latexit sha1_base64="J+M90l4HgHkE0NE2TMbANUxCq5w=">AAACG3icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVraLAYhVbgLiJYBGyuJYD4gF8Le3lyyZG/32N1TQsj/sPGv2FgoYiVY+G/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMwLU8608bxvp7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+4h0ctLTNFoUkll6oTEg2cCWgaZjh0UgUkCTm0w9HVzG/fg9JMijszTqGXkIFgMaPEWKnv1gIhmYhAGHwDD0FQSogagcGpklFGDbYKERFWGQccgWYDoftu2at6c+BV4uekjHI0+u5nEEmaJXYJ5UTrru+lpjchyjDKYVoKMg0poSMygK6lgiSge5P5b1N8ZpUIx1LZskfO1d8TE5JoPU5C25kQM9TL3kz8z+tmJr7sTZhIMwOCLhbFGcdG4llQOGIKqOFjSwhVzN6K6ZAoQo2Ns2RD8JdfXiWtWtU/r3q3tXK9ksdRRCfoFFWQjy5QHV2jBmoiih7RM3pFb86T8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxyjP3C+fgBnKaDt</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="UCyqUzx+HcWtM0mufxXChKJWGWA=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovQRSlJQXRZcOOygn1AG8rNZNoOnUzCzEQpoTs3/oobF4q49Rfc+TdO0yy09cDA4Zx7uXOOH3OmtON8W4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b//APjxqqyiRhLZIxCPZ9UFRzgRtaaY57caSQuhz2vEn13O/c0+lYpG409OYeiGMBBsyAtpIA/u02a7iByaCKgYRYB5BgIeRpASUZmI0sMtOzcmAV4mbkzLK0RzYX/0gIklIhSYclOq5Tqy9FKRmhNNZqZ8oGgOZwIj2DBUQUuWlWY4ZPjdKdt48oXGm/t5IIVRqGvpmMgQ9VsveXPzP6yV6eOWlTMSJpoIsDg0TjnWE56XggJnEmk8NASKZ+SsmY5BAtKmuZEpwlyOvkna95l7UnNt6uVHJ6yiiE3SGKshFl6iBblATtRBBj+gZvaI368l6sd6tj8Vowcp3jtEfWJ8/cY6YVw==</latexit>

Multi-area
ACE Calculator
<latexit sha1_base64="SEdEJcHzP7r83C6QvAKSvMnOHSc=">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</latexit>

SR
Control

PV, wind, and load forecasting

<latexit sha1_base64="zD93uVc8lR0wlFpcktia2qLO1Ec=">AAACBnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy5FCBahqzJTEF0WunFZH31AZyiZTNqGZpIhyQhl6MqNv+LGhSJu/QZ3/o3pdBbaekLgcM69yb0nTBhV2nW/rdLa+sbmVnnb3tnd2z9wDo86SqQSkzYWTMheiBRhlJO2ppqRXiIJikNGuuGkOfe7D0QqKvi9niYkiNGI0yHFSBtp4Jz6XFAeEa6hn5+7W+j7dlNwLQUbOBW35uaAq8QrSAUUaA2cLz8SOI3Ne5ghpfqem+ggQ1JTzMjM9lNFEoQnaET6hnIUExVk+RozeG6UCA6FNNfMk6u/OzIUKzWNQ1MZIz1Wy95c/M/rp3p4FWSUJ6kmHC8+GqYMagHnmcCISoI1mxqCsKRmVojHSCKsTXK2CcFbXnmVdOo176Lm3tQrjWoRRxmcgDNQBR64BA1wDVqgDTB4BM/gFbxZT9aL9W59LEpLVtFzDP7A+vwB8q6XbA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Bbp4GmEUty/96efxuoLKc5ROmgc=">AAAB+3icbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JXxaOXRmLCibRGo0cSLx4xETCBSrbLABu222Z3SiBN/4oXDxrj1T/izX/jAj0o+JJJXt6bycy8IBZco+t+W4WNza3tneJuaW//4PDIPi63dJQoBk0WiUg9BlSD4BKayFHAY6yAhoGAdjC+nfvtCSjNI/mAsxj8kA4lH3BG0Ug9uxw/pV2EKaYKNKgJZFnPrrg1dwFnnXg5qZAcjZ791e1HLAlBIhNU647nxuinVCFnArJSN9EQUzamQ+gYKmkI2k8Xt2fOuVH6ziBSpiQ6C/X3REpDrWdhYDpDiiO96s3F/7xOgoMbP+UyThAkWy4aJMLByJkH4fS5AoZiZghliptbHTaiijI0cZVMCN7qy+ukdVHzrmru/WWlXs3jKJJTckaqxCPXpE7uSIM0CSNT8kxeyZuVWS/Wu/WxbC1Y+cwJ+QPr8wdAi5Uk</latexit>

preserve

<latexit sha1_base64="l0KwfSGdzn8pcOlzPINWFh/wtYs=">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</latexit>

pg,t , ploss
and real-time
reserves

<latexit sha1_base64="Kl95cX1BkUbBPO6W1wFg1t5Q++Y=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgIGBxaJC6lQllRCMRWVgLIK0lZqochynterYke0gVVUXfoWFAYRY+Qw2/ga3zQAtx7J0dM699r0nyhhV2nW/rdLa+sbmVnnb3tnd2z9wDo/aSuQSEx8LJmQ3QoowyomvqWakm0mC0oiRTjRqzvzOI5GKCv6gxxkJUzTgNKEYaSP1nZOAC8pjwjUMzLm5DgL7vuk3+07FrblzwFXiFaQCCrT6zlcQC5yn5iXMkFI9z810OEFSU8zI1A5yRTKER2hAeoZylBIVTuYLTOG5UWKYCGmumWSu/u6YoFSpcRqZyhTpoVr2ZuJ/Xi/XyVU4oTzLNeF48VGSM6gFnKUBYyoJ1mxsCMKSmlkhHiKJsDaZ2SYEb3nlVdKu17yLmntXrzSqRRxlcArOQBV44BI0wC1oAR9gMAXP4BW8WU/Wi/VufSxKS1bRcwz+wPr8ATILlME=</latexit>

RT
SCED

RT
SCUC

DA
SCUC

Energy
and
reserve
schedules

Unit
ON/OFF
statuses

Unit
ON/OFF
statuses

<latexit sha1_base64="b2gD4J2m8wtO6qRT/i0AV872XpA=">AAACAHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy5cuAkWoasyUxBdFqrgsmpf0BlKJpNpQzPJkGSEMnTjr7hxoYhbP8Odf2P6WGjrCYHDOfcm954wZVRp1/22CmvrG5tbxW17Z3dv/8A5PGorkUlMWlgwIbshUoRRTlqaaka6qSQoCRnphKP61O88Eqmo4E09TkmQoAGnMcVIG6nvnPhcUB4RrqFvzn3T9+2H+s113ym5FXcGuEq8BSmBBRp958uPBM4S8xJmSKme56Y6yJHUFDMysf1MkRThERqQnqEcJUQF+WyBCTw3SgRjIc01k8zU3x05SpQaJ6GpTJAeqmVvKv7n9TIdXwU55WmmCcfzj+KMQS3gNA0YUUmwZmNDEJbUzArxEEmEtcnMNiF4yyuvkna14l1U3LtqqVZexFEEp+AMlIEHLkEN3IIGaAEMJuAZvII368l6sd6tj3lpwVr0HIM/sD5/AE44lNM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="JgOjh0CwV4U+KmG6WJpXxKLF9mU=">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</latexit>

Dynamic AGC
Dispatcher

PFR
Control
<latexit sha1_base64="NbqVTeqql7XzbjljHXSbeuwh+2o=">AAACBXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy51ESxCV2WmILosFMRlFfuAzlAymUwbmkmGJCOUoRs3/oobF4q49R/c+Tem7Sy09YTA4Zx7k3tPmDKqtOt+W6W19Y3NrfK2vbO7t3/gHB51lMgkJm0smJC9ECnCKCdtTTUjvVQSlISMdMNxc+Z3H4hUVPB7PUlJkKAhpzHFSBtp4Jz6XFAeEa6hb07r+g76vt0UXEvBBk7FrblzwFXiFaQCCrQGzpcfCZwl5jnMkFJ9z011kCOpKWZkavuZIinCYzQkfUM5SogK8vkWU3hulAjGQpprxpmrvztylCg1SUJTmSA9UsveTPzP62c6vgpyytNME44XH8UZg1rAWSQwopJgzSaGICypmRXiEZIIaxOcbULwlldeJZ16zbuoubf1SqNaxFEGJ+AMVIEHLkED3IAWaAMMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH4vSklX0HIM/sD5/AG8Klyk=</latexit>

update at the
end of every
RTED interval
<latexit sha1_base64="Lu5TLWK/g2bjabCZseAWg4cLPtQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tfaY9ttyj4+QMwj0RiCmy+K9jKw=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgIGBxaJC6lQllRCMlbowFmjaSk1UOY7bWnXsyHaQqqgLv8LCAEKsfAYbf4PbZoCWY1k6Oude+94TpYwq7brfVmljc2t7p7xr7+0fHB45xycdJTKJiY8FE7IXIUUY5cTXVDPSSyVBScRIN5o05373kUhFBW/raUrCBI04HVKMtJEGzlnABeUx4RoG5ty3g8B+aPrNgVNxa+4CcJ14BamAAq2B8xXEAmeJeQkzpFTfc1Md5khqihmZ2UGmSIrwBI1I31COEqLCfLHADF4aJYZDIc01kyzU3x05SpSaJpGpTJAeq1VvLv7n9TM9vAlzytNME46XHw0zBrWA8zRgTCXBmk0NQVhSMyvEYyQR1iYz24Tgra68Tjr1mndVc+/qlUa1iKMMzsEFqAIPXIMGuAUt4AMMZuAZvII368l6sd6tj2VpySp6TsEfWJ8/ZQSU4g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="i6gwhLftJfchThGuWh8wGKXRYhQ=">AAAB9XicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHhRFqD0SOGgx4xETCBQrbLFDZst83uVkMa/ocXDxrj1f/izX/jAj0o+JJJXt6bycw8P+ZMacf5tnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopaJEUmzSiEfywScKORPY1ExzfIglktDn2PbH9ZnffkSpWCTu9SRGLyRDwQJGiTZSL+6l1zf1aT+tKqTTfrHkVJw57FXiZqQEGRr94ld3ENEkRKEpJ0p1XCfWXkqkZpTjtNBNFMaEjskQO4YKEqLy0vnVU/vMKAM7iKQpoe25+nsiJaFSk9A3nSHRI7XszcT/vE6igysvZSJONAq6WBQk3NaRPYvAHjCJVPOJIYRKZm616YhIQrUJqmBCcJdfXiWt84p7UXHuqqVaOYsjDydwCmVw4RJqcAsNaAIFCc/wCm/Wk/VivVsfi9aclc0cwx9Ynz9EX5JH</latexit>

pAGC
4sec

<latexit sha1_base64="P9tZsN7B59tkQVyqXthzOV6o+5U=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRahqzJTEF1WutBlBfuAzlAymUwbmskMSaZQhv6JGxeKuPVP3Pk3pu0stPVA4HDOvcnJCVLOlHacb6u0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2f2KdnXZVkktAOSXgi+wFWlDNBO5ppTvuppDgOOO0Fk9bC702pVCwRT3qWUj/GI8EiRrA20tC2PZEwEVKh0d19C3ne0K46dWcJtEncglShQHtof3lhQrLYXEE4VmrgOqn2cyw1I5zOK16maIrJBI/owFCBY6r8fJl8jq6MEqIokeaYCEv190aOY6VmcWAmY6zHat1biP95g0xHt37ORJppKsjqoSjjSCdoUQMKmaRE85khmEhmsiIyxhITbcqqmBLc9S9vkm6j7l7XncdGtVkr6ijDBVxCDVy4gSY8QBs6QGAKz/AKb1ZuvVjv1sdqtGQVO+fwB9bnD0wgkrE=</latexit>

AGC

Update every
RTED interval

Update every
RTED interval

<latexit sha1_base64="qk7mjZnGu7jiLRkDngx4QSLWvV8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qk7mjZnGu7jiLRkDngx4QSLWvV8=">AAACOXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJLEavVWUMFjFVsLTSibzbRd3GzC7kYooX/Li//Cm+DFgyJe/QNuag9qfbDweDNvZvYFCWdK2/aTNTM7N7+wWFgqLq+srq2XNjZbKk4lhSaNeSzbAVHAmYCmZppDO5FAooDDTXB7mtdv7kAqFotrPUzAj0hfsB6jRBupW2pk3nhIR/YDP7MrJ8dHbvVo367Yds1xnZy4tepBdeSJmIkQhMbNJCQaMJixQ+x5xavr8zPMhAZ5R/ioWyrn5hx4mjgTUkYTNLqlRy+MaRqZ0ZQTpTqOnWg/I1IzymFU9FIFCaG3pA8dQwWJQPnZ+OgR3jVKiHuxNM+cNlZ/OjISKTWMAtMZET1Qf2u5+F+tk+resZ8xkaQaBP1e1Es51jHOY8Qhk0A1HxpCqGTmVkwHRBJqYlBFE4Lz98vTpOVWnMOKfemW63uTOApoG+2gPeSgGqqjC9RATUTRPXpGr+jNerBerHfr47t1xpp4ttAvWJ9fsmypRA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="i3jXiMHZmOpjiKQN+zaxkdsNKCY=">AAAB/HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/Vnv0EixCT2W3IHqsCOKxgv2AdinZdNqGZpMlyVqWUv+KFw+KePWHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8acaeN5305uY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8co9PmlomikKDSi5VOyQaOBPQMMxwaMcKSBRyaIXjm7nfegSlmRQPJo0hiMhQsAGjxFip5xbrcgIK33I5wdeC8FQz3XNLXsVbAK8TPyMllKHec7+6fUmTCIShnGjd8b3YBFOiDKMcZoVuoiEmdEyG0LFUkAh0MF0cP8PnVunjgVS2hMEL9ffElERap1FoOyNiRnrVm4v/eZ3EDK6CKRNxYkDQ5aJBwrGReJ4E7jMF1PDUEkIVs7diOiKKUGPzKtgQ/NWX10mzWvEvKt59tVQrZ3Hk0Sk6Q2Xko0tUQ3eojhqIohQ9o1f05jw5L86787FszTnZTBH9gfP5A1PrlHo=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rfAqyReJfRlzY1gCWaVo//ZfVh8=">AAACGHicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/qh69LBahp5oURI8FETxWsK3QhLLZTNulm03Y3RRC6M/w4l/x4kERr735b9y0PWjrg2Uf780wMy9IOFPacb6t0sbm1vZOedfe2z84PKocn3RUnEoKbRrzWD4FRAFnAtqaaQ5PiQQSBRy6wfi28LsTkIrF4lFnCfgRGQo2YJRoI/Url56ImQhBaHwnQA4z7Hk2EWHxSVAgJ1BQRUcQphxUv1J16s4ceJ24S1JFS7T6lZkXxjSNzATKiVI910m0nxOpGeUwtb1UQULomAyhZ6ggESg/nx82xRdGCfEgluaZDefq746cREplUWAqI6JHatUrxP+8XqoHN37ORJJqEHQxaJByrGNcpIRDJoFqnhlCqGRmV0xHRBKqTZa2CcFdPXmddBp196ruPDSqzdoyjjI6Q+eohlx0jZroHrVQG1H0jF7RO/qwXqw369P6WpSWrGXPKfoDa/YDXhafQw==</latexit>

Power Flow Analysis

<latexit sha1_base64="lDaOO6O7PhBAk9F3veWjL3l0OZE=">AAACC3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOX0CL0VJOC6LEgFE+2gmkLTSib7aZdutmE3YlQQu9e/CtePCji1T/gzX/jts1BWx8sPN6bmZ15QcKZAtv+NtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YND8+i4reJUEuqSmMeyG2BFORPUBQacdhNJcRRw2gnG1zO/80ClYrG4h0lC/QgPBQsZwaClvlnyRMzEgAqwXMHA84rN2/Nmo6GJAgypoqpvlu2qPYe1SpyclFGOVt/88gYxSSM9lHCsVM+xE/AzLIERTqdFT09NMBnjIe1pKnBElZ/Nb5laZ1oZWGEs9dNLzdXfHRmOlJpEga6MMIzUsjcT//N6KYRXfsZEkgIVZPFRmHILYmsWjDVgkhLgE00wkUzvapERlpiAjq+oQ3CWT14l7VrVuajad7VyvZLHUUCnqIQqyEGXqI5uUAu5iKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHonTNyHtO0B8Ynz+XEpoJ</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="lDaOO6O7PhBAk9F3veWjL3l0OZE=">AAACC3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOX0CL0VJOC6LEgFE+2gmkLTSib7aZdutmE3YlQQu9e/CtePCji1T/gzX/jts1BWx8sPN6bmZ15QcKZAtv+NtbWNza3tgs7xd29/YND8+i4reJUEuqSmMeyG2BFORPUBQacdhNJcRRw2gnG1zO/80ClYrG4h0lC/QgPBQsZwaClvlnyRMzEgAqwXMHA84rN2/Nmo6GJAgypoqpvlu2qPYe1SpyclFGOVt/88gYxSSM9lHCsVM+xE/AzLIERTqdFT09NMBnjIe1pKnBElZ/Nb5laZ1oZWGEs9dNLzdXfHRmOlJpEga6MMIzUsjcT//N6KYRXfsZEkgIVZPFRmHILYmsWjDVgkhLgE00wkUzvapERlpiAjq+oQ3CWT14l7VrVuajad7VyvZLHUUCnqIQqyEGXqI5uUAu5iKBH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHonTNyHtO0B8Ynz+XEpoJ</latexit>

Figure 4.3. Scheduling-dynamic information exchange.

be achieved by just running input.utils.cal ptdf(), where input is the object generated
from the general input data sheet. These useful utility functions are all implemented in a
vectorized fashion with fast and memory-saving features.
For DAUC and RTUC, we only generate the Pyomo abstract model one time since the
mixed-integer programming problem is time-consuming to save when the system size grows.
Then, for subsequent UC problems, we keep updating the model parameters in a rolling
fashion. For DAED and RTED, We generate the model for DAED and RTED every time,
as RTED does not impose a huge computational burden.
4.2.5.2. Dynamic Simulation Part
The dynamic simulation is by default executed in PSS®E, but other simulation platforms
could also interface with MIDAS-S on this matter. After each RTED run, the scheduling part
will save the RTED dispatch result in both CSV and Python binary formats. Afterward, the
results will be sent to PSS®E for dynamic analyses, while the RTED routine will be halted,
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waiting for the updated information is sent from the PSS®E, serving as new initial inputs
for the next RTED. The information exchange process between the scheduling and dynamic
simulation parts is detailed in Fig. 3. We omit the detailed discussion over the dynamic
simulation part, which will be presented in another paper together with more comprehensive
numerical experiments.
4.2.6. Simulation Examples
This section verifies the proposed platform by conducting market analyses on an 18bus system with 5 generators and 1 ESS and a reduced WECC 243-bus system with 197
generators for scalability analyses. These two analyses are documented in the example
gallery of MIDAS-S, where the network and unit data can also be found. Listing 3 shows the
code executing four work modes for the 18-bus system with built-in summary and plotting
functions. The dynamic simulation is embedded for both test systems (denoted as closedloop simulation). All the subsequent simulations are performed in Intel Python 3.6.3 with
MIDAS-S 0.6.6, NumPy 1.19.2, Pandas 1.1.2, and Pyomo 5.7 on a 2.9 GHz quad-core Intel
Core i7 CPU with 16GB memory. We employ Gurobi 9.1 as the optimizer. Also, note that
all figures in this section are generated from the built-in plotting functions.
4.2.6.1. 18-bus Test System
?? depicts the 18-bus system topology. Since DAUC and RTED are included in Mode 3
and 4, we focus on the economic assessment of them. Two consecutive days are considered
in the simulation, while the second day’s timeseries data is a copy of the first day adding
Gaussian noise.

a). Mode 4 General Assessment.
In Mode 4, DAUC, RTUC, and RTED routines are executed in the multi-timescale coordinative fashion. Figure 4.5 depicts the dispatch share between generators in DAUC, RTUC,
and RTED for the two days, and Table I tabulates the cost summary in Day 2. G1 and G3
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Listing 4.3. Sample code for the 18-bus system run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

import midass as ms
results_mode1 = ms . run_mode1 ( solver_name = " gurobi " ,
prefix_dir = r " midass / data /18 _bus / " ,
verbose = True )
results_mode4 = ms . run_mode4 ( solver_name = " gurobi " ,
prefix_dir = r " midass / data /18 _bus / " ,
psse_folder = r " PSSE / " ,
case_name = r " Case1 " ,
run_name = r " Case1_24hr " ,
close_loop_flag = False ,
e s s _ i n t e r p o l a t e _ m e t h o d = True ,
ess_dispatchable = False ,
verbose = True )
Fig_Plot = ms . FigurePlot ( " DAUC " ,

results_mode4 )

are inflexible units with a startup time longer than 1 hour, whereas G2 and G4 are flexible
units with a startup time of less than 1 hour. Thus, G2 and G4 are re-committable in RTUC.
We consider all four AS types in this test case, while the AS requirements are set as different
portions of the load.
The overall dispatch pattern is intuitive. During the day when PV output is abundant,
the ESS is charging using the excess PV power. When the time goes to the night, as the
peak load occurs, the ESS is discharging to relieve the dispatch burden, during which the
fast-start gas unit G2 is brought up for the demand increase. Since we assume RTUC uses
the same timeseries profiles as in DAUC, there are not many differences between Figure 4.5
(a) and (b), while in Day 2, for Hour 7-10, RTUC shows a different dispatch profile with
DAUC. When the load and renewable profiles are the same, this dispatch difference could
be owing to the reserve relocation in RTUC when the simulation horizon for RTUC is only
3 hours. And RTED will strictly follow the RTUC commitments.
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18

15

B101

<latexit sha1_base64="X1uo2KN8iEAoE6W6BLiQhPXBaHA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0kKoseCF49VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSg3c1qNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDWofvWHCctirpBJakzPc1MMcqpRMMlnlX5meErZhI54z1JFY26CfHHpjFxYZUiiRNtSSBbq74mcxsZM49B2xhTHZtWbi/95vQyjmyAXKs2QK7ZcFGWSYELmb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpyKDcFbfXmdtBt1z617941a0y3iKMMZnMMleHANTbiDFvjAIIJneIU3Z+K8OO/Ox7K15BQzp/AHzucP6fyM4A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ry1dzjDmqnXeocqOh5CXWcDznVE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6sceCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rmjjVjHdYLGPdD6jhUijeQYGS9xPNaRRI3gtmt7nfe+LaiFg94jzhfkQnSoSCUbTSg9ccVWtu3V2CbBKvIDUo0B5Vv4bjmKURV8gkNWbguQn6GdUomOSLyjA1PKFsRid8YKmiETd+trx0Qa6sMiZhrG0pJEv190RGI2PmUWA7I4pTs+7l4n/eIMWw6WdCJSlyxVaLwlQSjEn+NhkLzRnKuSWUaWFvJWxKNWVow6nYELz1lzdJt1H33Lp336i13CKOMlzAJVyDBzfQgjtoQwcYhPAMr/DmzJwX5935WLWWnGLmHP7A+fwB7oiM4w==</latexit>

B311

3000

Hydro

PV
Load

G1 Coal

G4

<latexit sha1_base64="HlwGeNfU5dOWLWOve4APJ1vud6M=">AAACFHicdVDNS8MwHE39nPOr6tFLcAiCo7RDdLsNPOhxgvuArow0S7ewNC1JKozSP8KL/4oXD4p49eDN/8as+0BFHwQe771f8svzY0alsu1PY2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tk19/ZbMkoEJk0csUh0fCQJo5w0FVWMdGJBUOgz0vZHlxO/fUeEpBG/VeOYeCEacBpQjJSWeuZp2s0vccXA91LbqtVq1ep52bHsHOWpcmZnV07WM0vzAJwH4DywUEpghkbP/Oj2I5yEhCvMkJSuY8fKS5FQFDOSFbuJJDHCIzQgrqYchUR6ab5PBo+10odBJPThCubq94kUhVKOQ18nQ6SG8rc3Ef/y3EQFVS+lPE4U4Xj6UJAwqCI4aQj2qSBYsbEmCAuqd4V4iATCSvdY1CUs/v4/aVUsx7acm0qpbs/qKIBDcAROgAMuQB1cgwZoAgzuwSN4Bi/Gg/FkvBpv0+iSMZs5AD9gvH8Bh7Kanw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="XJ3YUn2HbZrBkCU9rIMvuL8NfSQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FD3qsYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZn7nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPdxeDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWamfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP1tcOiMXVhmSMNa2FJKF+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn15uJ/Xi/F8NrPhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+dtkKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoQ2nZEPwVl9eJ+1a1XOr3n2t0nDzOIpwBudwCR7UoQF30IQWMAjhGV7hzZk4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5Awn1jPU=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zhmRHA8IfLUXmI0rGQLJ9IqVoFo=">AAAB6HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibRc9EjixSMkFkigIdtlCivbbbO7NSENv8CLB43x6k/y5r9xgR4UfMkkL+/NZGZemAqujet+O6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PikenrW0UmmGPosEYnqhVSj4BJ9w43AXqqQxqHAbji9W/jdJ1SaJ/LBzFIMYjqWPOKMGiu1vWG15tbdJcgm8QpSgwKtYfVrMEpYFqM0TFCt+56bmiCnynAmcF4ZZBpTyqZ0jH1LJY1RB/ny0Dm5ssqIRImyJQ1Zqr8nchprPYtD2xlTM9Hr3kL8z+tnJroNci7TzKBkq0VRJohJyOJrMuIKmREzSyhT3N5K2IQqyozNpmJD8NZf3iSdRt1z6167UWu6RRxluIBLuAYPbqAJ99ACHxggPMMrvDmPzovz7nysWktOMXMOf+B8/gB0k4yh</latexit>
<latexit

12

<latexit sha1_base64="fDmhe9WQMLqEiCZd4PC9G5nf0H8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0kKUo8FD3qsYj+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6D/w4kERr/4jb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFgqUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZn7nSeujYjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPdxeDcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWamfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP1tcOiMXVhmSMNa2FJKF+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn15uJ/Xi/F8NrPhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+dtkKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoQ2nZEPwVl9eJ+1a1XOr3n2t0nDzOIpwBudwCR7UoQF30IQWMAjhGV7hzZk4L86787FsLTj5zCn8gfP5Awt5jPY=</latexit>

2500

B1

3

<latexit sha1_base64="BCe5oqnga+Ly4iebHsG3OWUO2Us=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQM2llHMByRH2NvMJUt2947dPSEc+Qc2ForY+o/s/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuZFqeDG+v63t7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk7bJsk0wxZLRKK7ETUouMKW5VZgN9VIZSSwE01u537nCbXhiXq00xRDSUeKx5xR66SHoD6oVP2avwBZJ0FBqlCgOah89YcJyyQqywQ1phf4qQ1zqi1nAmflfmYwpWxCR9hzVFGJJswXl87IpVOGJE60K2XJQv09kVNpzFRGrlNSOzar3lz8z+tlNr4Jc67SzKJiy0VxJohNyPxtMuQamRVTRyjT3N1K2JhqyqwLp+xCCFZfXiftei3wa8F9vdrwizhKcA4XcAUBXEMD7qAJLWAQwzO8wps38V68d+9j2brhFTNn8Afe5w/lcIzd</latexit>

B31

<latexit sha1_base64="Sxmx+/+CGbONyphYlQfCtqF/Nas=">AAACFHicdVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16tFLsAiCUrILxfVW9OKxgn3AdinZNNuGZh8kWaEs+yO8+Fe8eFDEqwdv/hvT7RZUdCAwzMyXfBk/4UwqhD6NpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9fc2+/IOBWEtknMY9HzsaScRbStmOK0lwiKQ5/Trj+5mvndOyoki6NbNU2oF+JRxAJGsNLSwDzN+sUlrhj5XobqyEGO7ZxpUkCTiwZCdiO/tPKBWVsE4CIAFwFolUoNlGgNzI/+MCZpSCNFOJbStVCivAwLxQinebWfSppgMsEj6moa4ZBKLyv2yeGxVoYwiIU+kYKF+n0iw6GU09DXyRCrsfztzcS/PDdVgeNlLEpSRSMyfyhIOVQxnDUEh0xQovhUE0wE07tCMsYCE6V7rOoSFj+F/5OOXbdQ3bqxa01U1lEBh+AInAALnIMmuAYt0AYE3INH8AxejAfjyXg13ubRJaOcOQA/YLx/AQBkmkY=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="t40SoXmp3d4kAzP44+bxh+D1QLA=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5iEcuAjWUC5gOSI+xt5pI1e3vH7p4QjvwCGwtFbP1Jdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjo5TxbDNYhGrXkA1Ci6xbbgR2EsU0igQ2A2mdwu/+4RK81g+mFmCfkTHkoecUWOl1s2wXHGr7hJkk3g5qUCO5rD8NRjFLI1QGiao1n3PTYyfUWU4EzgvDVKNCWVTOsa+pZJGqP1seeicXFllRMJY2ZKGLNXfExmNtJ5Fge2MqJnodW8h/uf1UxPe+hmXSWpQstWiMBXExGTxNRlxhcyImSWUKW5vJWxCFWXGZlOyIXjrL2+STq3quVWvVas03DyOIlzAJVyDB3VowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8Ad5uMow==</latexit>
<latexit

2
<latexit sha1_base64="N27+dj67ORfd/VdGVDvlv5Nhrn4=">AAAB6HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibRc9EjixSMkFkigIdtlCivbbbO7NSENv8CLB43x6k/y5r9xgR4UfMkkL+/NZGZemAqujet+O6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PikenrW0UmmGPosEYnqhVSj4BJ9w43AXqqQxqHAbji9W/jdJ1SaJ/LBzFIMYjqWPOKMGiu1G8Nqza27S5BN4hWkBgVaw+rXYJSwLEZpmKBa9z03NUFOleFM4LwyyDSmlE3pGPuWShqjDvLloXNyZZURiRJlSxqyVH9P5DTWehaHtjOmZqLXvYX4n9fPTHQb5FymmUHJVouiTBCTkMXXZMQVMiNmllCmuL2VsAlVlBmbTcWG4K2/vEk6jbrn1r12o9Z0izjKcAGXcA0e3EAT7qEFPjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtZacYuYc/sD5/AF2F4yi</latexit>
<latexit

B3

B32

ESS

<latexit sha1_base64="Gm2oRuaZQyj8QMYmqLwB8wivfqA=">AAACFHicdVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16tFLsAiCUrILxfVW9OKxgn3AdinZNNuGZh8kWaEs+yO8+Fe8eFDEqwdv/hvT7RZUdCAwzMyXfBk/4UwqhD6NpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9fc2+/IOBWEtknMY9HzsaScRbStmOK0lwiKQ5/Trj+5mvndOyoki6NbNU2oF+JRxAJGsNLSwDzN+sUlrhj5XobqyEGO7ZxpUkCTiwZCdiO/tPOBWVsE4CIAFwFolUoNlGgNzI/+MCZpSCNFOJbStVCivAwLxQinebWfSppgMsEj6moa4ZBKLyv2yeGxVoYwiIU+kYKF+n0iw6GU09DXyRCrsfztzcS/PDdVgeNlLEpSRSMyfyhIOVQxnDUEh0xQovhUE0wE07tCMsYCE6V7rOoSFj+F/5OOXbdQ3bqxa01U1lEBh+AInAALnIMmuAYt0AYE3INH8A
sha1_base64="Gm2oRuaZQyj8QMYmqLwB8wivfqA=">AAACFHicdVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16tFLsAiCUrILxfVW9OKxgn3AdinZNNuGZh8kWaEs+yO8+Fe8eFDEqwdv/hvT7RZUdCAwzMyXfBk/4UwqhD6NpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9fc2+/IOBWEtknMY9HzsaScRbStmOK0lwiKQ5/Trj+5mvndOyoki6NbNU2oF+JRxAJGsNLSwDzN+sUlrhj5XobqyEGO7ZxpUkCTiwZCdiO/tPOBWVsE4CIAFwFolUoNlGgNzI/+MCZpSCNFOJbStVCivAwLxQinebWfSppgMsEj6moa4ZBKLyv2yeGxVoYwiIU+kYKF+n0iw6GU09DXyRCrsfztzcS/PDdVgeNlLEpSRSMyfyhIOVQxnDUEh0xQovhUE0wE07tCMsYCE6V7rOoSFj+F/5OOXbdQ3bqxa01U1lEBh+AInAALnIMmuAYt0AYE3INH8AxejAfjyXg13ubRJaOcOQA/YLx/AQHpmkc=</latexit>

14

B33

<latexit sha1_base64="Qsf7BX3VuGmvphfC/rRaOsrrrnk=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeCF49VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGfdZIhPdDanhUijuo0DJu6nmNA4l74ST27nfeeLaiEQ94jTlQUxHSkSCUbTSg3c1qNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDWofvWHCctirpBJakzPc1MMcqpRMMlnlX5meErZhI54z1JFY26CfHHpjFxYZUiiRNtSSBbq74mcxsZM49B2xhTHZtWbi/95vQyjmyAXKs2QK7ZcFGWSYELmb5Oh0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNpyKDcFbfXmdtBt1z617941a0y3iKMMZnMMleHANTbiDFvjAIIJneIU3Z+K8OO/Ox7K15BQzp/AHzucP6HiM3w==</latexit>

B12

B2

13

5

<latexit sha1_base64="K/pQsVyo7QIjJ9ayKy/B6ZMU0Is=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nqQY8FLx6rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZJMM+6zRCa6G1LDpVDcR4GSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlIgEo2ilB+9qUK25dXcBsk68gtSgQGtQ/eoPE5bFXCGT1Jie56YY5FSjYJLPKv3M8JSyCR3xnqWKxtwE+eLSGbmwypBEibalkCzU3xM5jY2ZxqHtjCmOzao3F//zehlGN0EuVJohV2y5KMokwYTM3yZDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqaYMbTgVG4K3+vI6aTfqnlv37hu1plvEUYYzOIdL8OAamnAHLfCBQQTP8ApvzsR5cd6dj2VrySlmTuEPnM8f5vSM3g==</latexit>

16

<latexit sha1_base64="XKgNFmkEYVCkag1ZSlxwNa+LfeQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0kKUo8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFS62ZYrrhVdwmySbycVCBHc1j+GoxilkYoDRNU677nJsbPqDKcCZyXBqnGhLIpHWPfUkkj1H62PHROrqwyImGsbElDlurviYxGWs+iwHZG1Ez0urcQ//P6qQlv/YzLJDUo2WpRmApiYrL4moy4QmbEzBLKFLe3EjahijJjsynZELz1lzdJp1b13KrXqlUabh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz96o4yl</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="/uFMLybA9EjEo1klo7dC7MxJjPA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6UI8FLx6rmLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikbZJMM+6zRCa6G1LDpVDcR4GSd1PNaRxK3gknt3O/88S1EYl6xGnKg5iOlIgEo2ilB+9qUK25dXcBsk68gtSgQGtQ/eoPE5bFXCGT1Jie56YY5FSjYJLPKv3M8JSyCR3xnqWKxtwE+eLSGbmwypBEibalkCzU3xM5jY2ZxqHtjCmOzao3F//zehlGN0EuVJohV2y5KMokwYTM3yZDoTlDObWEMi3srYSNqaYMbTgVG4K3+vI6aTfqnlv37hu1plvEUYYzOIdL8OAamnAHLfCBQQTP8ApvzsR5cd6dj2VrySlmTuEPnM8f64CM4Q==</latexit>

G2

8

B21 B13

6
<latexit sha1_base64="GUlz2YOX/uBSTQ5WFNdythXNul0=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5SGMuAjWUC5gOSI+xt5pI1e3vH7p4QjvwCGwtFbP1Jdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjo5TxbDNYhGrXkA1Ci6xbbgR2EsU0igQ2A2mdwu/+4RK81g+mFmCfkTHkoecUWOl1s2wXHGr7hJkk3g5qUCO5rD8NRjFLI1QGiao1n3PTYyfUWU4EzgvDVKNCWVTOsa+pZJGqP1seeicXFllRMJY2ZKGLNXfExmNtJ5Fge2MqJnodW8h/uf1UxPe+hmXSWpQstWiMBXExGTxNRlxhcyImSWUKW5vJWxCFWXGZlOyIXjrL2+STq3quVWvVas03DyOIlzAJVyDB3VowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8AfCeMpg==</latexit>
<latexit

17
<latexit sha1_base64="ZPKd4XtwxJwQg1M94loYh65BNKY=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l6qceCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PikenrW1XGqGHZYLGLVD6hGwSV2DDcC+4lCGgUCe8HsNvd7T6g0j+WjmSfoR3QiecgZNVZ68Jqjas2tu0uQTeIVpAYF2qPq13AcszRCaZigWg88NzF+RpXhTOCiMkw1JpTN6AQHlkoaofaz5aULcmWVMQljZUsaslR/T2Q00noeBbYzomaq171c/M8bpCa88TMuk9SgZKtFYSqIiUn+NhlzhcyIuSWUKW5vJWxKFWXGhlOxIXjrL2+SbqPuuXXvvlFruUUcZbiAS7gGD5rQgjtoQwcYhPAMr/DmzJwX5935WLWWnGLmHP7A+fwB7QSM4g==</latexit>

2000

1500

1000

<latexit sha1_base64="7QRepU1nnR8ffoaJQGs0T3QHRVQ=">AAACDXicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16KU7BwyjpENxuAw96nODmoCsjzdItLE1Lkgqj9At48at48aCIV+/e/DZmXQXdfBB4vPd7yS/PjxmVCsIvo7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O6Z+wddGSUCkw6OWCR6PpKEUU46iipGerEgKPQZufMnlzP/7p4ISSN+q6Yx8UI04jSgGCktDcyTtJ9f4oqR76VOzbFhjhq0m81m4xxmV/VsYFZhoVvL5CdSBQXaA/OzP4xwEhKuMENSug6MlZcioShmJKv0E0lihCdoRFxNOQqJ9NJ8kcw61crQCiKhD1dWrv5OpCiUchr6ejJEaiwXvZn4n+cmKmh4KeVxogjH84eChFkqsmbVWEMqCFZsqgnCgupdLTxGAmGlC6zoEpzFLy+Tbt12oO3c1KstWNRRBkfgGJwBB1yAFrgGbdABGDyAJ/ACXo1H49l4M97noyWjyByCPzA+vgFzPZiD</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6G6VwgPe7oz8l/Y5bLUK1cLMSrQ=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInc0UpLYWEIiHwlcyN4yByt7e5fdPRJy4RfYWGiMrT/Jzn/jAlco+JJJXt6bycy8IBFcG9f9dgo7u3v7B8XD0tHxyelZ+fyio+NUMWyzWMSqF1CNgktsG24E9hKFNAoEdoPp/dLvzlBpHstHM0/Qj+hY8pAzaqzUqg/LFbfqrkC2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgYvSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s9Why7IjVVGJIyVLWnISv09kdFI63kU2M6Imone9Jbif14/NWHdz7hMUoOSrReFqSAmJsuvyYgrZEbMLaFMcXsrYROqKDM2m5INwdt8eZt0alXPrXqtWqXh5nEU4Qqu4RY8uIMGPEAT2sAA4Rle4c15cl6cd+dj3Vpw8plL+APn8wd/L4yo</latexit>
<latexit
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B23

<latexit sha1_base64="Tor3dMNHsvfLKzKY1+5p6VoENRQ=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKUI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFS62ZYrrhVdwmySbycVCBHc1j+GoxilkYoDRNU677nJsbPqDKcCZyXBqnGhLIpHWPfUkkj1H62PHROrqwyImGsbElDlurviYxGWs+iwHZG1Ez0urcQ//P6qQlv/YzLJDUo2WpRmApiYrL4moy4QmbEzBLKFLe3EjahijJjsynZELz1lzdJp1b13KrXqlUabh5HES7gEq7Bgzo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz95H4yk</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="BW8QQr4vxOiE4CvbT5dppu0n3io=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxInc0UJLYWEIiHwlcyN4yByt7e5fdPRNy4RfYWGiMrT/Jzn/jAlco+JJJXt6bycy8IBFcG9f9dgo7u3v7B8XD0tHxyelZ+fyiq+NUMeywWMSqH1CNgkvsGG4E9hOFNAoE9oLZ3dLvPaHSPJYPZp6gH9GJ5CFn1FipXR+VK27VXYFsEy8nFcjRGpW/huOYpRFKwwTVeuC5ifEzqgxnAhelYaoxoWxGJziwVNIItZ+tDl2QG6uMSRgrW9KQlfp7IqOR1vMosJ0RNVO96S3F/7xBasKGn3GZpAYlWy8KU0FMTJZfkzFXyIyYW0KZ4vZWwqZUUWZsNiUbgrf58jbp1qqeW/XatUrTzeMowhVcwy14UIcm3EMLOsAA4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj3Vpw8plL+APn8wd9q4yn</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="YUhTO8JBuTrHzKB8zdloLt184Iw=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFW5F0DJgYxnFxEByhL3NXrJkb+/YnRPCkX9gY6GIrf/Izn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZemCpp0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2yQzXLR4ohLTCZkVSmrRQolKdFIjWBwq8RiOb2b+45MwVib6ASepCGI21DKSnKGT7intV2t+3Z+DrBJakBoUaParX71BwrNYaOSKWdulfopBzgxKrsS00susSBkfs6HoOqpZLGyQzy+dkjOnDEiUGFcayVz9PZGz2NpJHLrOmOHILnsz8T+vm2F0HeRSpxkKzReLokwRTMjsbTKQRnBUE0cYN9LdSviIGcbRhVNxIdDll1dJ+6JO/Tq9u6w1/CKOMpzAKZwDhStowC00oQUcIniGV3jzxt6L9+59LFpLXjFzDH/gff4A5IyM3g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="skH82yCM/Rz1KvcpzvrbXrerfIo=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl4aLQM2llHMByRH2NvsJUv29o7dOSEc+Qc2ForY+o/s/Ddukis08cHA470ZZuaFqZIWKf32Nja3tnd2S3vl/YPDo+PKyWnbJpnhosUTlZhuyKxQUosWSlSimxrB4lCJTji5nfudJ2GsTPQjTlMRxGykZSQ5Qyc9+HRQqdIaXYCsE78gVSjQHFS++sOEZ7HQyBWztufTFIOcGZRciVm5n1mRMj5hI9FzVLNY2CBfXDojl04ZkigxrjSShfp7ImextdM4dJ0xw7Fd9ebif14vw+gmyKVOMxSaLxdFmSKYkPnbZCiN4KimjjBupLuV8DEzjKMLp+xC8FdfXiftes2nNf++Xm3QIo4SnMMFXIEP19CAO2hCCzhE8Ayv8OZNvBfv3ftYtm54xcwZ/IH3+QPiaIzb</latexit>

9
<latexit sha1_base64="5Z5PX1/3j7iMVyalJxCyfTcy7J4=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe7SGLuAjWUC5gOSI+xt5pI1e3vH7p4QjvwCGwtFbP1Jdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjo5TxbDNYhGrXkA1Ci6xbbgR2EsU0igQ2A2mdwu/+4RK81g+mFmCfkTHkoecUWOl1u2wXHGr7hJkk3g5qUCO5rD8NRjFLI1QGiao1n3PTYyfUWU4EzgvDVKNCWVTOsa+pZJGqP1seeicXFllRMJY2ZKGLNXfExmNtJ5Fge2MqJnodW8h/uf1UxPW/YzLJDUo2WpRmApiYrL4moy4QmbEzBLKFLe3EjahijJjsynZELz1lzdJp1b13KrXqlUabh5HES7gEq7BgxtowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8AgLOMqQ==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="YBFIp0F3I+EBscz5mTyRVtV5aPc=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5iEcuAhZZRzAckR9jb7CVL9vaO3TkhHPkHNhaK2PqP7Pw3bpIrNPHBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtolTzXiLxTLW3YAaLoXiLRQoeTfRnEaB5J1gcjP3O09cGxGrR5wm3I/oSIlQMIpWeri9GpQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3fra4dEYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm87fJUGjOUE4toUwLeythY6opQxtOyYbgrb68Ttq1qudWvftapeHmcRThDM7hEjyoQwPuoAktYBDCM7zCmzNxXpx352PZWnDymVP4A+fzBwhxjPQ=</latexit>
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Figure 4.4. 18-bus diagram.

Table 4.2. Economic Assessment of Different Routines in Day 2
DAUC

RTUC

RTED

Gen. Cost ($)

247, 697

247, 654

240, 243

ESS Cost ($)

44

44

37

LS Penalty Cost ($)

0

0

22

Ramp Penalty Cost ($)

0

0

73, 543

TX Penalty Cost ($)

0

0

0

SOC Penalty Cost ($)

0

0

0

PV Curtailment (MWh)

27

27

59

Gen.: Generator, LS: Load shedding.

For the unit startup/shutdown trajectory modeling, it is straightforward to observe that,
in (c) and (f) during the startup and shutdown processes of G2, RTED models the linear
trajectories explicitly. Especially in (f), as G2’s startup time is 20 minutes, when the RTUC
shown in (e) determines G2’s startup at 18:00, RTED traverses four intervals in (f) for the
113

DAUC

RTUC

<latexit sha1_base64="yKbCX/j8nh27FM9Ze4lN/f+A63w=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQF0WOlHvRWwbSFNpTNdtMu3Wzi7qRYQn+HFw+KePXHePPfuP04aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBNTrOt5VbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDR2nijKPxiJWrYBoJrhkHnIUrJUoRqJAsGYwrE395ogpzWP5gOOE+RHpSx5yStBIfgfZEwZhdnPt1SbdYskpOzPYq8RdkBIsUO8Wvzq9mKYRk0gF0brtOgn6GVHIqWCTQifVLCF0SPqsbagkEdN+Njt6Yp8ZpWeHsTIl0Z6pvycyEmk9jgLTGREc6GVvKv7ntVMMr/yMyyRFJul8UZgKG2N7moDd44pRFGNDCFXc3GrTAVGEosmpYEJwl19eJY1K2b0oO/eVUvVuEUceTuAUzsGFS6jCLdTBAwqP8Ayv8GaNrBfr3fqYt+asxcwx/IH1+QOfKJID</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="25nFmI7ay+FhBX1/qT+zDZ9ruDM=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQF0WOhF71V6Re0oWy2k3bpZhN3J8US+ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8PxZco+N8W7mNza3tnfxuYW//4PCoeHzS0lGiGDRZJCLV8akGwSU0kaOATqyAhr6Atj+uzf32BJTmkWzgNAYvpEPJA84oGsnrITyhH6QPjWZt1i+WnLKzgL1O3IyUSIZ6v/jVG0QsCUEiE1TrruvE6KVUIWcCZoVeoiGmbEyH0DVU0hC0ly6OntkXRhnYQaRMSbQX6u+JlIZaT0PfdIYUR3rVm4v/ed0Egxsv5TJOECRbLgoSYWNkzxOwB1wBQzE1hDLFza02G1FFGZqcCiYEd/XlddKqlN2rsnNfKVXvsjjy5Iyck0vikmtSJbekTpqEkUfyTF7JmzWxXqx362PZmrOymVPyB9bnD9GdkiQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0iTuATQHIhD7mjX0J1ZqdFRn/rM=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSED0WvOitgm2FppTNdtMu3WzC7kQsoX/DiwdFvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbROnmvEWi2WsHwJquBSKt1Cg5A+J5jQKJO8E4+uZ33nk2ohY3eMk4b2IDpUIBaNoJd9H/oRBmFXp+bRfrrg1dw6ySrycVCBHs1/+8gcxSyOukElqTNdzE+xlVKNgkk9Lfmp4QtmYDnnXUkUjbnrZ/OYpObPKgISxtqWQzNXfExmNjJlEge2MKI7MsjcT//O6KYZXvUyoJEWu2GJRmEqCMZkFQAZCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnamEo2BG/55VXSrte8i5p7V680bvM4inACp1AFDy6hATfQhBYwSOAZXuHNSZ0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB0zKRjg==</latexit>

(a)

RTED
<latexit sha1_base64="Kr/wMtqmZkTBpdz4O8XInTp9ymE=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8laQgeiyooLcq/YI2lM120y7dbOLupFhCf4cXD4p49cd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJnnx4JrdJxva2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2dJQoyuo0EpFq+UQzwSWrI0fBWrFiJPQFa/rDq6nfHDGleSRrOI6ZF5K+5AGnBI3kdZA9oR+kD7Wb60m3UHRKzgz2MnEzUoQM1W7hq9OLaBIyiVQQrduuE6OXEoWcCjbJdxLNYkKHpM/ahkoSMu2ls6Mn9qlRenYQKVMS7Zn6eyIlodbj0DedIcGBXvSm4n9eO8Hg0ku5jBNkks4XBYmwMbKnCdg9rhhFMTaEUMXNrTYdEEUompzyJgR38eVl0iiX3POSc18uVu6yOHJwDCdwBi5cQAVuoQp1oPAIz/AKb9bIerHerY9564qVzRzBH1ifP7rCkhU=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="CZkRgzlH4KYj6lRmwKIT5KWGK7k=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSED0WvOitgm2FppTNdtMu3WzC7kQsoX/DiwdFvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbROnmvEWi2WsHwJquBSKt1Cg5A+J5jQKJO8E4+uZ33nk2ohY3eMk4b2IDpUIBaNoJd9H/oRBmFWD82m/XHFr7hxklXg5qUCOZr/85Q9ilkZcIZPUmK7nJtjLqEbBJJ+W/NTwhLIxHfKupYpG3PSy+c1TcmaVAQljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyZZW8m/ud1UwyveplQSYpcscWiMJUEYzILgAyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK0MZVsCN7yy6ukXa95FzX3rl5p3OZxFOEETqEKHlxCA26gCS1gkMAzvMKbkzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kD1LiRjw==</latexit>
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Figure 4.5. 18-bus system’s Mode 4 dispatch results.

startup process. Then, once the startup process is completed at 18:00, thanks to the high
operation ramp rate of G2, it ramps sharply to a high MW output for the peak load time.
The shutdown process is also explicitly shown in this test case. It is noteworthy that the
startup and shutdown process design discussed in subsection 4.2.3 contributes to the explicit
modeling as shown in (c) and (f). Users could also choose other startup/shutdown modeling
approaches as MIDAS-S can flexibly switch.
We could also observe the real-time ESS performance that strictly follows the DAUC and
RTUC values. When the ESS performs the energy arbitrage in the day-ahead market coordinating with the PV power, real-time ESS dispatch values are interpolated but restricted to
the SOC limits. However, the AS schedules for ESSs are still dispatchable in the real-time
process in case any sudden event occurs.
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In MIDAS-S, we generally put slack variables with customized penalty costs for most
operational constraints, including the power balance, ramping constraints, power flow equations, SOC operations, and AS requirements, which is also an ISO’s practice [144]. According to Table I, we could see that MIDAS-S conducts the market operation under moderate
penalty values. We set very high penalty values, e.g., $100,000/MW for both load shedding
and ramp violation. In practical operations, the penalty values are unavoidable in the optimization. Then, they will be removed after the market clearing is complete by a pricing
rerun with violated constraint relaxation [149]. For PV curtailment, since we allow PV to
provide ASs in MIDAS-S, the curtailment can be used to provide upward reserves. However,
as we install an ESS in the system, the ESS takes the major responsibility to provide ASs
due to its flexible feature, and PV is prone to use its full headroom to charge the ESS during
the day. We could also see that the three modes’ unit production costs are very close, which
proves the consistency of the multi-timescale operation.

PESS

BESS
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Figure 4.6. ESS Schedules in the 18-bus system.
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b). Mode 4 ESS Performance with ASs.
We further validate the ESS implementation of the two operation schemes for different
flexibilities on the AS provision. Figure 4.6 provides the comparison between setting the
ESS as PESS-type and BESS-type. Note that we only show the DAUC results here since
ESSs perform the energy arbitrage in the day-ahead market. It is clear the ESS in the BESS
case covers a higher portion of ASs than the ESS in the PESS case as it can provide ASs by
exceeding its opposite limits. As described in subsection 4.2.4 B, the BESS type has better
flexibility of switching conditions and thus gains more capability to provide ASs. Figure 4.6
validates the exactness of the proposed ESS operating schemes. We also observe that the
total cost of using the BESS type is lower than the case using the PESS type because when
the AS burden is relieved by ESSs, generating units could leverage more power to perform
the economic dispatch. Concerning the future dominance of ESS installations, system operators need to consider the ESS flexibilities in market operations.

c). Comparison between Four Modes.
To further validate the performance, we run Mode 1, 2, 3, and 4 on the 18-bus test
system, and Table 4.3 gives the cost comparison. It is clear that for all modes, DAUC yields
the same results. And Mode 2’s RTEDs have the same outcomes as Mode 4’s RTEDs since
we feed in the previous results obtained by DAUC and RTUC in Mode 4. However, when
comparing Mode 3 and Mode 4, we could find that Mode 4’s RTEDs come to better results
with lower production costs and penalty values. In Mode 3, the ramping penalty is high since
Table 4.3. Cost Comparison between Four Modes in Day 2
DAUC ($)

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Mode 4

Prod. Cost

247, 742

N/A

247, 742

247, 742

Penalty Cost

0

N/A

0

0

RTED ($)

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Mode 4

Prod. Cost

N/A

240, 298

242, 893

240, 298

Penalty Cost

N/A

0

528, 327

73, 602

Prod: Production.
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Table 4.4. Computational Time for Test Systems
(Unit: sec)

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Mode 4

18-bus W

1.32

493

496

542

18-bus S

0.84

127

128

151

WECC W

287

−

−

−

WECC S

193

−

−

−

W: Complete wall time; S: Solver time.
the ESS value inheritance is directly applied to the RTED and no generator is rescheduled
in RTUC, which shrinks the ramp room of RTED’s generators. This proves the importance
of using RTUC in the short-term market operations.
4.2.6.2. Scalability Analysis
To test the scalability of MIDAS-S, we further run tests on the WECC 243-bus system
and Table 4.4 tabulates the computational time for the two systems. For Mode 2, 3, and 4,
the time is for one-day simulations. Note that we report both the solver execution time and
the complete wall time including the time used for parsing models and information exchange.
We could see that when the system size grows, the computational time also increases. But it
is still within the acceptable range of execution time considering the workstation capability.
4.2.7. Summary
We propose and validate a Python-based open-source simulation library, MIDAS-S, for
the short-term electricity market operations. The library is highly flexible for parameter
tuning, result I/O, and model modifications based on different user preferences. We enhance the current electricity market operation model by new AS modeling and refined ESS
operations, considering the recent advancement of renewable technologies. The MIDAS-S
library also accommodates a unique and novel structure of DAUC-RTUC-RTED, validated
via simulation-based economic assessment. The generalized implementation of complicated
time-coupled market operations could help the open-source community understand com117

mercial electricity market frameworks. The ready-to-use interface between the scheduling
and dynamic simulation paves a more accurate path for market analyses and provides new
insights for future market operations.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Till now, we have conducted research on both the long-term and short-term market
operations, considering the massive penetration of renewable energy. By leveraging the
uncertainty-based optimization techniques, the decision-makings in electricity markets can be
largely enhanced. The proposed stochastic optimization-based market framework provides a
promising candidate solution towards the challenge that the proliferating renewables impose.
We also investigate a combined simulation platform for future’s potential electricity market
designs, with emphasis on renewable impacts on the electricity market. Below is a detailed
summary of what we have achieved in the finished works.
• Long-term Operation: We proposed a novel modeling framework and decompositionbased solution strategy combining SP and RO to deal with multiplex uncertainties
in coordinated mid- and long-term power system planning. After solving a multi-year
generation and transmission planning problem from an independent system operator
(ISO)’s perspective, we analyzed the economic values of renewable energy comparing
with other generation technologies in terms of the long-term investment payback. Considering the N-k contingencies and resource uncertainties, the hybrid stochastic and
robust model was efficiently solved by a combined algorithm encoding the columnandconstraint generation and L-shaped method. We showed that the optimal investment portfolio in mid-term planning is the combined generation mix that includes
both renewables and conventional units. In a longer-term planning study, the renewable companies show their growing cost-effectiveness due to the low operation cost.
Note that the study we performed did not consider the energy storage and governmental and community incentives, strengthening the renewables’ competitiveness. Hence,
it is envisaged that a 100% renewable power system becomes feasible and economic in
the future.
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• Short-term Operation: We proposed a three-stage unit commitment model for the
market operation of transmission and distribution coordination under the uncertainties
of renewable generation and demand variations. Since the central operator will require
more information about the increasingly active distribution networks, the T-D coordination becomes a promising solution. The novel T-D market paradigm we proposed
quantitatively analyzed the typical market operation under a high distribution-level
DER penetration. We showed that when considering the T-D coordination, the T and
D boundary mismatches can be favorably reduced to zero, which saves hundreds of
millions of dollars as operation costs. Besides, eliminating the active power mismatch
could potentially help mitigate the frequency stability issue in both systems. To efficiently achieve this goal, our devised generalized decomposition technique greatly
facilitates the solution of the coordinated market operation while considering complex
system components such as the network reconfiguration.
• Industry-level market simulation tool: Heretofore, there lacks a general market
operation simulation software that can integrate with the system dynamic simulation.
Market operators keep a strong interest in capable software that can help simulate
a realistic market environment considering both steady-state market products and
transient-state system reliability. We design and implement such an open-source software based on Python programming language that could interface with commercial or
free solvers and professional power system simulation software such as PSS®E. Within
this open-source tool, various users from either industry or academia could easily get
access to the core of the electricity market operations adopted in a general way for
most scenarios in the world’s electricity market. Novel research ideas and traditional
engineering requirements synergize well within this platform to make a better future
for the progress of the electricity market.
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Appendix A
LINEAR RELAXATION TECHNIQUE
The product q of one binary variable z and one continuous variable x can be relaxed as
follows. The relaxation is tight due to the convexity of the McCormick Envelope.

q ≤ x + M (1 − z),

(A-1)

q ≥ x − M (1 − z),

(A-2)

q ≤ M z,

(A-3)

q ≥ −M z.

(A-4)
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Appendix B
FEASIBILITY GUARANTEE OF THE GND ALGORITHM
We provide two alternatives to guarantee the feasibility of the proposed GND algorithm.
Upon infeasibility, a feasibility-check subproblem for the third-stage problem will need to
be solved and return a feasibility cut to the second stage. Note that the second stage will
not incur any infeasibility since the transmission ED problem has no integer and the load
shedding variables enforce the feasibility of operational constraints. Hence, we only formulate
the third-stage feasibility-check problem, as shown in (B-1).
H

(B-1)

−
+
,
∀c ∶ min ∑ ∑ jmn,h,c
+ jmn,h,c
jmn,h,c

h mn

subject to

Constraint (3-3a)-(3-3f), (3-3l)-(3-3r),

(B-1a)

xD
mn,h,c ≥ 0,

∀h,

(B-1b)

xD
mn,h,c = 0,

∀n ∈ AD
T , ∀h,

(B-1c)

−
+
D
xD
mn,h,c + xnm,h,c = 1 + jmn,h,c − jmn,h,c ,

∀n ∈ F D /FQD , ∀h,

(B-1d)

D
∗
+
−
xD
mn,h,c + xnm,h,c = zq,h,c + jmn,h,c − jmn,h,c ,

∀n ∈ FQD , ∀h,
∑

(B-1e)

xmn,h,c = 1,

∀m ∈ AD /AD
T , ∀h,

(B-1f)

∀(m, n) ∈ F D , ∀h,

(B-1g)

n∶(m,n)∈F D
+
−
jmn,h,c
, jmn,h,c
≥ 0,

If we write in a compact form and for each scenario, we attain (B-2).
∀c, ∀ωcD ∶

Sd (wc , ωcD ) = min j,
j
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(B-2)

subject to
∥H2 y∗ + K2 z + e∥2 ≤ q⊺ y∗ + p⊺ z + k⊺ j + H3 x∗2 + r2 (ωcD ),

(B-2a)

+
−
where jmn,h,c
and jmn,h,c
are positive slack variables imposed on the distribution reconfig-

uration constraints, j is their vector form. After we solve (B-2), the feasibility cut can be
formulated as in (B-3).
u⊺ (H2 y∗ + e) − v(q⊺ y∗ + k⊺ j + H3 x∗2 + r2 (ωcD )) ≤ 0,

(B-3)

Note that any infeasible set of distribution reconfigurations will incur infeasibility in all
scenarios of this distribution network. Hence, upon encountering an infeasible subproblem
instance, a feasibility cut will be generated and all other scenarios will be terminated because (B-3) contains enough feasibility information. The feasibility cut will be added into the
second-stage problem. Afterwards, the second-stage problem will be solved and add a cut
containing both feasibility and optimality information to the first stage. Then the iteration
continues from the first stage. This procedure is called Fast Forward and Fast Back [72],
which also coincides with (B-3). One of this method’s benefits is that distribution networks
can return their feasibility cut individually without compromising other distribution systems’
optimality.
Adding feasibility cuts, however, naturally increases the computational burden as the
algorithm would require more iterations to converge. As discussed in [150], we can simply
replace the constraints in problem (3-3) with the ones in problem (B-1) and add a huge
penalty for these slack variables in the objective function, which makes the third-stage problem always feasible. This manuever could avoid adding any feasibility cut while maintaining
feasibility. Again, as shown in (B-1), not all operational constraints should be relaxed but
only the ones with integer variables as they are the potential sources of infeasibility.
Note that, though without a concrete proof, evidence has been found that enforcing a
feasible subproblem appears to be more computationally efficient than adding feasibility
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cuts [150] and corresponds to the ISO’s practice [151]. However, adding cuts is an exact and
canonical way. Nevertheless, both methods are able to eliminate the infeasibility issue to
different extents.
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